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In this work, we describe a number of methods of constructing probability 
measures on spaces of homeomorphisms. In particular, for the horneomorphism 
group of the unit interval we single out one particular measure as "natural" in the 
sense that it has a number of useful properties of invariance. Some possibilities for 
carrying out this construction in higher dimensions are discussed. © 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
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GENERAL REMARKS 
Several years ago, S. Ulam raised the question of the existence of 
"natural" measures on various topological and algebraic structures. He has 
discussed these questions in [10]. Is there a natural measure on the 
homeomorphism group or on the space of flows of a manifold? Can one 
generate a homeomorphism or flow at random in a natural way? If so, 
then one could make quantitative statements about the behavior of 
homeomorphisms and f lows--the structure of fixed point sets, stability of a 
flow, turbulence and chaotic phenomena. Some of the quantitative 
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statements may have significance for statistical mechanics. This general 
idea is analogous the qualitative result of Oxtoby and Ulam [8] that 
almost every, in the sense of category, measure preserving homeomorphism 
is metrically transitive (ergodic). 
Ulam and Mauldin devised some schemes for producing a measure on 
the homeomorphism group and on the flows of the unit cube P, n = 
1, 2, 3,.... The main purpose of this paper is to develop the theory of one of 
the schemes for the unit interval. It turns out that for the unit interval our 
method is a special case of a process invented by Dubins and Freedman 
[2, 3] for constructing a distribution function at random. It is our hope to 
demonstrate the naturalness of our specific construction through its 
invariance properties, and that our results will be useful in carrying out the 
schemes in higher dimensions. We carry out an analysis of a number of 
properties of the Dubins-Freedman scheme for comparison and interest in 
its own right. We also hope several of the results and problems which have 
emerged from this work will be found worthy of attention. 
To describe one general scheme, let us begin with a basic construction of 
homeomorphisms of the unit interval. To generate at random a 
homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto [0, 1] which leaves 0 and 1 fixed, we 
proceed as follows. We first choose the value of the homeomorphism at 4 
according to the uniform distribution over [0, 1]. Once the value at ½ has 
been chosen, we choose the value at ¼ according to the uniform distribution 
over the interval from-0 to the value at ½. Independently we choose the 
value at ~ according to the uniform distribution over the interval from the 
value already chosen at ½ to 1. Continue this point process. It turns out that 
with probability one, a function so constructed from D, the dyadic 
rationals, into [0, 1] extends to a homemorphism of [0, 1]. Thus, this 
defines a probability measure P on all homeomorphisms. 
Now let us consider some methods of generating a flow of 
homeomorphisms of the unit interval. From one point of view, we are con- 
structing continuous maps from [0, 1 ] into H, the homeomorphism group 
of [0, 1 ]. Thus, we can first select two homeomorphisms of the unit inter- 
val ho and h I at random (with respect o the measure P already construc- 
ted). Now, we select a homeomorphism hl/2 at random and continue this 
process as before. However, the function so defined from D into the 
homeomorphism group may not be uniformly continuous. So, we must use 
some side conditions in our process to ensure that, with probability one, 
the function so defined extends to a flow. This can be done in several ways, 
one of which is described in this paper. Now, from another point of view 
one can construct a flow of homeomorphisms of the unit interval by con- 
structing the flow lines at random. Thus, one may first select at random a 
continuous map fl/2 of [0, 1 ] into (0, 1) (at random is now taken to be 
with respect o some probability measure on the space of continuous maps 
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of [0, 1] into (0, 1); say some scaled version of Wiener measure). Next one 
selects a function fl/4 from [0, 1] into (0, 1) such that for each t, 0 < 
fl/4(t) < fl/2(t). Continue this process. This process, under very reasonable 
conditions, also leads to a continuous map of [0, 1] x [0, 1] into itself 
which, for each fixed t, is a homeomorphism of {t} x [0, 1] onto itself, i.e., 
a flow. This method of construction is considered in some detail in this 
paper. 
Now let us consider a method of generating at random a 
homeomorphism of the unit square, I x/ ,  which leaves the boundary fixed. 
We have just finished describing a probability measure on the set of all 
such homeomorphisms which leave vertical fibers invariant. By reflection, 
this also yields a measure on those homeomorphisms which leave horizon- 
tal fibers invariant. Next, we can generate a probability measure #n on 
those homeomorphisms which are the composition of n homeomorphisms 
of the first type with n homeomorphisms of the second type, the com- 
position taken by alternately choosing one of each type and composing. 
Finally, one can average the probability measures /~,, to obtain a 
probability measure # defined on the group of all homeomorphisms which 
are the composition of finitely many homeomorphisms of our two basic 
types. Eggleston [4] has shown that this group is dense in the group of all 
homeomorphisms of [0, 1 ] x [0, 1 ] which leave the boundary fixed. 
Finally, one could continue this process by first generating flows of 
homeomorphisms of/~, then permuting coordinates, and finally composing 
finitely many of these. This bootstrap process will presumably take us 
through all finite-dimensional cubes. We would, of course, like our 
measures to give each nonempty open set positive measure_ However, for 
this to be true, we need to know that Eggleston's result holds in higher 
dimensions. Eggleston indicates that this result holds for n = 3 in his book 
[5, p. 33]. However, no proof of this appears to have been published for 
this case or for any n > 3. There seems to be some difference of opinion as 
to whether the group generated by this process is dense for n > 3. This 
question was raised by Ulam [-11 ]. 
It should be mentioned that computer studies played a significant role in 
this work. We were able to guess a number of the properties proved to be 
true herein from examining some graphs produced by computer. For the 
benefit of the reader, we include some samples in the next 
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1.1. Section 2 
We present a general form of the construction i dicated in the opening 
remarks. We describe a type of transition kernel, called uniformly centered, 
and in Theorem 2.6 demonstrate hat almost every function from D into I 
so constructed extends to a homeomorphism. Thus, each such transition 
kernel defines an element of N(H), the space of all probability measures on 
H, the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of [0, 1 ]. 
The proof of Theorem 2.6 is broken into a number of lemmas which we 
generalize in Sections 7 and 8. In Example 2.3 we give two general types of 
processes which fit in this scheme. One of these, P, ,  is obtained by con- 
tinually rescaling a given probability measure p on [0, 1 ] and the other, 
uP, is obtained by continually renormalizing such a measure #. The specific 
measure P described in the opening remarks is the only measure of both 
types where the measure used is 2, Lebesgue measure on [0, 1 ]. So, P = 
~P= Pj~ and P is "natural" in this sense. The process of rescaling fits in 
another scheme which was given by Dubins and Freedman [2, 3-1. Dubins 
and Freedman were considering generating probability distribution 
functions at random whereas we are thinking of generating 
homeomorphisms at random. We hope our theorems and techniques will 
be useful for both viewpoints, but particularly for extension to other 
topological objects. It seems very likely that the second type, renor- 
realizing, does not necessarily fit in the Dubins-Freedman scheme unless 
kt=2. 
Also, for each of the measures Pu we consider the right and left average 
measure induced by Pu, 
(P,~)(B) = f Pv(Bg) dPu(g) 
and 
(aP,u)(B) : f Pg(gB) dP~(g). 
The measures Pua are also members of the class of probability measures 
constructed by Dubins and Freedman (Remark 2.24(b)). 
We demonstrate in Proposition 2.14 and Remark 2.24(a) that if # gives 
each nonempty open subset of [0, 1] positive measure, then each of the 
measures ,P, P~, Pu,, and aP~ give each nonempty open set of 
homeomorphisms positive measure. This can be considered as a basic 
"natural" property. 
1_2. Section 3 
We develop some functional analytic methods which allow us to analyze 
the probability measures introduced in Section 2_ First, we define the 
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amalgamation of f  and g at (x, y) where f, g: [0, 1] ~ [0, 1] and (x, y)E 
(0, 1) 2. This is simply the map which scalesfto a map of the interval [0, x] 
onto [0, y]  and scales g to a map of [x, 1] onto [y, 1]. We then use this 
operation to introduce, for each probability measure ~t on (0, 1), a linear 
operator T~ which takes 5~(H) into ~(H).  In Theorem 3.7, we show that 
Pu is the unique fixed point of Tu. In fact for every Q ~(H) ,  T~(Q) con- 
verges to P, .  We also develop another type of amalgamation operator T,, a 
and show in Theorem 3.12 that Pu, a is the unique fixed point of this 
operator. There are two integral formulas which arise from this analysis 
(Remarks 3.6 and 3.13(b)). These formulas allow us to make many com- 
putations and estimates. The relationship between the operators T~ and 
T,,, to some operators considered by Dubins and Freedman is discussed in 
Remark 4.17(b). 
1.3. Section 4 
We investigate properties of invariance for probability measures on H 
and to what extent the measures are determined by these properties and 
certain averages. Since the group H is not locally compact here are no 
non-trivial eft (or right) quasi-invariant measures. We seek other proper- 
ties of invariance. 
The first property is "time reversal." Consider the time reversal map 
h--+ h-, where h(t)= 1 -h(1 -  t)_ In Theorem 4.3, we find that if /~ is a 
probability measure on (0, 1) then P ,  is invariant under time reversal if 
and only if # is invariant under the map t ~ 1 - t. Also, if P ,  is invariant 
under time reversal then so are (P~,), and ~(Pu). 
Another property of invariance is inversion. Consider the inversion map 
h ~ h 1. It turns out that (Theorem 5.19) Pu is inversion invariant if and 
only if g is point mass at ½. On the other hand, (P~)a and ,(Pu) are always 
inversion invariant (Theorem 4.4). 
A third property of invariance which we consider is "scaling." Intuitively, 
a measure Q on H is scaling invariant between xl and x2 where 0~< 
xl < x2 ~< 1 means that for each yl,  Y2 with 0 < y~ < Y2 < 1 the conditional 
distribution on H given the information that h(xl) = y~ and h(x2) = Y2 is Q 
when the conditional distribution is scaled back to the unit square. It is this 
property of invariance which seems most important o us. This property is 
especially useful in the use of computer models. If one has constructed a Q- 
random homeomorphism over points x~ < x2 < "'" < xn in [0, 1 ] and Q is 
scaling invariant between x i and xi+~, then one knows that what will be 
produced inside the interval [xi, xi+ 1] "looks like" what has already been 
constructed. The main theorem here is Theorem 4.6: The measures P~ are 
scaling invariant between i2 ~ and (i + 1 ) 2 -~ for 0 4 i < 2 " and n = 0, 1,.... It 
is not until Theorem 5.11 that we prove that P, is not scaling invariant 
between two points. We also demonstrate hat one cannot expect oo much 
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scaling in Theorem 4.11: If Q ~ P(H) and there is a dense set of t such that 
Q is scaling invariant between 0 and t and between t and 1, then Q is Dirac 
measure at the identity in H. 
We also give a characterization f the measures P,  in Theorem 4.8. A 
probability measure Q on H is P~ for some /Z if and only if Q is scaling 
invariant between any two adjacent dyadic rational on the same level and 
Q is memoryless at t = 1. (This means that, given the value of h at 7,x what 
happened before time ½ is independent of what happened after.) It follows 
that ~d, Dirac measure at the identity, is the only measure which has all 
three of the scaling properties mentioned. 
We obtain some results concerning expected homeomorphisms and 
expected inverse homeomorphisms. These results were given by Dubins 
and Freedman. We give proofs based on the amalgamation operators. 
Thus, in Theorem 4.16 we show that the expected homeomorphism with 
respect o P~ is the identity if and only if the /z-expected value is ½. In 
Theorem 4.18, we show that the expected inverse homeomorphism with 
respect o P is the arcsine function scaled to [0, 1]. There do not seem to 
be any explicit formulas for the expected nth power homeomorphisms, not 
even when n = 2. 
In Theorem4.16, we show how the Lebesgue measure is transformed 
under Pu -a.e.h. In particular, for P we have 
2(B) = f ,~(h(B)) dP(h). 
In Theorem 4.22 we show that 2(B)>0 if and only if for P -a .e .h ,  
;4h(B)) > o. 
1.4. Section 5 
We investigate the structure of the derivatives of Pu and (P~)a random 
homeomophisms. A basic tool for this investigation is the fundamental 
theorem of Dubins and Freedman: For every probability measure # on 
(0, i) w i th /z#em,  the measures Pu and (P,)~ are supported by the set of 
all homeomorphisms h uch that h does not have a finite positive derivative 
anywhere. In Theorem 5.7, we derive the fact that for each t, 0 < t < 1, Pa- 
almost all homeomorphisms have derivative 0 at t. In Remark 5.27, we 
indicate that actually for every x in [0, 1] and for every e< 1/ln 2, 
P -a .e .h  has the property that 
lira t~(h(x + t) - h(t)) = O. 
t.LO 
In Theorem 5.8, we give a functional analytic proof involving differential 
equations of the fact that P~ ({h~H: Vie(0, 1): h(t)>~rnt})=O. In 
Theorem 5.10, we show that P,-almost every homeomorphism has upper 
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right derivative + oo at 0 and lower right derivative 0 at 0. Of course, a 
similar statement is true at 1. On the other hand P-almost all 
homeomorphisms have derivative 0 at 0 and at 1. In fact, in Theorem 5.16 
we give an exact analysis of the derivative structure of P,-almost all 
homeomorphisms at the dyadic rationals. The behavior depends on the 
values of ~(o, ll In t d#(t) and j(o,1)ln(1 - t )d#( t ) .  It should be remarked that 
it follows from this analysis that for P×P almost all pairs of 
homeomorphisms h and g the translates of P, Ph, and Pg are orthogonal. 
However, this fact is not true for all pairs h and g_ In fact, in 
Remark 5.18(b) we construct a nontrivial homeomorphism g such that 
Pg ~P.  We do not know if it is true that for every h either Ph ~P or 
Ph±P. In Theorem 5.20, we show that for each t in [0, 1], P~-almost all 
homeomorphisms have derivative 0 at t if and only if 
f(o.l) lntdg(t)< -ln2 and f(o,1) ln(1-t)d~(t)< -ln2. 
In Theorem 5.23 we show that for any probability measure # on (0, 1) 
other than el/2, Pu - a.e.h has derivative 0 at t if t is a simply normal num- 
ber in the base 2. Conversely, if t is not simply normal in the base 2, then 
there is some ~ for which it is not true that P~ - a.e.h has derivative zero at 
t (Theorem 5.25). 
1.5, Section 6 
In Theorem 6.11, we show that P-almost all homeomorphisms have a 
finite odd number of fixed points between 0 and 1 which alternate between 
attractive and nonattractive, This fact is illustrated by the computer study 
presented in Table II. In fact, we show that for each straight line P-almost 
all homeomorphisms intersect hat line only finitely many times. These 
facts are also true for measures P~, if /~ is absolutely continuous with 
respect o 2 and Pu-a.e.h has derivative 0 at 0 and 1. On the other hand the 
situation for P~-random homeomorphisms is quite different. In 
Theorem 6.12, we show that P,-almost all homeomorphisms eet the line 
y=mx+b with m>0 infinitely many times if b=0 or m+b=l .  
Otherwise, P~-almost all homeomorphisms eet the line only finitely many 
times. We use this in Theorem6.14 to show that Pa-almost all 
homeomorphisms have an infinite fixed point set with 0 and 1 being the 
only accumulation points. The same statement is true about the fixed point 
sets of aP-a.e.h. 
In Remark 6.16 we show that there are continuumly many 
homeomorphisms h uch that Ph is not a measure of the type considered by 
Dubins and Freedman_ On the other hand, in Remark 6.17 we show that 
there are continuumly many h such that Ph is of the type considered by 
Dubins and Freedman. 
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1_6. Section 7 
We present an iterative method of constructing at random a map of 
[0, 1] into a complete metric space satisfying a certain metric betweenness 
property. The process is similar to that given in Section 2 and the proof of 
the fact (Theorem 7.2) that the maps defined on the dyadic rationals extend 
to continuous maps on the interval is similar to the corresponding proof in 
Section 2. This method may be applied to obtain continuous maps of 
[0, 1] into H, the homeomorphism group of [0, 1]. Thus, we may regard 
this construction as defining a probability measure on all flows on [0, 1 ] 
or on all homeomorphisms of [0, 1] x [0, 1] which leave vertical fibers 
invariant. As mentioned in the opening section, this leads to the possibility 
of extending the construction to the higher-dimensional cubes. 
1.7. Section 8 
In this section we concentrate on producing homeomorphisms of
[0, 1 ] x [0, 1 ] which leave vertical fibers invariant. In Section 7, we did 
this by producing the "time t" homeomorphism of the interval at random. 
In this section we construct he "flow lines" at random. We start with a 
probability measure defined on all continuous maps of [0, 1] into (0, 1), 
e.g., a scaled version of Wiener measure. We then construct the flow line of 
½ and then, conditioned on this, the flow line of ¼ and ¼, etc. The processes 
described here and in Section 7 seem similar, but we do not find any 
definite relation between them. 
1.8. Section 9 
Problems. In this section we gather together a number of problems 
which are directly concerned with this work and also some problems which 
are suggested by our results. 
1.9. Tables and Examples 
In this section we present a table which outlines some of the results 
(TableI), 22 graphs of P=Pa computer generated random 
homeomorphisms (Fig. 1), a table of fixed points of 5000 P-random 
homeomorphisms (Table II), 20 graphs of Pa = (Px)~-random 
homeomorphisms (Fig. 2), and the average of 192 Pa-random 
homeomorphisms (Fig. 3). The last number below the graph of a P- 
homeomorphism is the number which the computer thought was the num- 
ber of fixed points. We know, with probability one, that this number is 
odd. The fact that several of the numbers obtained are even is a statement 
about the resolution of the machine. Also, some of the P-homeomorphisms 
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FiG. 1. Twenty-two P-random homeomorphisms with number of fixed points. 
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FIG. 1--Continued. 
TABLE II 
Number of Fixed Points of 5000 P-Random Homeomorphisms 
Fixed points 
between 0 and 1 
Sample 
Fixed points 
between 10 and 19 
Sample 
Fixed points 
between 20 and 29 
Sample 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
184 1332 196 876 179 605 143 410 114 259 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
75 187 52 114 32 61 20 48 23 38 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
9 6 7 19 3 1 2 2 0 3 
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FIG. 2. Twenty P,-random homeomorphisms. 
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FIG, 2--Continued. 
do not seem to have derivative 0 at the endpoints. Actually, no matter how 
fine the grid is for a computer study, there will always be some of these. 
This is due to the following facts. For each c~ > 0, define 0~ : H ~ R by 
8~(h) = sup {~ 0<x<~}.  
Now, for every c~ > 0, S 0= dP = + oe. This is because by Theorems 4.16 and 
5.20, 1 = SH h(x)/x dP(h) and 0 = ~ h'(O) dP(h). Thus, if some 0= had a 
finite integral, then by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem 1 = 
l imx~o h(x)/x dP = 0, a contradiction. Thus, for every e > 0, there is a cer- 
1.0 
0.8- 
0.6. 
0.4- 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 012 014 0.6 0.8 1.0 
FIG. 3. The average of 192 Pa-random homeomorphisms. 
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tain proportion of computer generated h's which do not seem to have 
derivative 0 at the endpoints. 
Finally, about one-half of the Pa-random homeomorphisms seem to 
have derivative 0 at 0 and the others derivative + oe at 0. The inter- 
pretation is TheoremS.10: with P~ measure 1, D+h(0)=+oe and 
D + h(0) = 0. 
2. THE DEFINITION OF NATURAL PROBABILITY MEASURES ON 
THE SPACE OF HOMEOMORPHISMS OF [0, 1 ] 
In this section we formalize the construction described in the introduc- 
tion. Let A = {(a, b)~ [0, 1] x [0, 1] I a<b}. Let #([0,  1]) be the space of 
probability measures on [0, 1]. For every (a,b)EA, let v('; a,b) be a 
probability measure on [0, 1]. If, for every Borel set B c [0, 1], the map 
(a,b)~v(B; a,b) is Borel measurable, then we call (v(-; a,b))la.b)~ a 
transition kernel from A to [0, 1 ]. A transition kernel v(-; a, b) from A to 
[0,1] is called continuous if the map (a,b)~v(. ;  a,b) from A to 
~([0, 1]) is continuous, where N([0, 1]) carries the weak (narrow) 
topology (see Parthasarathy [9, p. 40]). 
2.1_ DEFINITION. A transition kernel v(-; a, b) from A to [0, 1] is said 
to be uniformly centered (u.c.) if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(i) Y(a, b)~A: v((a, b); a, b)= 1; 
(ii) Ve>0 ~5e(0, 1) 3fie(0,1) V(a,b)eA: b -a>~e~v({se  
(a, b) J ( s -a ) / (b -a )e  (5, 1 -5 )} ;  a, b)>~fl. 
In what follows Ia, b.a always stands for the set {s e 
(a, b) [ (s - a)/(b - a) e (5, 1 - 3)}, where (a, b) e A and 3 E (0, ½). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Every continuous transition kernel v(.; a, b ) from A to 
[0, 1], with v((a, b); a, b)= 1 for all (a, b)~A, is uniformly centered. 
Proof Let e > 0 be given. Let (a, b) e A be such that I b -  a l >~ z. Since 
v((a, b); a, b) = 1 there exist a 5o ~ (0, ½) and a flo e (0, 1) such that 
V(Ia,b,~0; a, b) > flo- 
Since the transition kernel is continuous and Ia,b,ao is open, the map 
(u, v) ~ V(I,.b,ao; U, V) is lower semi-continuous (see Parthasarathy [9, p. 40, 
Theorem 6.1 ]). Therefore the set 
Uj = {(u, v)eA [ V(Ia, b.a0; u, v)>fl0} 
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is an open neighborhood of (a, b). For 6 e (60, 1) there exists an open 
neighborhood U2 of (a, b) such that I,,o,~ ~ I~,b,6o f r every (u, v) e U2, Thus 
we have 
~(L,.,~; u, ~) >/~o 
for every (u, v)~ U 1 ~ U2. Since {(a, b)eA [ b-a>~e} is compact, the 
proposition follows. 
The following two types will be the main examples of uniformly centered 
transition kernels we deal with in the present paper. 
2.3. EXAMPLES. (a) Scaling. Let /~ be a probability measure on (0, 1). 
For (a, b)~A define a probability measure vu(. ; a, b) on (a, b) by scaling # 
to the interval (a, b); i.e., v~(-; a, b) is the image of/~ under the transfor- 
mation t--, (1 -  t)a + tb. Then v~(.; a, b) is obviously a continuous trans- 
ition kernel from A to [0, 1] with vu((a , b); a, b )= 1. By the preceding 
proposition it is, therefore, uniformly centered. 
(b) Renormalizing. Let # be a probability measure on (0, 1) such that 
# has full support; i.e_, p(V)> 0 for every non-empty open subset V of 
(0, 1). For (a, b)eA define ,v(.; a, b) to be the normalized restriction o fp  
to (a, b): uv(B; a, b)=#(B~ (a, b))/#(a, b) for every Borel set B in [0, 1]. 
Obviously we have F,v((a, b); a, b )= 1 for all (a, b)~A. To prove that uv is 
uniformly centered, it remains to verify condition (ii) in Definition 2.1. Let 
e>0 be given. Let neN be such that 1/n<-~e. Define fl=min{#([i/n, 
( i+l) /n])r i=O,. . . ,n-1} and 6=61-. For (a,b)~A with b-a>~e the 
length of the interval Ia,b,~ is ~(b--a)>~. Hence there exists an ie 
(0,..., n - 1 } with 
i i+ l l~ia.b.~" 
n n 
This leads to 
o < 13 <~ ~(Io.~,~) <. ~(Ia,~,~) #(a, b) =~v(Ia,b.a; , b)_ 
Thus ~v(.; a, b) is uniformly centered. 
For each transition kernel v(.; a, b) from A to [0, 1] we will now define 
a probability measure Pv on the space [0, i ] D of all functions from the set 
D of dyadic rationals of [0, 1 ] into [0, 1 ]. We will show that Pv is suppor- 
ted by the strictly increasing uniformly continuous functions with 0 and 1 
as fixed points, provided v(-; a, b) is uniformly centered. In this case the 
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measure P~ can, therefore, be considered as a probability measure on the 
space of all increasing homeomorphisms of [0, 1 ] onto itself. 
2.4. DEFINITION OF THE MEASURE Pv. Let D, be {j2-"lj=O,.,., 2"}, 
i.e., the dyadic rationals of the nth level. So, D=~,~=oD,. Let re,: 
[0, 1] °--, [0, 1] D° be the canonical projection. Let v(-; a, b) be a transition 
kernel from A to [0, 1]. We extend the domain of definition of the trans- 
ition kernel to [0, 1] 2 by 
v(';a,b), if a<b 
v(.;a,b)=Iv(';b,a), if b<a 
\E~, if b=a, 
where e~ is the Dirac measure at aE [0, 1]. The extended v(.; a, b) is a 
transition kernel from [0, 13 x [0, 1] to [0, 13. (Actually we could start 
with any transition kernel from [0, 1] x [0, 13 to [0, 1].) 
For xE [0, 1] D°, x = (Xo,--., xj2 ,,..., x,), define a probability measure v(;') 
on [0, 13 °°+1\°" by 
2 n -  1 
v~"~ = ® v(.; xj~-o, x~j+ ~-°).  
j=0  
Since forming product measures is a continuous operation (see 
Parthasarathy [9, p. 57, Lemma 1.1]) it follows that x ~ v~ '~ is a transition 
kernel from [0, 1] D" to [0, 1] D"+l\D". This can be interpreted to say that, 
given the values of the function over the set D,, the values over the points 
of D, + ~\D, are chosen independently and the value at one of these points 
depends only on the values chosen at the adjacent points of D~. 
Inductively we will build a consistent sequence of measures Pv., on 
[0, 1] D". Define P~,o on [0, 1] o° by P~.o =~o ®el.  Assume P~,, on [0, 1] D° 
has already been defined. Then Pv,~+ 1 on [0, 1] D°÷I is defined by 
P~n+ I(B)= f v}ff)(Bx)dPv,n(x), 
where B is a Borel set in [0, 1] D"+' and, for xe  [0, 1] °~, 
Bx = {y~ tO, 1]~"+1~° I (x, y)~B}. 
Pv,n+l is a probability measure on [0, 1] D°+I whose projection to [0, 1] °° 
is Pv,,,. It, therefore, follows from Kolmogorov's consistency theorem (see, 
e.g., Parthasarathy [9, p. 144, Theorem5.1]) that there is a unique 
measure Pv on [0, 1 ] v with Pv,, = Pv ° re, ~ for n = 0, 1, 2 ..... 
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2.5. Remarks. (a) If v(-; a, b ) -v , ( - ;  a, b) (see Example 2.3(a)), we will 
write P ,  instead of Pu~ and P~,, instead of P~,.,. I f /t  is Lebesgue measure 
on (0, 1), we will write P instead of P~. If v(.; a, b)=-~v(;a,  b) (see Exam- 
ple 2.3(b)), then we will write uP instead of P~ and (~P), instead of P~,,. 
Note that if # is Lebesgue measure, P  = Pu" 
(b) The measures P~ are members of a larger class of measures 
introduced by Dubins and Freedman [-2, 3 as probability measures on the 
probability distribution functions. 
(c) Since, for every Borel set B~ [0, 1], P~({ fe  [0, lID I f(½) EB}) 
= ~t(B) the map/~ --, P .  from N([0, 1 ]) to N(H) is one-to-one. 
2.6. THEOREM, For every uniformly centered transition kernel v('; a, b) 
from A to E0, 1 ] the measure P~ is supported by the Borel set Wo of all 
(strictly) increasing uniformly continuous maps in E0, 1] D with 0 and 1 as 
fixed points. 
The proof of the theorem will be split up in a series of lemmas. Define 
W = { f e [0, 1 ] D [ f (0) = 0, f(1 ) = 1, f strictly increasing }. 
2.7. LEMMA. The set W is a G,-set in [0, l id  with P,.(W)= 1. 
Proof Define A, = {xe [0, 1]v" [ 0=x0 < ... (Xj2-n ( " ' "  ( X  1 = 1}. 
Then A, is a G~-set in [0, lID" and 
W= (~ g~-l(A.). 
n=0 
Since the projections ~. are continuous, this implies that W is a G6-set. To 
show P~(W)= 1, it suffices to prove Pv(~- I (A . ) )= I  for n=0,  1 ..... For 
n=0 we have Jo = {(0, 1)} and, therefore, 
Pv(7~ol(Ao)) = P~,o(Ao) = 1. 
Assume P~,(n;I(A.))= 1. Then, by definition of Pv and Pv,.+ ~, we obtain 
Pv(TEt7 I l(z~n + 1)) = Pv,n + l(Z~n +1 ) 
= ~ v(')~(Ax t, .+ 1)~) dP~,,,(x). ~f 0,1 ]Dn 
Since (A. + j)~ = ~ for x q~ A. this leads to 
Pv'n+ l(Z~n+ l) =fAn v(xn)( (An+ l)x) dP~,.(x). 
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Now, we have for x~A,  that 
(An+l )  x = (X0, X2-n ) X "'" X (Xj2-n , X( j+l )2-n  ) 
X ' ' "  X (X(2. 1)2 n, X l )  , 
which implies 
2 n 1 
(n) 
Yx ( ( / [n+l )x )= E V((Xj2-n' X( j+l)2-n);  Xj2 "' X(j+I)2-")"  
j=O 
According to our assumptions v((xj2-,, x(j+ 1)2-,); xj2-,, x¢j+ ~2 , )= 1 and 
we, therefore, deduce 
Pv,~+,(A,+,) = P,,n(3n)= 1. 
Thus the proof of the lemma is finished. 
For a ¢ (0, 1 ], set 
B~ = { f~ WI Vke ~ 3n>~k3i~ {0,..., 2" -1} :  f ( ( i+  1)2 " ) - f ( i2 -~)  > ~}. 
The set B~ is obviously a G~-set and contains all increasing functions hav- 
ing a jump greater than or equal to e. To show that Pv is concentrated on 
the set of all uniformly continuous functions, it suffices to show P~(B~) = 0 
for all e • (0, 1]. The idea of the proof is first to show P(B~) = 0 for e's 
close to 1 and then to use the properties of the transition kernel to induc- 
tively decrease the size of e, for which P(B~)= 0 holds. This idea becomes 
particularly clear if one works with the transition kernel v~_ derived from 
Lebesgue measure 2 on (0, 1). Define Ck,~ = { fe  Wl Vi~ {0,..., 2 k -  1}: 
f ( ( i+  1)2-k)--f( i2-k)~<a}. In the following proof, we will use the fact 
that fe  Ck,~ if and only i f f ( ( i+  1)2 -" ) - f ( i2 -n)~<~ for every n>~k and 
ie {0,..., 2n -  1}. 
The following lemma represents the general "induction step" in the 
proof. Roughly speaking, it shows that almost all functions having no jump 
of size greater than 7 on some level have no jump of size greater than 
(1 - 6)y for some 6 ~ (0, ½). 
2.8. LEMMA. Let ~ e (0, 1), Y ~ (~, 1 ]. Let 6 E (0, ½) and fi e (0, 1) be such 
that b -a>~ implies v(Io,b,a; a,b)>f i  for all (a ,b )e J .  I f  tl= 
max((1 - 5)7, ~) then 
P,(B, 7 ~ Ck, y) = 0 
for every k = 0, 1, 2,.... 
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Proof Let kE{0, 1,2,...} be fixed. For jE  {0,..., 2k--1} let B~ be the 
set of all increasing functions in [0, l ID having a jump greater than or 
equal to r/ in the interval [j2 k, ( j+ l )2  k), i.e., B~={feWrVm~ 
3n>~m BiE {0,..., 2"-- I}: i2 "e ( j2  k, ( j+ l )Z -k )  and f ( ( i+ l )Z - " ) -  
f ( i2-" )  > ~/}. We obviously have 
2 k -  1 
~= U ~. 
j=o  
Thus, the lemma is proved if we can show that Pv(B~ c~ C~,~)= 0 for all j  = 
{0,..., 2~-  l}. Now let je{0 , . . . ,2~- l}  be fixed. For n=0,1  .... and ie 
{0,..., 2 ~ - l } define 
B,,,(i) = { f  e W l f ( ( i+ 1)2-") - f ( i2 - ' )  > q}, 
J ,={ ie{O, . . . ,2n -1} l i2 - '~[ j2  k, ( j+  1)2-k]}, 
B",'7 = U B,,,,1(i). 
iEJn 
Then B,,, is the set of increasing functions in [0, 1]D having a jump of size 
greater than r/ on the nth level in the interval [j2 -k, ( j+  1)2 -k] and we 
have B~ = ~m ¢ ~ 0 ~ >i,~ B,,,. We claim that, for every n >i k, 
Pv(#, + ,,~ n c~,~) <~ (1 - ~) Pv(B,. ,  n c~.~). (o) 
Assume for the moment that this claim has been proved. Then we obtain 
by induction that 
Pv(B,,~ n C~,~) <~ (1 n-kp -/~) ~(8~.~ :  c~.~) ~ (1 - ~)'-~ 
for every n >/k. Since 
\n>~m 
n=m 
~ (1 -~)  "-~ 
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for all m >~ k, this implies 
P~(B~ cn Ck.~) = O. 
Hence the proof of the lemma is completed. 
To prove our claim, note that B. + ~,, ~ B.,, since we are only considering 
sets of increasing functions. Hence we obtain 
P~(B,+ 1,rl g'~ Ck,y) = P~(B~+ ~,~ ~ B,,,~ c~ Ce.~). 
Since t/> ½7 and n ~> k, a function in C~,;, cannot have two jumps of size 
greater than r/on the nth level, in the interval [j2 -~, ( j+  1)2-~), i.e., 
B,,,,~(i) c~ B.,~(i') m C~,~ = 
if i ¢ i' and i, i' ~ J~,. This implies 
(~) 
A function in C~,y which has a jump of size greater than r/ between i2 -~ 
and (i+ 1)2-'(n>~k, i2 - '~  [j2 -~, ( j+  l)2-k)) cannot have a jump of 
size greater than t/ on the (n+ 1)th level in  f-j2 -k, ( j+1)2 -~) \ [ i2  -", 
( i+ 1)2-"), i.e., 
hence 
Vi~ J.  Vpe  J.+ j \ {2i, 2i+ 1}: B.+ ~,,(p)c~ B.,,~(i) c~ Ck,~ =(25, 
and 
=(B.+~,,(2i) wB,,+l ,~(Zi+l))c~B~,,( i )~Ck,7.  (3) 
Let ieJ,~ be fixed and set E={zeA.+l [ (Z¢2~+l)2-c .+~-z~2 0>r/ or 
Z(i+ 1)2 n - -Z(2 i+1)2-~ >/~/) and Z(i+ 1)2 n - -Z i2-n  >?l  and Z~p+~12-k zp2-k 47  
for every p = 0,..., 2 k -  1 }. Then we obtain 
(B.+l.,~(2i)wB.+~,(2i+l))c~B~,,(i)c~Ck.~-, -~,,+-'~(E) (4) 
p.(~-+i L(E) ) = P~,n+ ,(E) = f v(ff)(E..,) dPv,.(x). (5) 
Since Ex = ~ if x(,+ l )2 -n  - -  Xi2  n ~ ~ or x ¢ d .  or x(p+ 1)2-k -- Xp2-k > y for 
some p e {0,..., U- -  1} and Ex={ye[O,  1]°"+~\O°lyc2e+2~2 ~.+,~- 
xi2 .>r /  or X(i+ll2-.--Y(2i+l)z-~n.~)>rl} , in all other cases, we have 
Pv(B~+ L,~ c-~ Ck,~) = ~ P~(B,,+ 1,tl (~ Bn,rl(i) ('3 Ck,y ). (2) 
i~J n 
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v~")(Ex)=v({se(xi2 ,, x(i+l)2 ,)[ s -x i2 -°  >q or x(i+l)2 o -s>~};  xi2 °, 
xt~+~12-, if it is not 0 and the integral in (5) is over the set A= 
{xeA~ I x~+~2-o-x~2 , >q and x~;+1)2-~ --Xp2-k ~7 for all pc  
{0,..., 2 k -  1}}. It follows from our assumptions that, for every xeA,  
v({~e (x,~ o, x ,+~l~- ,  I s -x ,~- ,  
> q or  x( i  + 1)2-n - -  s > ?/}; x i2 - .  , x ( i  + l )2 -n)  
> (1 - 6)(x~,+~,~-. -x~2 ,,) or x~i+~/2 o - s  
> (1 -,~)(x~,+ ~)2-o -x~- , , )} ;  x~2 o, x~,+ ~)2-.) 
Combining these observations yields 
P~(~z,~-+  ~(E)) = fa v}/)(E~) dP~'n(x) <~ (1 - fl) P~,,(A ). 
Since 7r2~(A)=B,,,(~ c C~,~ this leads to 
P~(~z2+ ~ L(E)) ~< (1 --/~) P~(B,,,(i) c~ C~,~). (6) 
It follows from (2) through (6) that 
i~Jn 
But then (I) implies our claim (0). 
2.9. LEMMA. For every s ~ (0, 1 ], 
Pv(B~) =0. 
Proof Define %=in f{eE(0 ,1 ]  P~(B~)=0}. Since s~<c( implies 
B~ = B~, we have Pv(B~) = 0 for every s e (%, 1 ]. Assume % > 0. Since the 
transition kernel v(-; a, b) is uniformly centered, there exist a 6e (0, ½) 
and a f ie(0,1) such that b-a>~%/2 implies v(Ia,b.~; a ,b)>B for 
every (a,b)~A. If %=1,  set s l= l .  If s0<l ,  choose ~1~(~o, 1] 
such that (1 -b )cq<So.  Let e>0 be arbitrary_ Since 0= 
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P~(B~)= P~(Nk~ U.>~k U~"=-o 1 B,,~(i)), there exist 
Pu(U,>~k Ui2°=o I B,,,~(i)) < e. Obviously we have 
2 n -  1 
=w U U Ck,~l 
n>~k i~O 
Since (1 -  6)~1 > ~o/2 it follows from Lemma 2.8 that 
a ken  with 
Pv(B,~(I_~) c~ Ck,~l) =0. 
Since P~(Ck,~l ) > Pv( W) -  ~ and B~t(1-6) ~ W, this implies 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, we get Pv(B~I 6))= 0, which is a contradiction, 
since ~1(1-6)< ~o- Hence we deduce ~o =0, which implies the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Since an increasing function on D is uniformly 
continuous if and only if it has no jump, the theorem follows from Lem- 
mas 2.7 and 2.9. That Wo is a Borel set follows from the fact that W0 = 
2.10. Remark. For measures of the form P~, where # is a probability 
measure on (0, 1) (see Example 2.3(a)), the above result also follows from 
the work of Dubins and Freedman [2, 3]. 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let H denote the group of all increasing 
homeomorphisms of [0, 1] onto itself with the topology of uniform con- 
vergence. 
Then H is a topological group and the following is a well-known fact. 
2.12. LEMMA. The restriction map H--* [0, 1] o, h~hho is a 
homeomorphism onto the set Wo = { fe  [0, 1] D I f  strictly increasing, 
uniformly continuous, f (0)  = 0, f (1)  = 1 }. 
2.13. Remark. In what follows we often identify H and 17/o via the 
restriction map. If v(-; a, b) is a uniformly centered transition kernel from zl 
to [0, l-l, then the measure on H derived from P~ by this identification will 
again be denoted by Pv- =n is also used to denote the map H~ [0, 1] °", 
h ~ (h(j2 n))j=o,....z,. 
2.14. PROPOSITION. Let v(-; a, b) be a uniformly centered transition ker- 
nel from A to [0, 1]. Suppose that, for every (a, b) ~ A and every non-empty 
open subset V of (a, b), v(V; a, b)>0.  Then Pv(U)>O for every non-empty 
open subset U of H. 
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Proof For each h ~ H, n ~ [~, and 6 > 0, set 
An(6, h)= { f ~ H [ Vi~ {0,..,, 2") " lh(i2-")-  f(i2-")] < 6 ). 
It follows from Lemma 2.12 that these sets form a base for the topology of 
uniform convergence on H, It, therefore, suffices to fix h E H and ~5 > 0 and 
show Pv(An)> 0 for every n ~ ~, where An =A.(6, h). Since A. depends 
only on coordinates from D~, we obtain 
Pv(An) = P~,n(Tr.(An) ). 
We will prove Pv,.(rt.(An)) > 0 by induction on n. For n = 0 the assertion is 
obviously true. Now assume P~,.(z~.(A.))> 0. By definition we have 
Since 
P~,n+l(TZn+l(A~+l))=f V~xm((7"c~+a(An+l))x)dP~,~(x). 
[0, I]D~ 
(Tr.+ ~(An+ 1))~ = 
(~, x ¢ Tzn( A,,) 
2 n -  1 
M (h((2j+ 1) 2-("+1))-6,  h((2j+ 1) 
j=0  
×2 ("+ 1)) + 6), x~rc.(A.), 
this implies 
2 n -  1 
Pv,~+~(~z,,+l(A~+l))=f,~ ~1 v((h((2j+l)2-(n+l))-cS, 
n(An) j~O 
h((2j+ 1) 2 -("+ 1)) + 6); x j2. ,  x(j+ 1)2-.) dP. 
For x e nn(A~) we obviously get 
xj2-o < h((2j+ 1) 2 -~n+ j;) + 6 
and 
h((2j+ 1)2 (n+l ) ) - - (~<X( j+ l )2 . ,  
(*) 
hence, that (xj~., x(j+l)2 . )n (h((2j+ 1) 2-("+1))-6,  h((2j+ 1)2 -(n+l~) 
+ 6) is non-empty and open. By our assumption on v(-; a, b) this implies 
that the integrand in (*) is strictly positive. Since, by induction hypothesis, 
Pv,,,(gn(A.)) > 0 our claim follows. 
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2.15. Remark. It follows immediately from the above proposition that, 
for every probability measure ~ on (0, 1) with full support, we have 
P, (U)  > 0 and , P (U)  > 0 for every non-empty open subset Uc  H. 
From now on we will be concerned mainly with the measures P~ 
obtained by using the special transition kernel v,('; a, b) in our construc- 
tion (Example 2.3(a)). First we want to show that there is a different way 
of defining these measures, which proves its usefulness in some of the 
applications later on in the paper. 
2.16. DEFINITION. (a) Let /3=D\{0,  1}. For an arbitrary probability 
measure # on (0, 1) and an arbitrary subset F of /3, let gr  denote the 
corresponding product measure on (0, l)r. 
(b) Define a scaling map 0: (0, 1) 6 ~ [0, 1] D by recursion: 
(i) [0 ( f ) ] (0 )=0,  [0 ( f ) ] (1 )= 1. 
(ii) Assume O(f)lD,, has already been defined. Then set 
[O( f ) J ( (2 j+ 1) 2 - ( "+1) )  = [O( f ) ] ( j2 - " )+ ( [O( f ) J ( ( j+  1) 2 -n) 
- [O( f ) ] ( j2 - " ) )  f ( (2 j+ 1) 2 - ( '+ ~)) 
for every je  {0,..., 2" -  1}. 
2.17. Remark. The map 0: (0, 1)~3~ [0, 1] D is one-to-one and con- 
tinuous. A function ge  [0, 1t"  belongs to 0((0, 1) 6) if and only if it has the 
following properties: 
(i) g(0)=0,  g ( l )=  l, 
(ii) Vss/3: g(s)e(O, 1), and 
(iii) g is increasing. 
2.18. THEOREM. For every probability measure i,t on (0, 1), 
Pu = l ~ ° O- 1. 
In other words, for  It ~ almost every x e (0, 1)~3, we have O(x) = hx 
where hx(-E,e2" e .""  ) = ~ x.,, . ~,e, 1-[ (~J + ( --1)~'x ~,-~), and 
i=1 j< i  
• e la2""e , " "  is a binary expansion of a number in [0, 1], and It ° is trans- 
ferred to Pu by this transformation. 
Proof  To prove the above identity, it suffices to show that, for every 
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n=0,  1 .... and every Borel-measurable function ~: [0, 1 ]D"~ [0, O0], we 
have 
f q)o .dP.=f( Oo~z,,oOd# ~. 
[o, 1] D o, 1) ~ 
We will prove this statement by induction on n. For  n = 0 it is obviously 
true_ Suppose it has been proven for some n. Let ~b: [0, 1] D°+~ --* [0, oo] be 
Borel measurable. Consider the map 
[o, EO, oo ], x-, f 
[0, l ]On+l \Dn  ' 
It is Borel measurable and, therefore, the induction hypothesis together 
with the definition of Pu implies 
= f f  ~(rc. O(f), y) ° dvu~") ....olf)(Y) d~( f )  • 
Since we have 
2 n -  1 
vC.) = @ vu( ;O( f ) ( j2  " ) ,O( f ) ( ( j+ l )2  ")) ,u,~r n o O( f )  
j=O 
and, for every Borel set B ~ (0, 1), 
vu(B; O(f)( j2- ' ) ,  O(f)(( j  + 1) 2 - " ) )  
= Iz({ t E (0, 1) [ (1 -- t) O(f)( j2-")  + tO(f)(( j  + 1) 2-n) ~ B}), 
we obtain 
f~ ¢)(~. o O(f), y) dv I") 
O, l )Dn+ ! \Dn l~'7rn 
= f~o, 1)v.+z\~. fb(Tzn° O(f), ((1 - t.) O(f)(s-  ) 
- t~O(f)(s + ) )~ D.+, \Do) ctP °"+' \D"((t.)s~ Do+z \Do), 
where s -  = max { t e D.  : t < s } and s + = rain { t ~ D.  : s < t }. By definition of 
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0 it follows from the properties of a product measure that this last integral 
equals 
Io, J ()(~ O(f)) dp~\D°(f[~D,). +1 ° )5\D,, 
Combining all these results and using a fundamental property of a product 
measure yields 
f ()o~.+~ dP~=f( f( (Do~.+~oO(f) 
O, 1)D O, 1)~\Dn 
d#5\D"(f [ ~\D.) dl~5(f) 
= ~ _ q~o ~ + l o O(f) dl~(f). J( 0, 1) D 
The reformulation given in the second sentence of Theorem 2.18 may be 
confirmed by checking the formula at dyadic rationals or those elements of 
{0, 1 }N which have only finitely many zeros or ones and by using almost 
sure continuity to extend to the entire interval, 
Since H is a topological group, the question arises whether the translates 
of the measures introduced above can also be obtained by a natural con- 
struction. 
2.19. DEFINITION. 
and 
Let Q be a probability measure on H. For h E H, let 
Qh(B)= Q({U~HJ f oh- l~B}) 
hQ(B) = Q({f  ~ H I h- 'o f ~B} ). 
Then Qh and h Q are probability measures on H. Qh is called the right- 
translate of Q by h and h Q is called the left-translate of Q by h. 
2.20. Remark. If v(-; a, b) is a uniformly centered transition kernel 
from A to [0, 1], then, given he l l ,  the right-translate of P~ by h is 
obviously obtained by the following process: In the construction of Pv 
replace the dyadic rationals D by h-l(D) and D,, by h-l(D,) for every 
n = 0, 1,.... Intuitively this amounts to the following: To construct a (P~.)h- 
random homeomorphism, choose its value Yh-~(~/2) at h-l(½) at random 
with respect o v(.; 0, 1). Then choose its value Yh 1(~/4) at h-*(¼) at ran- 
dom with respect to v(-; 0, Yh-,(~/2)). Then choose its value yh-t(3/4)at 
h ~(]) at random with respect o v(;yh-l(l/2), 1). Continue this process. 
For left-translates, the situation is different. We do not know of a "point 
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process" construction for the left-translates of Pv, where v(.; a, b) is an 
arbitrary uniformly centered transition kernel from A to [0, 1 ]. But for the 
measure P (i.e., P, ,  where # is Lebesgue measure 2 on (0, 1)), we have the 
following result. 
2.21. THEOREM. A probability measure Q on H is a left-translate of P if 
and only if there exists an atomless probability measure ,u on (0, 1) with full 
support such that 
Q=.P. 
Proof A probability measure # on (0, 1) is atomless and has full sup- 
port if and only if there exists an he l l  with 2=poh- l .  To prove the 
theorem it is, therefore, enough to prove 
P=hP 11 
if 2 = #o h -1. To demonstrate this identity, it suffices to show that, for 
every n = 0, 1,... and every Borel measurable ~b: [0, 1]D°~ [0, Oe], we have 
f 0 ° ~ d(hP) = f 0 ° ~z. d(~P). 
We will prove this claim by induction on n. For n = 0, it is obviously true. 
Assume the claim has been proven for some n. Let ~b: [0, 1] D°+~-, [0, oo] 
be Borel measurable. Consider the function ~: [0, lID"--* [0, o0] defined 
by 
(J~l(X) = f[0, 1]Dn+ 'On (~(X, y )  d(uv)(~)(y ). 
Then q5 is Borel measurable and by definition of uP we have 
f ~borc.+ ~d(~P)= f ~ozc. d(uP). 
By the induction hypothesis we know that 
f Cbon~ d(~,P)=f qSo~, d(hp ) 
= f q~o zoo(h- i f)  dP(f) 
, OS(h-m(x)) dP~..(x), 
=f[O 1]D~ 
6ov6o/3-3 
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where h I(X) is an abbreviation for (h-~(x~))~D. To prove our claim it, 
therefore, suffices to show that, for every x e [0, 1 ] D°, 
By definition we have 
~(h qx)) = I~o, lnO.+,,,o. O(h qx), .) d(.v)~"~(u). 
Since 
and 
2 n-  1 
(~v)~= ® 
j=O 
~(h-  l (x ) ,  h l (y ) )  d(v2,)!~)(y). 
f lY( ' ;  Xj2 n, X( j  + 1)2 n ) 
2 n -  l 
(~.~('~= ® v;.(;x~2 ,,,x~j+l~2-o), 
j=0  
our claim will follow from Fubini's theorem if we can show that, for 
(a,b)eA and every Borel measurable function 0: [0, 1 ]~ [0, oo], we 
have 
Itp d,v(. ; h-~(a), h qb))= I ~poh -~ dv~]'; a, b). 
From the definition of uv we obtain 
I q, d~(.;h l(a), h-l(b)) 
1 
4, = #(h-'(a), h-'(b)) , 
Since 2 =/~ o h-1, this last expression equals 
1 f(ab) Ooh 1d2, ~((a, b)) , 
which, in turn, is equal to 
fl ~°h- l ( (1-t)  a+tb)d2(t) 
0,1) 
=~(o, 1)0°h l dv~]';a'b)" 
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2.22. Remark. The techniques employed in the above proof could be 
used to show that the measure P is the only probability measure on H 
which is of the forms ~,P and Pp simultaneously. 
On a topological group, further natural measures derived from a given 
one are the left and right averages. 
2.23. DEFINITION. Let Q be a probability measure on H. Define 
probability measures Qa and ~Q on H by 
Q~(B)=Q®Q({(f ,g)~H×Hlfog ~eA}) 
and 
~Q(B)=Q®Q({(f g)eH×HI f ' ogeA}) .  
Q~ is called the right-average of Q; ,Q is called the left-average of Q. 
2.24. Remarks. (a) The choice of the names for Qa and ,Q becomes 
more apparent if one observes that 
Oa(B) = Oh(B) dQ(h) 
and 
,Q(B)= hQ(B) dQ(h) 
for every Borel set B c H. If Q has full support then aQ and Qa have ful l  
support. 
(b) If # is a probability measure on (0, 1) then (Pp)a can also be 
defined by the following "point process": Let S=[0 ,  1] 2. For a, beS, 
let ~(-;  a, b) be the image of the measure /z®# under the transforma- 
tion (s, t) --* ( ( l - s )  min(al, a2) + s max(a~,a2), ( l - t )  min(bj,b2) + 
t max(b1, b2)). If, in Definition 2.4, one replaces [0, 1] by S and v~(-;.,-) 
by ~(- ; - ,  .) and sets P~.o = e(o.o) ® e(~,~, then one obtains a measure P~ on 
S D= [0, 1]Dx [0, 1] D. It can be shown that Pu=PuQP~ and, therefore, 
/3  is concentrated on the set { ( f l , f z )e  [-0, 1]Dx [0, lqD] f l , f2  strictly 
increasing, uniformly continuous, f l(0) = f2(0) = 0, fl(1) = f2(1) = 1 }. 
Therefore /~,e can be considered as a measure on H x H. It turns out that 
(Pu)a(A) = Pu( {(f, g) e H x H I f °  g- I  e A } ) for every A ~ ~(H). 
Intuitively this means that one can construct a (P~)a random 
homeomorphism by the following process: Choose a point (x~/2, Ym)e S 
at random with respect o #®/~. Then choose a point (xl/4, Yl/4) at ran- 
dom in [-0, x~/2] x [0, Yl/2] with respect to the measure on [0, Xl/z] x 
[O,ym] obtained by scaling p®# and a point (X3/4, Y3/4) at random in 
[x~/2, 1] x [Y~/2, 1] with respect o the corresponding scaled measure on 
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this last set. Continue this construction. Then, with probability one, the 
maps f l  : D -+ [0, 1 ], s ~ Xs, and f2 : D ~ [0, 1 ], s --* y,, are increasing, 
uniformly continuous with 0 and 1 as fixed points. They, therefore, can be 
extended to homeomorphisms j71 and )72 of [0, 1] onto itself. Then the 
homeomorphism 72° 7i -1, whose graph is the closure of {(Xs, y~)ls e D}, 
is a (Pu),-random homeomorphism. 
These last remarks show that (P,),  is a member of the class of 
probability measures constructed by Dubins and Freedman [2, 3]. This 
class of measures PC is obtained if in the above construction one allows an 
arbitrary measure/2 on the square S in place of # ® #. 
(c) More generally, one can show that, for two probability measures 
/~ and v on (0, 1), the measure Q on H defined by 
Q(A)=Pv®Pu({(f, g )eHxH:  fog -~eA})  
can be obtained if one replaces # ® # by v ® # in the construction described 
in Remark (b). 
(d) We do not know whether there is any "point-process" construc- 
tion for the left-averages of the measures P,.  
2.25. Remark. We will show in Remarks 6.16 and 6.17 that the right 
translates of P may or may not be members of the class of probability 
measures defined by Dubins and Freedman [2, 3]. 
2.26. Remark. From now on, of the two average measures, we will 
investigate mainly the properties of the right-average measure of P~. The 
reason for this restriction lies in the fact that (Pu)a can be obtained by a 
"point-process" construction while we do not know whether ~(Pu) has a 
similar property. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF CERTAIN PROBABILITY MEASURES AS 
UNIQUE FIXED POINTS OF AMALGAMATION OPERATORS 
3.1. DEFINITION. For f, g: [0,1] ~ [0,1] and (x ,y )E (0 ,  l) 2, the 
amalgamation of f  and g at (x, y) is defined to be the function If, g] (x, y): 
[0, 1] --* [0, 1] given by 
If, g]~,y)(t) = t=x 
~y+( l -y )  g((t--x)/(1-x)), x<t<~l. 
We will abbreviate [f, g](l/2,y) by If, g]y. 
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3.2. Remarks. (a) For f, geH, the function If, g]¢x,.v~ is also in H. 
(b) The map (f, g, (x, y))--, [f, g](~,y~ from HxHx(0 ,  1) 2 to H is  
continuous. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let /~ be a probability measure on (0, 1). For 
Be~(H), ( f ,g )eHxH,  and y~(0,1) ,  define k~(B,f ,g)=#({ye 
(0, 1)1 I f  g]y eB}). 
3.4. Remark. (ku( ; f ,  g))(f,g)EHxH is a transition kernel from Hx H to 
H. 
For the rest of this section/~ is a fixed probability measure on (0, 1). 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let N(H) denote the space of all probability measures 
on H with the weak (narrow) topology. Define Tu: N(H)~ N(H) by 
[Tu(Q)](B )= ff ku(B; f g) dQ(f) dQ(g). 
3_6. Remark. Note that if q~ is a Borel measurable map from H into 
w { oc and q~ is either bounded or positive, then we have 
(5 d[ T~(Q)]= fH fl~ f(o,1) ~b([f, g]y)dl2(y)dQ(f)dQ(g) .  
3.7. THEOREM. T~ is continuous and has the following properties: 
(i) Pu is a fixed point ofT  u. 
(ii) If Q~(H) ,  ne {0, 1,_..}, and B is a Borel set in [0, 1] D", then 
[ T",(Q) ](rc21(B)) = P~(rc y~(B)). 
P~ is, therefore, the unique fixed point of T~. 
Proof First we will show that Tu is continuous. It follows from Remark 
3.2(b) that the map (f, g, y) ~ [f, g]y is continuous. Thus, for every boun- 
ded continuous ~b: H~ ~, the map 
(f, g) --* f ~b([f, giN) dlt(y) 
is continuous. Since the map Q ~ Q® Q from ~@(H) into itself is con- 
tinuous (see Parthasarathy [9, p. 57, Lemmal.1]) ,  it follows from 
Remark 3.6 that Tp is continuous. 
We will prove (i) by using Theorem 2.18. Let 0: (0, 1 )z~ [0, l ]  D be the 
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scaling map defined in Definition 2.16. Define #s: (0, 1) ~ x (0, 1) z~ x (0, 1) -+ 
(0, 1) 6 by 
0C, g, y)(s)= s = ½ 
For f, ge  [0, 1] v and yE(O, 1)let 
l yf(2s), s < ½ 
If, gl,(s) =l y' s = 
I 
~y+(1-y)  g(2s-1), s>½. 
(If ,  g]y is the restriction of the amalgamation defined in Definition 3.1 to 
functions in [0, 1]D.) Then O is continuous and an easy calculation shows 
that 
0o0(Y, ~, y)= [0C), 0(~)]y. (1) 
obvious that (#m®#zs®#)o~- l=#zs .  Hence, Theorem2.18 It is also 
implies 
Pu =# ~°0-~ = (VZS®#o®#)°# s - ! °0 -1  
= (#'~ ®#'~ ® #)o (0o 0)~.  
It, therefore, follows from (1) that 
d#(y) d#~C) d~,~(~). 
Using P .  = #Do 0 -1 this leads to 
P'u(B) = f(o,1) bf(o,1) bf(o,1)1B([U~ g]y) d#(y)dPa(f)dP;(g) 
= [T,~(Pu)](B). 
Thus the proof of (i) is completed. 
We will prove (ii) by induction on n. More precisely, we will show that, 
for every n=0,  1, 2,.._ and for every Borel measurable map ~: [0, lID"--+ 
[0, oo], we have 
f ~bo % d[T~(Q)] = f ~bo ~z, dP.. 
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For n = 0 this is obviously true since ~ o ~o is a constant function and T~(Q) 
and P~ are probability measures. Assume the identity has been proven for 
some n. (The motivation for the induction argument we give will become 
clear if one considers the induction from 0 to l.) Let ¢: [-0, 1]D"+~ 
ro, oo] be Borel measurable. Using Fubini's theorem, it follows from 
Remark 3.6 that 
+1 d T "+1 ] , ) In,box,, [ "  (Q) =f(oa fn fn ¢°7'~n+l(Ef~ g]y) 
d[T~v(Q)](f) d[T~(Q) ](g) dl~(y). (2) 
For fixed y~(0, 1) consider the map ~:  H xH~ [0, oo] defined by 
qs(f, g )= ~b o ~,+ ~([f  g]~). It follows from the definition of I f  g]y that 
the function q~y, in each variable, depends only on coordinates from Dn_ 
Hence, it follows that 
, / ,  = ,~,o  (=,, x =,,) 
for some Borel-measurable map ~y' [0, 1 ] D° x [-0, 1 ] D, .__, [0, ~ ]. Thus, 
we obtain 
Ii~ f n qsy(f g) d[T~(Q)](f) d[ T~(Q)](g) 
= fn[f n q3y(~(f), Try(g))d[T~u(Q)](f)] d[ T~(Q)](g). 
For fixed g e H the map f ~ ~y(TCn(f)  , 7rn(g)) is of the form ¢ o ~ with ¢: 
[0, lID°--* [0, ~]  Borel measurable. Thus, it follows from the induction 
hypothesis that, for every g e H, 
fn~yOzn(f), ~r,(g)) dVT~(Q)](f) = In q)y(zG(f), zoo(g)) dP1,(f ). 
The map g~--~. $y(zr~(f), 7rn(g))dPu(f) is again of the form ¢o~.  with 
¢: [0, 1]°°-~ [0, ~]  Borel measurable. Thus, another application of the 
induction hypothesis yields 
fn fH ~y(ZC,(f), zc,(g)) dPu(f) dET~(Q)](g ) 
= f~4 fH ~YOZ"(f)' zoo(g))dPa(f)dP~(g). 
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Combining the last four equalities,we deduce 
fH ft-i qsy(f, g) d[T.u(Q) ](f) d[ T"~(Q)](g) 
= I. f. 
Hence we obtain from (2) and the definition of q~y that 
d[T ' !  + ~ 
~-f(0,1) fH fH¢ ° Ten+ l([-f~ gly)dPu(f)dPu(g)d#(y). 
It then follows from (i) and Fubini's theorem that 
fHq}°TC.+J d[T~u+'(Q)]=fi_t~orc,~+j dP u. 
Thus, the proof of the theorem is completed. 
3_8. Remarks. (a) Let II II, denote the usual norm on the probability 
measures on [0, 1] D°. If we define a metric d on ~(H)  by 
d(Ql, Q2)=n ~=o ~ II Q1 oTz# 1- Q2 o~#111~, 
then Theorem 3.7(ii) shows that T~ is a contraction with respect o that 
metric and that the sequence (T~(Q)).~ converges to P.  for every 
Q e ~(H)_ This convergence result is also true for the weak topology on 
~(H). 
(b) Instead of defining Tu on the probability measures on H, one 
could define an operator T~ on the probability measures on [0, lID in a 
completely analogous way. Still P~ would be the unique fixed point of T'~. 
Next we will show that (Pu)~ is also the unique fixed point of a certain 
amalgamation operator. 
3.9. DEFINITION. Let ~ be a probability measure on (0, 1). For 
Be~(H), (f, g)eHxH, define k~,~(B;f, g) = #2({(x, y) e (0, 1)21 
If, g]~x,y~ eB}). 
3.10. Remark. (ku,~(.; f, g))(f, g~ ~/t ×/~ is a transition kernel from H x H 
to H, 
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3.11. DEFINITION. Define T~,a" N(H)-~ N(H) by 
[ T,,a(Q)](B) = ff k~,~(B; f, g) dQ(f) dQ(g). 
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3.12. THEOREM. Tv, a is continuous and Pu,a is the unique fixed point of 
T12,a, 
3.13. Remarks. (a) More generally one can show that, for any measure 
/~ on the open square (0, 1)2, the measure P~ obtained from/~ by the con- 
struction described in Remark 2.24(b) is the only measure on H that 
satisfies 
for every Borel set B ~ H. 
(b) Note that if ~b is a Borel-measurable map from H into N w {oe} 
and if ~b is either bounded or positive, then 
f c~ d[Tu,a(Q) ] 
= fH fH f(0,1) 2O([f~ g'](x,y))d~2( x, Y )dQ( f )dQ(g) .  
To prove Theorem 3.12, we will introduce an auxiliary operator if'u,, 
~(Hx  H) and prove a series of facts about it. 
on 
3.14. DEFINITION. Define T/z,a : ~(H × H) --+ ~(H × H) by 
[-T~,a(Q)](B) 
: If U2({(x' y) (0, 1) 2 ] ( [ f l ,  g l]x,  
If2, g2]y)6 B} ) dQ2((fl, f2), (gl, g2)). 
A 
3.15. Remark. The operator Tu,a plays the same role for the measure 
Pu=Pu®Pu on [0,1]D × [0,1] D defined in Remark2.24(b) as the 
operator T u does for Pu on [0, 1] D. 
The following result is, therefore, not very surprising. 
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3.16. PROPOSmON. T~,a has the following properties: 
(i) I f  ~: H× H ~ H is defined by ~O(f, g)= go f -a, then 
[7~,~(Q)] otO-~ = T~,~(Q o~-1) ,  
for every Q ~ ~(H × H). 
(ii) P .®P.  is a fixedpoint of Tu, ~. 
(iii) For every n=0,1, . . . ,  every Borel-measurable function O: 
[0, 1]°~× l-0, l ] ° "  ~ [0, oo], and every Qc~(HxH) ,  we have 
Proof (i) Let Q ~ ~(H × H) and B ~ ~(H)  be given. Then the definition 
of T,,~ yields 
1- ~ ' . ,a (Q) ] (~ - I (B))  
gl]x16B}) 
dQ2((f~, f2), (gl ,  g2)). 
If O<~t<~x, we have for s=[J'l, gl~7~(t) that t= [ f l ,  g~]~(s)<~x and 
hence that 0 ~< s ~< ½ and t = x fl (2s). This implies s = ½ f 1-1(t/x) and 
For x ~< t ~< 1 we obtain similarly that 
([ f2,  gz ]y )° ( [ f~ ,g~]2~)( t )=y+(1-y )g2  gf~ ~-x  " 
Thus we have shown that 
[f2, g2]y ° ([ f~, g l ]x  1)= If2 °fl .  1, g2 ° gi-~](~,y) - 
This leads to 
[ Tu,~(Q ) ](~O- '( B) ) 
=ff#2({(x,y)e(0,1)21 I f2 - '  o -x B}) ° f l  , g2 gl J(~,y~ ~ 
dQ2((f~, f2), (g,, g2)) 
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= ff  y)~(O, 1)2[ If, g](x,y)6B})d[Qo~-J](f,  g) 
= [T~,,a(Q o~-1)](B). 
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(ii) For BI, B 2 e~(H)  we obtain 
[]~v,~(P~ ®Pu)](B, × B2) 
= ff ,l-12({(X, y)@ (0, ])2] i f , ,  gl]x @B1, If2, g2]y fiB2}) 
dP~,(f~) dP~,(f2) dPz(g, ) dP~,(g2) 
=f  p({xe (0, 1)1 [f~, g~]. eB1})dPu(fl)dPu(g~) 
× f ({ i t  (0, 1)] [fz, g2], eB2}) dPu(f2) dP~,(g2) 
= [T~,(Pu)](B,). [T,(pu)](B2) ' 
which equals Pu(B1).Pu(B2)= P~(B 1 x Bz) since Pu is a fixed point of T u. 
Since {BI×B2[Bx~M(H), B2eM(H)} is 0-stable and generates 
~(H × H) it follows that 
~'u,a(P~, (~) Pz) = P, ® Pu. 
(iii) We will prove (iii) by induction on n. Let Qe~(H×H)  be 
given. For n = 0 our claim is obviously true. Suppose it has been proven for 
some n. Let ¢: [0, 1]~"×1× [0, 1Iv°+1-+ [0, O0] be Borel measurable. We 
get 
f ~ + ¢° (~n+l × ~,,+ 1) dT~u,a I(Q) 
:<H ×H (0,1) 2
dp2( x, Y) d[ T~u.~( Q ) ] ( f  ~, f2) d[ T~,~( Q) ]( g~, g2) 
= f~o,.2 f.×,~ f .×.¢°(~.+ , × ~.+ ,)([fl, gl]x, [f~-, g2]y) 
d[~, , (Q)] ( f l ,  f2) d[ T~u,a(Q ) ]( gl, g2) d~2( x, Y ). 
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For fixed (x, y)E (0, 1) 2 and (&, g2)eH×H, the function 
(f,, f~)-~ ~b° (rcn+t XrCn+l)([fl, gl]x, [f2, g2]y) 
depends only on coordinates in Dn × Do. It, therefore, follows from the 
induction hypothesis that 
7tx'Y(gl' g2) := f~r×HO°OZn+ l XZC"+ l)([fl' gl]x' [f2' g2]Y) 
d[T"u,a(Q)](fl, f2) 
= fH ×H ~°(~n+l  X 7[ 'n+l ) ( [ f l ,  gl]x, El2, g2]y) 
dp.(f~) dpdf2). 
Since, for fixed (x, y) and (g~, g2) e Hx H the function 
(gx, g2)--+ ~b° (7r,+1 x rc,,+l)([A, gl]x, [f2, g2]y) 
depends only on coordinates in Dn x D,, the same is true for gtx, y. The 
induction hypothesis, therefore, implies 
f Y"x,y(gl, g2) d[T~a(Q)](gl g2) 
Combining these results yields 
=f tH fH (k°(~"+'×rc"+l)([fl'g']*'[f>g2]Y) (0,1) 2 ×H ×H 
dP.® Pu(f~, ./'2) dP~. ® Pu(g,, g2) d#2( x, Y). 
By Fubini's theorem and the definition of Tu.~, this last expression equals 
f q~° (~n+l ×/l;n+ t) d[fu,a(Pu @Pu)]. 
Since Pu ® P~, is a fixed point of ]P,,~, this proves our claim. 
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3.17. COROLLARY. (i) P u ® P , is the unique fixed point of T,,~. 
(ii) For every Qe~(HxH) ,  the sequence 7"~,a(Q) converges to 
Pu ® P, in the weak (narrow) topology. 
Proof Part (i) is an immediate consequence of (ii) and (iii) in 
Proposition 3.16. 
(ii) To prove that (T~,,(Q)),~ ~ converges weakly to Pu ® Pu, it suf- 
fices to show that there exists a metric d on H x H generating the product 
topology derived from the topology of uniform convergence on H such that 
fq, d[ "o T.,~(Q)] + f 0 dP~ ® Pu 
for every d-uniformly continuous function ¢: HxH~ R (see 
Parthasarathy [9, p. 40, Theorem 6.1]). We obtain this metric as follows. 
Let ~ be any metric generating the product topology on [0, 1]Dx [0, 1] D. 
The inverse of the restriction map HxH~ [0, 1]Dx [0, 1] D, (f, g )~ 
(f[D, g[o) pulls a 7 back to a metric d on HxH generating the product 
topology derived from the topology of uniform convergence on H (see 
Lemma 2.12). It is well known that the set of all continuous functions ¢: 
HxH- - ,~  which factor through [0, 1]O'x [0, 1] D" for some n form a 
dense subspace of the space of all d-uniformly continuous real-valued 
functions on /4. Thus our claim follows immediately from 
Proposition 3.16(iii). 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. The continuity of T~,~ is proved in the same 
way as that of T~ in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.7. Next we 
will show that (P~)~ is a fixed point of T,,~. Let ~ be as in 
Proposition 3.16(i). Then we have Pu, a =(P~ ®P~)°¢  -~' We, therefore, 
deduce from Proposition 3.160) and (ii) that 
T#,a(Pl,,a ) ~-- Tu,~((P. ® p,,)o ¢-~) 
= [~.,~(pu ®pu)]  o ¢ -1  
= (Pu ®Pu) ° ~ k-1 
= e~,a. 
To prove the uniqueness of the fixed point P.,a, let Q be any fixed point of 
Tu, ~. Define 
0: -+  
by 0(B)=Q!{feH l ( id ,  f ) sB}) .  Then Q is a probability measure on 
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H x H with Q o ~-  1 = Q. Since Q is a fixed point of Tu,a, it follows from 
Proposition 3.16(i) that 
[~,~(~)]  o~-1= Q 
for all n s ~_ Since ~ is continuous and since (~i~,,a(Q)) converges to 
P,  ®P,  by Corollary 3.17, it follows that 
[Pu ®P~] °O -1 =Q; 
i.e., 
Q= P.,.. 
3.18. Remark. The operators T~ and Tu, ~ are closely related to 
operators considered by Dubins and Freedman in Section 9 of their paper 
[3]. We point out the nature of this relationship at the end of Section 4 
(Remark 4.17(b)). 
4. [NVARIANCE PROPERTIES AND AVERAGES 
In this section we investigate certain properties of invariance for 
probability measures on H and discuss to what extent the measures are 
determined by these properties, Since the topological group H is not locally 
compact, there is no non-trivial measure which is invariant under all left or 
all right translations. We, therefore, seek other properties of invariance. We 
have already determined in Section 2 some conditions under which our 
probability measures have the fundamental property that each open set has 
positive measure. Here we first consider invariance under "time reversal." 
4.1. DEFINITION. For h ~ H define h by 
~(t )  = 1 - h (1  - t) .  
The map h --+ B will be called the "time reversal" map, 
4.2. Remark. The map H--+ H, h --+ h is a continuous conjugation. 
From now on, let # be a fixed probability measure on (0, 1). 
4.3. THEOREM (Invariance under "time reversal"). The following proper- 
ties are equivalent: 
(i) # is invariant under the map t - - ,1 - t  from (0, 1) to (0, 1). 
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(ii) For every Bore1 set B c H, 
P.(B) = P.({h • H:  h-• B}); 
i.e., Pu is invariant under time reversal. 
If  one of the above equivalent conditions holds, then the right and left 
averages, (P,), and a(Pu), °f  Pu are also invariant under time reversal. 
Proof (i) ~ (ii) It suffices to show by induction on n that 
f (~o ~,,(h) dP,(h)= f (~o zc,,(h) dPu(h )
for every Borel-measurable map q~: [0, 1]D"~ [0, O0]. For n = 1 our claim 
is obviously true. Suppose it has been proven for some n. Let ~b: 
[0, 1] D°+' ~ [0, ~]  be Borel measurable. It follows from Theorem 3.7(i) 
and Fubini's theorem that 
f ~o n° + ,(~) dPAh) 
: f(0,1, fH fH ~ ° ~n+ l([-f~ g]y) dP~(f)dP~(g)dp(y). 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
For fixed g and y the function f -~  ~bo~z,+l([~, f](l_y)) depends only on 
coordinates from D,. By the induction hypothesis we have 
f. ~ °'n+ '(Eg, 7],l--y))dP.(f): fH ~ ° ~l~n-k l(~g' f ]( l -y))  dPl,(f). 
Since, for fixed f and y the function g ~ ~b o z~ + 1 ( [ g ,  f ]  (1 - y) )  depends only 
on coordinates from D,, the same is true for 
g ~ fu ~bo ~. + l(rg, f](1 _y)) dPu(f). 
This yields, by the induction hypothesis, that 
f/t fn ~b o ~,+ , ( [~, / ] ( l -y) )  dPu(f) dP~(g) 
fn ~,~ ~b o ~.+ l([g, f ] ( , -  y,) deu(f)dP,(g). 
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Since # is invariant under the map y --+ 1 - y, this leads to 
× dP,(f) dPu(g )d#(y). 
Using Fubini's theorem and Theorem 3.7(i), we obtain 
( i i )~( i )  Let Ac [O,  1] be a Borel set. Since Pu is time reversal 
invariant we have 
#(A)=Pu({hEHIh(½)eA})=P,({h~H I 1-h(½)eA})  
= u({tE [0, 1311 -teA}), 
which proves that # is invariant under the map t ~ 1 - t. 
To prove the remaining part of the theorem, let B be a Borel set in H_ By 
the definition of (P~,)a, we have 
(Pu),({heHJ heB})=P,  ®Pu({(f, g) eHx H I fog - l~s}). 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
fog 1=fo~-1. 
This implies 
(Pu)~({h EHI h~ B}) = nu ® Pu({ (f, g) ~ Hx  HI fo  ~--1 ~: B}). 
Since P,  is "time reversal' invariant, our claim follows immediately. A
similar proof works for the left-average a(P,). 
Another invariance property we will consider is invariance under inver- 
sion, or reflection of the graph about the main diagonal. We show later 
(Theorem 5.19) that the measure Pu is inversion invariant if and only if # is 
the Dirac measure at ½. But the average measures (Pu)a and ,(P~) are 
inversion invariant almost by definition. 
4.4. THEOREM (Invariance under inversion). For every B~(H)  the 
following identity holds: 
(Pu)~(B) = (Pu)~({f [ f -~  eB}) 
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and 
a(Pu)(B) = a(P~)({f I f -  1 ~ B} ). 
Proof It follows from the definition of (P~)~ that 
(Pu)~({f [ f - '  EB})=P~ ® P~({(g, h)~Hx HI (g°h-1)  -1 6B}) 
=eu ®Pu({(g, h)en×nl  ho g- leB})  
= (Pu)a(B). 
The proof for ,(Pu) is similar. 
Next we will investigate invariance under scaling between two points 
x~, x2 E [0, 1 ] with xl < x2. Intuitively a probability measure Q on H is 
invariant under scaling between x~ and x2, if, for all ya, Y2 s [0, 1 ] with 
Y~ < Y2, the graph of a Q-random homeomorphism in [x~, x2] × [y~, Y2] 
containing (x~, y~) and (x2, Y2) is a scaled version of the graph of a Q-ran- 
dom homeomorphism in the whole square. 
These statements are formalized in the following definition. To state it, 
let us introduce some notation. For x~, x2 ~ [0, 1 ], let ~ ,~ : H ~ [0, 1 ] × 
[0,1]  be defined by rC~l,~2(h)=(h(xl),h(x2) ). Given Q~(H)  and 
(y~, y2)~ [0, i ]  × I-0, 1], let Q(-[h(xa)=yl, h(x2)=y2) denote the con- 
ditional distribution of Q, given r~x,~2 = (yl, 22); i.e., for each (Yl, Y2) 
zt~,~(H), Q(- [ h(xl) = Yl, h(x2) = Y2) is a probability measure on H such 
that 
(i) Q(" [h(xl)= Yl, h(x2)= Y2) is concentrated on 
{h ~ H: h(x~) = y~, h(x2) = y~} for Q o ~l)X~ - a.e. (yl, y2) ~ ~,x~(H). 
(ii) For every BeM(H) ,  (Yl, Y2)~Q(BIh(xl)=Yl ,  h(x2)=y2) is 
Borel measurable and 
Q(B) = f Q(B I h(x1) = Yl, h(x2) = Y2) d[Qo zr~j,~2](yl, y2). 
Since H is a Polish space, such a conditional distribution always exists and 
is uniquely determined up to sets of Q on~,~-measure zero (see, e.g., 
Parthasarathy [9, p. 47, Theorem 8.1]). 
For (xl, Yl), (x2, y2)~ [0, 1] × [0, 1] with x~ <x2 and yl ~<Y2, define 
the scaling map ~/i(~,y~), (-~2,y2): H~ ~([-x~, x23) by 
y2,(h)JIt) = Yl + IY2 -- h ( )' 
607/60/3-4 
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where (~([Xl, X2] ) is the space of real-valued continuous functions on 
Ix1, x2]. Then ~bl~,y~) ' (.~:,y:) is a continuous map. 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let Q be a probability measure on H and 
x~, x2 e [-0, 1] with x 1 < x2. Then Q is said to be scaling invariant between 
xx and x2 if for every Borel set B in cg([x~,x2] ) and Qon-1 -a.e. 
Xl,X2 
(Yl, Y2)e [0, 1] 2 the following identity holds: 
Q( {h ~ H ] h lE~l,X2] E B} I h(x1 ) -- Yl, h(x2) -- Y2) 
= Q(¢ ,~/ ,  ~,,~, ,~, ~,:~ (B ) ) .  
4.6. THEOREM (Scaling invariance). The measure P~ is scaling invariant 
between i2 n and (i+ 1)2 "for every n =0, 1,... and i=0,..., 2" -  1. 
Proof We will prove the statement of the theorem by induction on n. 
For n = 0 the statement is obviously true. Suppose it has been proven for 
some n and all iE {0,..., 2" - 1 }. To show it for n + 1, let i~ {0,..., 2 "+1 - -  1 }. 
We will prove our claim only for even i. The proof for odd i is similar. 
Thus, let j~ {0,..., 2" -1}  be such that i=  2j. Before we continue with the 
main part of our proof, we will demonstrate that, for xl = j2  ", x2 = 
( j+  1)2-", x3 = ( i+ 1) 2 -("+1), and every A ~( [0 ,  112), we have 
({(Y, (Y,, Y2)) ~ [0, 1131 (y,,  y, +(Y2 -- 1)y)~A}). (*) 
Using the definition of Pu we obtain 
Puo Zt~l,~ 3 (A) 
=Pu({hEH[  (h(i2-('+l)),h((i+ l )2  ( '+')) )cA}) 
=P, . ,+ I ({z~ [0, 1]°°+']zi2-(,+,, <z(i+1)2 (,+z,, 
(zi2-(°+,l, z(i+ 1)2-~,+ ,I )~ A } )_ 
By definition of Pu,, + 1 this last expression equals 
[, 
+ tz(y+ 1)2 ,,) ~ A }) dPu.,,(z )
- - f  #({te [0, 1] I (zj2 °,zj2 °+(z(j+,)2-o 
[0,110. 
- zj2-°)t) ~ A }) dP. , . (z)  
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= I A® Pu ° 7r'~l-",(j+ 1)2-" ({(Y, (YI, Y2)) 
~[0,1]3[ (y , ,y l+(y2-y l )y )6A}) ,  
which proves (*). 
Now let B be any Borel set in ~([Xl, x3]). We have to show that 
Pu({hEalhl[xl,~33eB}) 
= f eu(fl)~, Vl) (x3, y3)(B) d[P, o 7Zxll3](Yl, Y2)). 
By the induction hypothesis we have 
= fEO, l~ Pu({h E H[ ~(x.yjl, (x~, y2)(h) [[.~,~1 e B}) 
d[Pu° ~r~Xl,12](Yl , Y2)" 
It follows from Theorem 3.7(i) and Fubini's theorem that 
Pu({h ~ H [ q0(Xl, y,), (x2,y2)(h) [ c~j,x31 e B}) 
=f Pv®Pu({(f, g)~HxH[ ~(xt, Yt),(x2, Y2) o( 0,1) 
([f, g]y)[ E~x,~3] 6B})dl~(y). 
We have 
[OD(xbY'"(x2'y2)([f~ g]Y)](t '=yl  +(Y2--YI '  "vf(2;2--x; 
=Yl+(Y2--Yl)Yf( xt----~ 
for every tE [xl, x3], so that 
~(Xl, Yl), (x2, Y2)(Ef~ g]y) I [~1,x3] 
does not depend on g. Combining these facts yields 
P~({heHI hlE~,,x~] e B}) 
}) x yf 3-x~ eB d#(y) d[P~o~;,~2](yl, Y2).
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By (*) applied to A-- {(YI,Y3)[ Yl + (Y3 -Y l ) f ( ' -x l /x3 -x l )eB}  this 
last expression equals 
d[Puo rcx~l~](yl, Y3) 
- )  }) - -  eB 
x 3 - -x  1 
= f[0,1] 2 P , ({ f  e HI ~(x,,y,), (x3, y3)(f) e B}) 
d[Pu OTzxj l3](yl ,  Y3). 
4.7. Remark. In contrast to this last result, we will show later 
(Theorem 5.11 that the right-average measure Pa is not scaling invariant 
between any two points in (0, 1). 
Next we investigate the connection between the scaling property stated 
in the above theorem and the fixed point property for amalgamation at ½ as 
described in Theorem 3.7. We obtain the following result. 
4.8. THEOREM. For a probability measure Q on H, the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a probability measure p on (0, 1) such that Q- -P , .  
(ii) For every Borel set B c H the identity 
Q(B) = fH Q® Q({(f' g) eHx  HI If, g]h(1/2)~B}) dQ(h) 
holds. 
(iii) For every n = O, 1, 2,... and every i f  {0 ..... 2 n -  1 }, Q is scaling 
invariant between i2 -n and ( i + 1)2-" and 
Q(A c~ B I h(½) = y) = Q(A I h(½) = y) Q(B ] h(½) -= y) 
holds for Q o 7zi~21-a.e. ye(0 ,  1),for every A in the a-field d( [0 ,  1/2]) on H 
generated by the functions h--+ h(t), t e [0, 1/2], and for every B in the a- 
field ag([1/2, 1]) on H generated by the functions h --+ h(t), t e [1/2, 1]. 
Proof. ( i )~  (iii) If Q=P,  for some/~e~a((0, 1)), then it follows from 
Theorem4.6 that Q is scaling invariant between i2-" and (i+ 1)2 -~ for 
every n=0,  1, 2 .... and every ie {0,..., 2" -1} .  Next we observe that, by 
definition of P, ,  we have 
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Moreover, it follows from Theorem 3.7(i) that 
= f( O®O({(f,g)cHxH I [f,g]ycC})dlt(y) Q(C) eu(c )= o,,) 
for every c~ ~(H) .  These last two observations imply that 
O(CI h(½)= y)=O®Q({(f, g) cHxHI  [f, g]y cC}) 
for Qorq~l-a.e. yc[0 ,  1]. Now let Acd( [0 ,½] )  and B~s¢([½, 1]) be 
given. Since [f, g]yleO, UU3 depends only on f and [f, g]y IE~/z,13 depends 
only on g, we obtain 
Q®Q({f, g)cH×n] [f, g]ycA~B}) 
=O({f ] VgcH : [f, g]y cA}) .Q{g lV feH:  [f, g]y EB} 
= Q®Q({(f,  g)cHxHI l-f, g]y ~A}) 
• Q®Q({(f,  g)cH×al If, g]r cB}), 
which proves (iii). 
(iii) ~ (ii) Since Q is scaling invariant between 0 and ½ and between ½ 
and 1, we obtain 
Q({h~HI h leo, m1 ~A)lh(½)=y) 
=a({heal hI co, m3 cA} lh(O)=O,h(½)=y) 
= Q({hcHI (t~ yh(2t), tc [0, 1])cA}) 
for every A c ~([0, ½]) and 
Q({hcHf h[~u2,~ ~ cB} l h(½)= y) 
=Q({hcH[ hi el/2a ~ cB} I h(½)= y, h(1)= 1) 
=Q({hcH[ (t-* y+(1-  y)h(2t-1), t~[½, 1])~B}) 
for every B ~ cg([½, 1]), for Q o 7tiT~-a.e. y~ [0, 1]. 
By assumption we find 
Q({hEH[ h[[oa/2 3 cA and h111/2,13 cB} [ h(½)= y) 
= Q({hcH[ ( t - - ,  yh(2t), t c  F0, ½])cA }) 
'Q({hEHI(t--, y+ (1 -y )h (2t -  1), tc [½, 1])cB}) 
= Q ® Q({ ( f  g) c H × H I I f  g]y I ~o,~/23 c A and 
E~ eL le,/~_,~l ca}). 
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This implies 
Q({h ~ H I h L E0,1/23 ~ A and h I ~1/2,11 E B}) 
=f  Q® Q({(f, g)~H×HI  If, g]hc1/2)lEo, l/23 ~A and 
(o,1) 
If, g]h~l/2~ ]I1/2,11 6B})dQ(h). 
Since the sets of the form {heH]h]Eo, l/23~A and hiE1/2,11 ~B} with 
(A, B) running through ~(cg([0, ½]))×M(cg([½, 1])) are 0-stable and 
generate ~(H)  as a a-field, (ii) follows. 
(ii)=~(i) This follows immediately if we set #= Q or c{ 1 and apply 
Theorem 3.7. 
4.9. Remarks. (a) We will show later that there is no probability 
measure on H, other than the Dirac measure id at the identity, which is 
inversion invariant and satisfies one of the equivalent conditions in 
Theorem 4.8. 
(b) Scaling invariance of a probability measure Q between 0 and 1/2 
and between 1/2 and 1 does not imply the independence ondition stated in 
Theorem 4.8(iii). As an example consider the unique probability measure Q 
on H satisfying 
Q(B)= ~H f~o,~) [f, f]., ,d2(y) dQ(f). 
Now we will show that the scaling invariance proved for Pu in 
Theorem 4.6 is--in a certain sense--the best one can hope for. 
4_10. DEFINITION. A probability measure Q on H is said to have the 
scaling property at t ~ [0, 1 ] if Q is scaling invariant between 0 and t and 
between t and 1. 
4.11. THEOREM. If, for a probability measure Q on H, the set of poh~ts at 
which it has the scaling property is' dense in [0, 1], then Q is the Dirac 
measure ~ia at the identity in H. 
The proof of the theorem will be split up into a series of lemmas. In these 
lemmas, we always assume that Q is a probability measure on H such that 
the set 
E = { t E [0, 1 ] I Q has the scaling property at t } 
is dense in [0, 1 ]. Moreover, we set #~ = Q o n j  1, where s c [0, 1 ] and ns: 
H~ [0, 1] is defined by n~(h)=h(s). 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and will, therefore, 
be omitted, 
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4.12. LEMMA. I f  we equip ~([0, 1]) with the weak (narrow) topology, 
then the map [0, 1 ] ~ ~([0, l ]), s ~ #~ is continuous. 
4.13. LEMMA. For all s, tE [0, 1] and for every Borel-measurable map (~: 
[0, 1 ] --+ N, the following properties hold: 
(i) ~ q~ d#,, = ~ ~)(uv) du~(u) d#,(v), 
(ii) ~ ~ d#s +,_ ~t = If (~(u + v - uv) d#s(u) d#,(v). 
Proof It is enough to verify these equations for continuous ~b. 
(l) Let s, t e [0, 1] be such that Q has the scaling property at t. 
Using the scaling property between 0 and t we obtain, for every z e [0, 1 ], 
that 
/zst ([0, z]) = Q({h e H [ h(st) <<, z }) 
= f(oA) 
f(o,1) 
Q( {he H [ h(st) <-..z} l h(t)= y) dp,(y) 
Q({ f  ~ H [ yf(s)  <~ z} ) d#t(y) 
=#s ® #,({(u, v)~ [0, 1121 uv ~<z}). 
From this it follows that 
f ~ d#~, = II ~(uv) dUs(U) du,(v) 
for every Borel-measurable map ~b: I-0, 1] ~ N. Since, for continuous ~b, the 
maps (s, t) ~ ~ ~b d#s, and (s, t) ~ ~ (k(uv) d#s(u ) d#,(v) are continuous 
Lemma 4.12), the set 
is closed. From what we have shown above, we know that [0, 1] x E is 
contained in A~. Since [0, 1] xE  is dense in [0, 1] × [0, 1], this implies 
A¢ = [0, 1] x [0, 1]_ Thus equation (i) holds. 
(2) Let s, t e [0, 1] be such that Q has the scaling property at t. 
Using the scaling property between t and 1 we obtain, for every z e [0, 1 ], 
that 
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#s+,_,,([-0, z]) = Q({heHI h(s+ t -s t )  ~<z}) 
=~(o,1) Q({he H l h(s + t -  st) <~ z} I h(t)= y) d#,(y) 
=f~ Q({ feH[y+(1-y ) f ( s )<~z})d#t(y )  
0,1) 
=~, @ m({(u, v)e [0, 1] x [0, 1] I u+v-uv<~z}). 
The proof is concluded by a continuity argument as in part (1). 
4.14. LEMMA. For every n=0,1 ,  2,... and for every te l0 ,1 ] ,  
measure Q satisfies 
fH (h(t))" dQ(h)=- t n. 
Proof. By a standard argument, the map F.: [0, 1]--* [0, 11, t-~ 
~H (h(t)) n dQ(h) is continuous for every n = 0, 1, 2 ..... 
that 
the 
(1) Now let s, te [0, 1] be arbitrary. It follows from Lemma 4.13(i) 
Thus, F,:  [0,1] ~ [0,1] 
exists an an >/0 with 
F.(st) -= fH (h(st))" dQ(h) 
= f(o,1) y" dps,(y) 
= f(o,1) f,o, l u"V"dp,(u) dl~,(v) 
~ ;(o,1) u" d#,(u) f(o,,) vn d~,(v) 
= F,(s)- F,(t). 
is multiplicative and continuous. Hence there 
F,(t) = t ~° 
for all t s [0, 1 ]. 
(2) Define G," [0,1] ~ [0,1] by G,(t)=~n(1-h(1-t))"dQ(h).  
Then Gn is continuous. For all s, t E [0, 1 ] we, moreover, obtain from Lem- 
ma 4.13(ii) that 
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G.(st) = fi4 (1 - h(1 - st))" dQ(h) 
= f(o,1) (1 - y)" d#l -s , (Y )  
=~ (1-y)~d#((1-s)+(1 ,)( l -s)¢l-t))(Y) ~( 0,1) 
=I( f¢ (1-(u+v-uv))"d#(1-~)(u)d#('-')(v) 
o,1) o,1) 
= f/4(1 --h(1 - s ) ) "  dQ(h)-fH (1 -h (1  - t ) ) "  dQ(h) 
= G.(s) a.(t). 
Again it follows that there exists a ft. >~0 with G . ( t )= t ~" for every 
t~ [o, 1]. 
(3) Combining (1) and (2) we get, for every t~ [0, 1], 
t p" = G.(t) = fH (1 -- h(1 - t))" dQ(h) 
k=O 
k=O 
By induction on n we will show that •, = fin = n. For n = 0 this is obviously 
true. Suppose that we have c~ = flk =k  for all k < n. Then (*) yields 
?°= 2 ( -1 )~(1  - t)~ + ( - l ) " (1  - t) ~" 
k=O 
; t , , _  ( _1 )n(1  _ t )n+ ( -1 ) " (1  - t)~° 
for all t e [0, 1]. This, obviously, implies a~ =fl~ =n and completes the 
proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.11. Lemma 4.14 immediately implies that, for each 
te [0, 1], the nth moment of/it is t n. The unique measure on [0, 1] with 
these moments is the Dirac measure , at t. But the Dirac measure/3id at the 
identity in H is obviously the only measure Q on H with Q one1 =e, for 
every t e [0, 1 ]. 
4.15. Remarks. (a) It is not clear to us what the set of points, at which 
a probability measure on H has the scaling property, can be. 
(b) Let us call a probability measure Q on H independent a t if the 
a-fields ~([0 ,  t]) and d( [ t ,  1]) are independent with respect o Qo~,  1- 
a.e. measure Q(- [ h(t) = y) of the conditional distribution of Q with respect 
to ~t. H. G. Kellerer noted that, if Q is the image of 2 on [0, 1] under 
e~(t~t~) ,  then Q is independent at every te[0 ,  1]. The question 
remains open whether there exists a probability measure Q on H with non- 
compact support which is independent at every t ~ [0, 1 ]. 
The rest of this section is devoted to average homeomorphisms and 
average inverse homeomorphisms for the measures P~ and (P,)~. The 
results that we obtain are all contained in Dubins and Freedman [2, 3]. In 
fact, their results are derived for the wider class of all measures obtained 
from measures on [0, 1 ]2 by the construction described in Remark 2.24(b). 
In the following, we would like to point out how, in our special situation, 
parts of their results can be recovered from the fact that P,  is the fixed 
point of the amalgamation operator T,_ We conclude the section by show- 
ing that the Lebesgue measure of the image under a P~-random 
homeomorphism of a set A ___ [0, 1 ] is almost surely positive if both the 
Lebesgue measure of A is positive and the average P,-homeomorphism is 
absolutely continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. This is true even 
for the wider Dubins-Freedman class of P~ measures; i_e., fi~.~([0.112). 
4.16. THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ~(o,1) t dll(t) = ½. 
(ii) For every te [0, 1], 
fHh(t) dP~(h) = t. 
Moreover, if (i) holds, then for each Borel subset B of [0, 1 ], 
)L(B) = f 2(h(B)) dP,(h). 
Proof (i) ~ (ii) Since the map t~ ~u h(t)dP~(h) is continuous, it suf- 
fices to prove (ii) for every t e D. We will do that by induction on the level 
n in the dyadic rationals. For t e Do the claim is obviously true. Now, sup- 
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pose it has been shown for all t~D,,. For t~D,+l, it follows from 
Theorem 3.7(i) and Fubini's theorem that 
IH h(t)dPu(h)= I(o,1)f~v f~/If' g]y(t)dPu(f)dP~(g)dp(y) .  
If t ~< ½ then this implies 
fH h( t) dPu(h )= I(o,~) I~4 Yf(2t) dPu(f) d#(Y) 
= f(o,,)y dp(y), fu f(Zt)dPu(f) .  
Since ~(o,~) Y dp(y) = ½ and, by the induction hypothesis, 
fHf(Zt ) dPu(f) = 2t, 
we obtain 
IH h(t) dPAh) = t. 
The proof for t > ~ is similar. 
(ii) ~ (i) By definition of P~, we have 
~-f  h(½)dP,(h)=f( yd#(y). 
~" - -  o ,1 )  
The last part of Theorem 4.16 follows from the fact that 
f 2(h([a, b])) dP;(h) = f (h(b)- h(a)) dP~(h) = b - a 
and by induction on the sets B for which the formula holds. 
4.17. Remarks. (a) It follows immediately from the above result that 
every measure P~ which is time reversal invariant (in particular P = P~) 
satisfies 5n h(t) dPu(t )= t, for every t ~ [0, 1]. 
(b) Dubins and Freedman [3, p. 209] define a map ~u on the dis- 
tribution functions whose unique fixed point is the average distribution 
with respect o Pu. Rephrased and adapted to our situation, their result 
reads as follows: 
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For a measure fi on the square (0, 1)2, define ~Oz: H-~ H by 
~,~(h) =/~ [h, h]<~,~ d~(x, y). 
Then the unique fixed point of ffz is the average homeomorphism of the 
measure Pz obtained from /2 by the construction described in 
Remark 2.24(b). That a fixed point of qJ~ is the average homeomorphism of 
the measure Pz follows from Remark 3.13. 
Given a measure # on (0, 1) (which corresponds to the case that /2 = 
el/2 ®/z), the result specializes to the following: 
Define q;u : H ~ H by 
~(h) =~o,,>~ [h, h L d~(y). 
Then the unique fixed point of ~0~ is the average homeomorphism of P~. 
This result follows from Theorem 3.7(i). 
(c) For general P~ we do not have explicit formulas for the average 
Pu-homeomorphism. But the results of Dubins and Freedman described 
in Remark4.17(b) could be used to approximate the average Pu- 
homeomorphism. 
The following theorems could also be obtained from the results of 
Dubins and Freedman [-3] described in the last remark. We wish to give a 
different proof here, again using the property that P = P~. is the fixed point 
of the amalgamation perator T~. 
4.18. THEOREM (Average inverse homeomorphism for P). 
t~ [0, 1], 
f. i 1 h-t(t) dP(h) = ~ + -~ arc sin(2t- 1). 
For every 
Proof We defineF: [0,1] ~ [0,1] by 
F(t) = fn h-'(t) dP(h). 
Then F is obviously continuous and, using Theorem 3.7(i) and Fubini's 
theorem, we obtain 
F(t) = fH h -~(t) dP(h) 
= f~ fH fn (If' g]y)-~(t)dP(f)dP(g)d2(y). 
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A straightforward calculation shows that 
1 1 
([f, g]y)- l ( t )  = 
~+-~g- , t>~ y. 
Hence we deduce for 0 ~< t< 1: 
fofH(1 1 1(t--y)) ft 1 (~) F(t)= -~+~g- ~_  dP(g)dy+ f 1-f-in2 dP(f) dy 
=~t+~ f dy+ f dy. 
Setting u = (t - y)/(1 - y) in the first integral and v = t/y in the second one 
yields 
l l f~ ( l -u )  ~ l - t  du+l f ,  l~ .2  F(t)=-~ t +~ F(u) F(v) dv 
=-~l t +~ (l-t)fo ( ((~)2 du +~ tf l~)  d~. (*) 
By differentiating this equation we get 
l ~ f' F(u) 1F(/) l ftl ~j_ ~ If(t) 
F'(t) =g- -  (f-u)2 du + g~-SS + g dv- o 2 t 
Multiplying this equation by t and using (*) we obtain 
1 1 
tF'(t) - 
21- t  
Differentiating again yields 
hence, for 0 < t < 1, 
This implies 
1 t _ - - -F ( t ) - -~f  ° ff(u)-2du (1-~) " 
F'(t) + tF"(t) - 21 - t 
1 1 
- - - - r ' ( t ) ;  
t - - !  
F"(t) = 7. --L, F'(t). t(1 --t) 
F(t) = Cl arc sin(2t - 1 ) + c2, 
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where ct, e 2 are constants. Since F(O)=lim,~oF(t)=O and F(1)= 
lim,_~ ~ F(t) = 1, we have c~ = 1/re and c2 = ½, which completes the proof. 
4.19. THEOREM (Average homeomorphism for P.). For all te  [0, 1], the 
following identity holds. 
f// 1 1 h(t) dPa(h ) --- -zt arc s in(2t-  1) + ~. 
Proof By definition of P~ we have 
;n h(t) dP~(h) = fn fn f °  g- l(t) dP(f) dP(g). 
Now, Theorem 4_16 implies ~nfog- l ( t )  dP( f )=g- l ( t )  and, therefore, 
Theorem 4.19 follows from Theorem 4.18. 
4.20. THEOREM (Average inverse homeomorphism for Pa)- For all 
t~ [0, 1 ], the following identity holds: 
ftlh_i(t) dPa(h)= 1 1 -re arc sin(2t - 1 ) + ~. 
Proof The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.20 and the 
inversion invariance of P~ (Theorem 4.4)_ 
4.21. Remark. Note that, if ~b is a bounded continuous map of H into 
itself, then one can define the average ~b-homeomorphism. 
s ~ I [~b(h)](s) dP(h). 
In particular, one can consider the average nth power homeomorphism or 
nth moment, H,,. We note the equation 
g,(x) = ~ aP~eP2"" ap° 
plop2<- ... <~p° (n + 1)PlnP2-Pl.... • 2 p"-pn-I' 
where x= .qa2--. (base 2). 
In the following theorem, if f ie~((0,  i)2), then PC is the measure 
associated with/~ by the general Dubins-Freeman construction, and T o is 
the generalized amalgation operator associated with it as discussed in 
Remark 3.13(a). I f /~e~((0,  1)), then P,  and 7", are as before. 
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4.22. THEOREM. Suppose /~( (0 ,  1) 2) and Gu(x)=~Hh(x)dP;,(h ) for 
x 6 [0, ! ]. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G;~ is absolutely continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure 2. 
(ii) For each Borel set B~_ [0, 1], 
2(B)>Oifandonlyif2(h(B))>O for Pp-a.e_h~H. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.22, we need the following lemma. 
-J where rr 1 is the projec- 4.23. LEMMA. I f  ~6~@((O, 1) 2) and ~x =Ft°~l
tion to the first coordinate, then for any Borel B ~ [0, 1 ], and for any n E N, 
P~({h [ 2(h(B))=O}) 
= fH ~<2, P~({h ] 2(h(B~'j'g))=O})dP~x(g)' 
J 
where 
Proof of Lemma. Using the generalized amalgamation operation for/~, 
P~({h [ ,~(h(B))=O})= [ P~ ®P~({(ho, h~)l ~( 0,1 )2 
)o([ho, h~](x, y~(B))=0}) d~(x) 
= f¢o,,~ P~ ®P~({(ho, ha)l 2(yho(Bo,x)) 
+,~(y + (1 - y) h,(B~,x)) = 0}) @(x, y), 
where Bo,~ = {ze [0, 1] [xz~B} and B~,~ = {z~ [0, 1 ] rx+(1-x )zeB}.  
Continuing the right-hand side, we have 
= f(o.,;- P~ ® PA {(ho, hi) [ y,t(ho(Bo,~)) + (1 - y) 
× )C(hl(Bl.x) ) = 0}) rift(x, y) 
= f~o,,)'~ P~ ® P~( {(ho, hl)[ 2(ho(Bo,x))= 0 and 2(h,(BLx)) = 0}) d•(x, y). 
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Integrating the second coordinate out, 
P(  {h I fl~(h(B)) = 0}) = ;(o,1) P,5( {h I/~(h(Bo,x)) = 0})  
×P~({hl2(h(Bl,~))=O}) dFtx(X). (*) 
rt -1 where H~ [0, 1] is defined by 7zl/2(h)=h(½ ). But Ftx= Pr~x o 1/2, 7zl/2: 
Further, Bo, g(1/21 = Bl,o,g and Bl, g(1/2) = Bl,l,g. Thus, (*) becomes 
P;,({hl)o(h(B))=O})=f H P;{hl2(h(Bl,j,g))=O} dPzx(g). 
(0,1)j<21 
Let us assume that we have shown the lemma for n. By (*), 
P~({h [2(h(B))=O})= f(o,~ Pc'({h l 2(h(B°'x))=O}) 
× Y~({h])o(h(Bl,x)= 0})@x(x). 
Using the induction hypothesis on the factors of the integrand, the right- 
hand side of (*) becomes 
$(o,1) fH×t_l jo~<2o P~( {h l )~(h(Bo,-~;,,,Jo, go ))=0 } ) 
x ~I Pc,({hIX(h(B~:,~;,,j,g~))=O}) 
Jl < 2 n 
x dP~x ®Ppx(go, gl) d~x(X). (**) 
A simple calculation will show Bo,~:.,jo.go =Bn+l , j . [go ,  g~] ~ and Bj .x ;n ,A .g  I -~ 
Bn+ 1,2n+j,[gO, gl]x , Using this fact, we rewrite (**): 
P;,({hl)~(h(B))=O})=;(ol ' f I-I P;,({hl2(h(B,~+l,j, Ego, g,1,))=O}) 
, H×Hj<2n+I 
dP;x ® P~.(go, gl ) d~x(x) 
=f I~ Pp({hl2(h(B,,+l,J,g))=O})dP~x(g)" 
j<2 n+l 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.22. ( i )~( i i )  Fix a Borel subset B of [0, 1]. For 
each nEN, define F,: H~[0 ,  1] by Fn(g)=lqj<2, P;({hl 2(h(B,,j,g)) 
=0}). Note IF,,(g)l ~< 1 for all g~H and for all ne %. 
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Suppose 2(B)>0. Let ~>0. Since G~ is absolutely continuous with 
respect o 2, there is some 6 > 0 so that if 2(A)< 6, then 2(G~(A))< e. Fix 
g e H. Using the uniform continuity of g and the Lebesgue density theorem, 
we find an no so that for each n>>,no, there existsjn <2" so that 2(B,,j,,g)> 
1 - 6. Thus 1 - g < 2(G~(B,,jo, g)) = ~ 2(h(B,,j,, g)) dP~(g), which implies 
P;,({hJ2(h(B,,j,,g))=O})<e and F,(g)<e. That is, F~(g)~O as n~oo 
for all g. Since sup, [[F~[[~<I, by Lemma4.23, we have 
Pr,({h [ 2(h(B)) = 0}) = l im,~ ~ ~ F,(g) dP~(g) = 0; i.e., 2(h(B)) > 0 for Po- 
a.e.h. 
Suppose 2(h(B)) > 0 for Pp-a.e.h. Then 2(G~(B)) > 0, implying 2(B) > 0. 
(ii) ~ (i) Suppose Gz is not absolutely continuous. By Theorem 9.24 
of Dubins and Freedman [3], G~ is singular. Thus there is a Borel set B so 
that 2(B)= 1 and 2(Gz(B))= 0, i.e., 2(h(B))= 0 for P~-a.e.h. But this con- 
tradicts (ii). Q.E.D. 
5. DERIVATIVES OF RANDOM HOMEOMORPHISMS 
Here we investigate the structure of the derivatives of Pu and (P~)~- 
random homeomorphisms. Our results concerning this subject will be used 
later on to determine further properties of the special measures P = Pa and 
Pa = (P;L" The basic tool for our considerations is the following result of 
Dubins and Freedman [3], which we restate without a proof. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A function h e H is called 
nowhere (strictly) positive finite derivative. 
It is useful to have the following lemma. 
strictly singular if h has 
5.2. LEMMA. The set of all strictly singular functions in H is coanalytic. 
Proof Let E = { fe  H ] f strictly singular }. Then fe /4~E means 
3x e [0, 1 ] 3a e (0, ~):  f'(x) = a 
or, equivalently, 
3xe[0 ,1 ]  3ae(0 ,~)  Vnel~ 3mE~ Vye[0 ,1] :  
O<ly-xl<l~f(x)-~Y)m x- -y  a <l.n 
607/60/3-5 
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Define 
( 
B,m= ~(f, x, a )EHx [0, 1] × (0, ~)IVy E [0, 1]: 
O< ly -x l  <l=~m f(x)_~f_(y)x_y a 4 !} .  
Then B,m is a closed subset of H x [0, 1 ] x (0, m ). Let rt H be the canonical 
projection from H x [0, 1 ] × (0, oo) onto H. Then we have 
n~N men 
Thus, H\E  is analytic, which proves the lemma. 
5_3. Remark. Very likely the set E is not a Borel set in H but we have 
not demonstrated this. We also note that E is comeager. 
5.4. THEOREM (Dubins and Freedman [3, Theorem 5.1]). For every 
probability measure I ~ on (0, 1) with ~ ¢ gl/2, the measures Pu and (Pz)a are 
supported by the set of all strictly singular functions in H. 
5.5. Remark. Dubins and Freedman prove the above theorem for a 
much wider class of probability measures, namely for all probability 
measures on H which are obtained by the construction described in 
Remark2.24(b) with any measure on (0, 1) 2 in the place of Lebesgue 
measure, as long as this measure is not concentrated on the main diagonal. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.4, we obtain: 
5.6. THEOREM. Let # be a probability measure on (0, 1) with t~ ~ gl/2- For 
t~ [0, 1], define D , :  {heH]h'(t)=O}. Then Dt is a Borel set and, for )o- 
a.e. t E [0, 1], Pt,(D,) = 1 and (P,)~(D,) = 1. 
Proof Define D= {(t, h)6 [0, 1] ×H: h'(t)=O}. Then it is well known 
that D is a Borel set on [0, 1] x/4_ Therefore, the sets D, are Borel sets in 
H. It follows from Theorem 5.4 that for P# and (Pu)~-a.e. h~ H, the set 
Dh={t~[O, 1]:(t ,h)6D} has Lebesgue measure one. By Fubini's 
theorem, this implies 
2 ® P~(D) = 1 and )~ ® (P~)~(D) = 1. 
Again by Fubini's theorem, this implies Pu(D,)= 1 and (Pi,)a(Dt)= 1 for Z- 
a.e. te  [0, 1]. 
Next we use this result to prove that, for the special measure Pa -  (P~)a, 
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the conclusion of the preceding theorem actually holds for every t • (0, 1). 
Later on we will prove a similar result for a certain subclass of the 
measures P, .  The proof of this last result does not make use of 
Theorem 5.4 or Theorem 5.6. 
5.7. THEOREM. For every t~ (0, 1), the following identity holds: 
Pa({h E H:  h'(t) = 0}) = 1. 
Proof Let t ~ (0, 1) be given and let D, be as in Theorem 5.6. Then 
Theorem 3.12 implies 
Pa(D¢)= Pa®Pa({(f,g)~HxH:([f,g](x,v))( )=0}) 
0,1)2 
dPa(f) dea(g) d22(x, y). 
We have 
so that 
(If ,  g]~x,y))'(t)= 
, t>x  
( I f ,  g]~x,y))'(t) = 0 
is equivalent o f'(t/x)=O if t<x and to g'(t-x)/(1-x))=O if t>x. 
Since 22({(x, y)lx=t})=O we get 
But it follows from Theorem 5.6 that Pa({g~HI g'((t-x)/ 
( I -x ) )=0})= 1 for 2-a.e. xe(O, t) and Pa({f~Hff'(t/x)=O})= 1 for 2- 
a.e. x ~ (t, 1 ). This implies 
Pa(Dt) = 1. 
Now that we know the derivative of Pa-random homeomorphisms at
every point in the open interval (0, 1), it remains to determine their 
607/60/3-5 ~ 
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derivative structure at the endpoints. The following theorem will be the 
main tool for this purpose. 
5.8. THEOREM. For every m6(O, 1], 
P~({h~nlvt~ [0, 1]: h(t)>>.mt})=O. 
Proof. Define p: (0, 1 ] ~ [0, 1 ] by 
p(m)=P~({heH[Vt~ [0, 1]: h(t)>~mt}). 
Then p is a left-continuous decreasing function, hence Borel measurable. 
Theorem 3.12 implies 
p(m)=~[) .2({(x,  y)e  (0, 1)2[Vt~ [0, 1]: [f, g](x,y)(t)>~mt}) 
JH JH  
dP.(f) dPa(g) 
~ f. f ,~ ( {(x, y) 
dP~(f) dP~(g). 
Using Fubini's theorem and some elementary manipulations, this leads to 
p(m)<~ o,1)2 Pa f~glVsE[O, 1]:f(s)>~--~-s d22(x,y). 
Since 1 = f(1 ) >~ mx/y, this implies 
Setting u = mx/y and v = y yields 
fO frn/u^l p(u) ~___. p(m) ~ dv du ~o m 
= ~ A 1 p(u) du 
2m p(u) du + p(u du. 
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Define S: L~((0, 1 ] )~ %((0, 1]) by 
l f f  mr, I 1 rsf](m)=~--~m f(u)du+-~ f(u)-~du. 
Then S is a positive linear operator and we have for m e (0, 1 ]: 
[S l ] (m)=~m m ldu+-~ -~du 
m =1-~-<1. 
Thus (S"l)n ~ ~ is a decreasing sequence of continuous functions. Define 
g: (0, 1] ~ [0, 1] by g ( t )= l im,~o [Snl](t). Then g is obviously a fixed 
point of S: i.e., 
1 fo~ mffl ul~ g(m)=2-mm g(u) du+~ g(u) du. (*) 
t~t 
Thus g is differentiable with 
g'(m) = --~--Sm 2 ;o g(u) 
Multiplying this identity by m and adding (,) yields 
mg'(m)+ g(m)=m g(u)~du_ (**) 
Differentiating another time leads to 
2g'(m) + mg"(m) = g(u) du - -  g(m). 
m 
Dividing (**) by m and subtracting it from this last equation yields 
g'(m) + mg"(m) = O. 
The general solution of this differential equation is 
g(m)=cl In to+ c2, 
where cl and c2 are real constants. Since 0 ~< g ~< 1, we deduce cl --- 0. Hence 
g is the constant function c2. Since g is a fixed point of S we have 
c2 = g = Sg = Sc2 = c2 S1. 
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Since S1 < 1, this implies c2=0; hence g=0.  Moreover, we know that 
p <~ Sp <~ S1; hence p ~< Sq for all n ~ ~, which implies p ~< g. Since p is non- 
negative, we obtain p = 0. 
Using the invariance of P, with respect o time reversal and inversion, 
we obtain the following corollary. 
5.9. COROLLARY. (i) P~({h~H[VtE[O, ll:h(t)<~mt})=O for every 
rnE [1, ~).  
(ii) P,({h~HI Vt~ [0, 1]:h(t)<.mt+ 1 -m})=0 for every me(O, 1]. 
(iii) P,({hEHI Vte [0, l]:h(t)>~mt+ 1 -m})=0 for every me [1, ~). 
The following theorem summarizes the consequences of Theorem 5.8 for 
the derivative structure of P~-random homeomorphisms at 0 and 1. 
5.10. THEOREM. (i) Pa({hEHllimx~o(h(x)/x)=O})= 1. 
(ii) P~({h~Hllimx~o(h(x)/x)= ~})= 1. 
(iii) P~({h~H]limx~((h(x)- 1 /(x-  1 ) )=0})= 1. 
(iv) Po({hEHLl imx~((h(x) - l ) / (x -1) )=~})=l .  
Proof (i) Let heH be such that limx,o(h(x)/x)>c>O. Then there 
exists a 6~(0,1) such that for all t~(O, 6), we have h(t)>ct. Let 
m = min(h(6), c). Then we obviously have m > 0 and 
h(t)>~mt 
for every tE [0, 1]; thus 
{hEHll imh(X)>o} x ~ {hEHIVt~[O, 1]:h(t)>lmt}. 
m~Dc~ (0,1) 
By Theorem 5.8, this last set is a P~-nullset, which proves (i). 
Part (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that P~ is invariant under inversion 
(Theorem 4.4). 
Parts (iii) and (iv) follow from (i) and (ii) and the fact that Pa is 
invariant under "time reversal" (Theorem 4.3). 
Now we are in the position to prove that Pa is not scaling invariant 
between any two points if one of these points lies in the open unit interval. 
5.11. THEOREM. Letxt, x2E[O, 1 ] besuchthatxl~(O, 1)orx2E(O, 1), 
xl < x2. Then Pa is not scaling invariant between xl and x2. 
Proof We will prove the theorem only if x 1 > 0. The remaining case 
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can be proved similarly. Assume P, were scaling invariant between xl and 
x2, and x 1 >0. Then (see Definition 4.5) 
\ (  i~.o s 
=1 for Pao~;,~2-a.e.(yl, y2)e(O, 1) 2. 
But this obviously implies 
- -~  =1, 
s$0 S 
which contradicts Theorem 5.7 since xl E (0, 1). 
5_12. Remark. Using the definition of P, 
Theorem 5.8 immediately implies 
and Fubini's theorem, 
P({heHlVt~ [-0, 1]: h(t)>~mg(t)})=O 
for P-a.e. g e H and every m > 0. Analogous statements could be deduced 
from Corollary 5.9. 
Similarly, Theorem 5.100)implies that 
\~ iU~og--~=0 =1 
for P-a.e. g ~ H. 
Before we investigate the structure of the derivatives of Pu-random 
homeomorphisms, we would like to collect some results concerning the 
speed of convergence of P j random homeomorphisms at 0 and 1. The key 
tool for this purpose is the following result which can, for instance, be 
found in Lo~ve [7, p. 384]). 
5.13. THEOREM. Let (£2,~¢,v) be an arbitrary probability space, 
(Xn)n ~ ~ a sequence of real-valued independent identically distributed random 
variables on £2. Let 11 = ~ X~ dv. Then the following hoM: 
(i) IfO<q<<. +~,  then Z~=lX ,=oo a.e. 
(ii) I f -oo<~l<O,  then ~IX~= -~ a.e. 
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(iii) I f  ~/=0 and voX# t is not the Dirac measure at 0, 
li__m_m, _ ~ ZT~ = 1 Xk = - oo and lira, . o~ ZT, = 1 Xk -~- "~ 0(3 a.e. 
then 
5.14. LEMMA. Let # be a probability measure on (0, 1), 
~(0,1) in t d#(t), p~ = e -~, zz = ~(0,~)ln(1 - t) d#(y),  and P2 = e -~. 
(i) I fO<~e<pl ,  then 
P , ({h~HI  lim ~ 'h(2 - " )=0})=l .  
n~o:3  
751~ 
(ii) I f  ct>pl ,  then 
P , ({heHI  lim ~"h(2-" )= ~})= 1. 
n~c~ 
(iii) I f  ~ = Pl and tt is not a Dirac measure, then 
P , ({heHI  lim a"h(2 " )=0and lira u 'h (2 -~)=oe})=l .  
(iv) I f  O < o~ < p2 , then 
P , ({heHI  lim ~"h(1 -2 - " )=0})= 1. 
n~c~3 
(v) [ f  ~x :> p2 , then 
P~({h~HI  lira ~ '~h(1-2 -~)= ~})= 1. 
n~c~ 
(vi) I f  ~ = P2 and # is not a Dirac measure, then 
P~({h~HI  li__~m ~nh(1-2 - " )=0 and li--~ c t~h(1-2 -~)= ~})= 1. 
n~o3 n~c~ 
Proof  We will only prove (i) to (iii). The proof of (iv) to (vi) is similar. 
For n ~ N, define ~,  :H  ~ (0, 1) by 
h(2-") 
0~(h) = h(2_(n_ 1))  I 
We claim that (0, ) ,  ~ ~ is a sequence of independent random variables with 
distribution #. Consider the map 0 :H~(0 ,  1) ~ defined by 
~b(h) = (~b,(h))~ . Then ~b is continuous. Our claim is proved if we can 
show that PuoO -1 =#~,  where #~ is the product of the/t's on (0, 1) ~. To 
prove this equality, it suffices to show 
P , (~- I (B ) )  = #~(B) (.) 
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for all Borel sets B c (0, 1) ~ of the form 
B=Blx  ... xB~x (0, 1)× ..-, n~.  
For n = 1 we have 
Pu(O I(B)) = Pu( {h e HI h(½) e B1 }) =/~(Bi) = #'(B) .  
Suppose (,) has been proven for all Borel sets which depend only on the 
first n coordinates and let B=Bl×. . .xBn+~x(O,  1 )x - ' . .  Then 
Theorem 3.7(i) implies that 
Pu(~- l (a ) )  
-= fttfHl~({y~(O, 1)1 I-f, g]y~ l(B)})dPu(f)dPp(g) 
n.f( 2 (~_i)) eBk+~ dP~(f) dP~(g) 
=fH~({yeBmlO( f )eB2x  ' xBn+l x(O, 1)x " " " } ) de~(  f ). 
By Fubini's theorem and the induction hypothesis, this last expression 
equals 
#(BI )" # ~(B2 × "'" × Bn + 1 x (0, 1 ) × " .) 
=/-t~(Bl×B2x "'" ×Bn+l×(0 ,1)x  -'.). 
Thus, our claim is proved. 
For a t (0 ,  ~) ,  define X~=ln(,$,,). Since the ~, are independent and 
identically distributed, the same is true for the X~,. Moreover we have 
f X~ dP~= f In at dl~(t) 
=In a + f In tdp(t)=lna+.c 1.
Thus we obtain 
f X dP. 
<0, a<pl  
=0, a=p l  
>0, a>p l .  
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It, therefore, follows from Theorem 5.13 that 
~ X~,=-oo  Pu-a.e. if e<p~,  
n=l  
~ X, ~= +or  P~-a.e. if ~>p~,  
n=l  
and lira,, ~ ~ ~27, = ~ XT, = - oo and lim, ~ ~ Z~ = 1 X~ = + oo P~-a.e. if e = p 1 
and # is not a Dirac measure. By exponentiating these equalities we obtain 
the result of the lemma. 
5.15. THEOREM. Let  # be a probabi l i ty measure on (0, 1), 
zl = f( In t dtt(t), Pl = e ~ 
0,1) 
%=f(0,1) In(1 - t) d~(t), p2~-e -T2. 
(i) / fO<~<pl ,  then 
(ii) 
Pu( { h e H I lim x -xn ~/~nZh(x) = 0}) = 1. 
x~O 
I f  ~ > p 1, then 
Pu({h ~ HI lim x--ln ~/ln 2h(x) = ~ }) = 1. 
x ---~ 0 
(iii) I f  ~ = p~ and  # is not a Dirac measure, then 
P , ({h  e H] lim x-ln~/ln2h(x) =0 and lim x-ln~/ln2h(x) = +oo }) = 1. 
x~O x~O 
(iv) I f  O "( ~ < p2 , then 
P~({h~HI  lim (1 -- x)- 'n~/ln2h(1 - -x )=0})= 1. 
(v) I f  c~ > p2, then 
Pu({heHl l im ( l -x )  ~ '=/ ln2h(1 -x )=co})=l .  
(vi) I f  ~ = P2 and # is not a Dirac measure, then 
P#( {h ~ HI lim (1 - x) -In ~,/l~ 2h( 1 _ x) =- 0 
and li---m (1  - x ) - |n~/ ln2h(  l - x )  ~- o0})= 1. 
x~l  
Proof  We will only prove (i)_ The proof of the remaining statements i
similar. 
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Forh•H,~•(0 ,1 ] ,and0~<x~<2 " ,wehave 
x-m ~n 2h(x) << (2")'" ~/1. 2h( 2 - . )  = c~"h(2 -~) 
and, hence, lira. ~ ~ c~h(2-") = 0 implies lim~ ~ o x -j" ~/1. 2 h(x)  = 0. 
Forh•H,~e(1 ,  +~) ,andxe[2  (.+1),2 " ] ,wehave  
X--In ~/ln 2h(x) << (2(,+ 1))In et/ln 2h( 2 - , )  = ~, + lh( 2 -,). 
Again lira, ~ ~ ~"h(2-") = 0 implies lim~ ~ o x-~" ,/~n 2 h(x) = 0. Thus Lem- 
ma 5.140) implies statement (i) of the theorem. 
Now we will employ the preceding theorem to determine the derivative 
structure of Pu-random homeomorphisms at dyadic rationals. 
5.16 THEOREM. Let # be a probability measure on (0, 1). 
(i) I f  S(o,i) In t dtz(t) < - In  2 (resp. > - In  2) then, for every dyadic 
rational s•  [0, 1), P~-a.e. h•  H has right-hand erivative 0 (resp. ~ ) at s. 
(ii) If~(o,1 ) In t d#(t) = - In  2 and# is not the Dirac measure at ½ then, 
for every dyadic rational s•  [0, 1), P~-a.e. h •H has upper right-hand 
derivative + ~ and lower right-hand erivative 0 at s. 
(iii) I f  ~(o,1) ln(1 - t) dll(t) < - In  2 (resp. > - In  2) then, for every 
dyadic rational s • (0, 1 ], Pu-a.e. h • H has left-hand derivative 0 (resp. ~ ) 
at s. 
(iv) I f  ~(o,l ) In (1 - t) dl~(t) = - In  2 and if lz is not the Dirac measure 
at ½ then, for every dyadic rational s • (0, 1 -], Pu-a_e. h • H has upper left- 
hand derivative ~ and lower left-had derivative 0 at s. 
Proof We will only prove (i) in the case that S~o,1)In t dll(t)< --In 2. 
The remaining statements can be proven similarly. It follows immediately 
from Theorem5.15(i) that l im~_o(h(x)/x)=O for P~,-a.e. he l l ,  i.e., 
h'(0) = 0 for P,-a.e. h • H. Now let s = i2-" be an arbitrary dyadic rational 
in [0, 1). By Theorem 4.6, P ,  is scaling invariant between i2 -n and 
( i+1)2  -~. Hence we have, for P~ozc~_l.(i+l)2_.-a.e. (y~,y2)e(0 ,1)  2, 
Y~ < Y2 and 
Pu({  feH ' l imf ( i2 - "+t ) - f ( i2 - " )  }I =0 h(i2-")=y~, 
t J, 0 t 
h((i+ 1) 2 - " )=Y2)  
 o'im h ' Ot) 
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This last expression is equal to 1 due to the above considerations. 
Integrating the equation with respect o Puo rt52, u + ~)2-, yields the desired 
result. 
5.17. COROLLARY, For every dyadic rational se [0, 1], P-a.e.heH has 
derivative 0 at s. Moreover, 
- -  h (s  + '1) - -  h (s )  lira qUOn2) = +~ and l imh(S+~)-h(s )=o 
r/,L0 r/10 /~l/(ln 2) 
for P-a.e.h. 
Proof The first part follows immediately from Theorem 5,16, since 
~(o,1) In t d2(t) < - In  2 and ~<0,~) ln(1 - t) d2(t) < in 2. 
The second part follows by applying Theorem 5.15(iii) and scaling. 
5.18. Remarks. (a) By Corollary 5.17, P is concentrated on the set 
{h ~ HIlimt~o(h(t)/t) = 0}. By Theorem 5.10(ii), Pa is concentrated on 
{h ~H] l im~o(h(t)/t)= ~ }. Thus P and Pa are orthogonal. This, in turn, 
implies that there is a Borel set A in H, namely {h ~ HI lim,oo(h(t)/t)= 0}, 
with R-measure 1, but R-almost all right-translates of A have P-measure 0. 
Phrased still differently, this means that, for P-a.e. h, the right-translate Ph 
of P by h is orthogonal to P. From this, it follows that, for P ® P-a.e. pair 
(hi, h2)~ H× H, the measures Ph, and Ph2 are orthogonal. 
(b) On the other hand the group { g: Pg ~ P} is non-trivial where 
denotes mutual absolute continuity of measures. To see this note that if T 
is the transformation 
[)Co, [ f i ,  f2]a]b ~ [[fo, fl]b/(b+(,--b)a),f2]b+(,--~)o 
then T is actually the composition map h ~ h o g, where 
2x, x~<¼ 
g(x)= ¼+~, ¼<~<½ 
(x+ 1)/2, ½~<x~<l. 
Thus, g takes one amalgamation form to another. 
Next note that 
Pg_ ~(B) = P(Bg-') 
=f[o, ll P®P({( fo , f l ) [  [fo, f l ]beBg-1})d2(b) 
=fFO,,] f[o~], PQP®P({( fo , f~, f2) [  [fo, [f,,.f2]a]beBg-'}) 
d,~(b ) d~(a) 
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=fEOlafrOlj 
[ Efo, f l  ]b/b + (1 b)a, f2]b + (1 -- b)a S B}) d2(a) d2(b). 
By a change of variable, we have 
i 
[[fo,L],,A]oeB}) 1_uvgVdu. 
On the other hand, 
P(B) ----- f[0,1] f[0,1] p(~) P~) P({(fo, f l ,  f2)l e[fo, f l ]u,  f2]v E B}) dv du. 
Thus, Pg-J ~ P. 
(c) It should be noted that S(o,j)ln t dp(t)> - In  2 and 
~(0,1) In (1 - t) d# ~> - In  2 implies /~ = el/2. Thus for any probability 
measure/~ # el/2, either for every dyadic rational sE [0, 1), P,-a.e. h e H has 
right-hand erivative 0 at s, or for every dyadic rational s ~ (0, 1 ], P~-a.e. 
h ~ H has left-hand erivative 0 at s_ 
We are now in a position to prove that there is no probability measure p
on (0, 1), /-t#el/2, such that Pu is inversion invariant, thereby verifying 
Remark 4.9(a). 
5.19. THEOREM. For a probability measure Q on H, the following proper- 
ties are equivalent: 
(i) Q satisfies one of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 4.8 and Q is 
inversion invariant. 
(ii) Q=ei~. 
Proof ( i )~( i i )  Let /1 be a probability measure on (0, 1) such that 
Q=P, .  By Theorem 5.16(i), .[(o,1)ln td#(t)< - ln2  would imply 
Q({h ~ HI l im~. o(h(x)/x) = 0 }) = 1. By inversion invariance, this would 
lead to 
({ }) ({ t }) 
1 = Q he  .~olim h-l(X)x = 0 = Q h~H: ,~oh(t)lim .--z--v. = 0 , 
a contradiction. Thus we have 
f( n t d#(t) >>, - ln  2. 
o,1) 
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Similarly, one can show that ~o,1) ln(1 - t) dlt(t) >~ - In  2. By 
Remark 5.18(c) this implies/~ =el/2 and, hence, Q = Cid. 
(ii) =~ (i) is obviously true. 
Our next aim is to show that, for a large class of probability measures #
on (0, 1)--among them Lebesgue measure---we actually have 
P~({h~HIh ' ( t )=O})= 1 for every te [-0, 1]. 
5.20. TI-IEOR~M. Let I ~ be a probability measure on (0, 1). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ~(o,1) In t d#(t) < - ln  2 and ~(o,1)ln(1 - t) dlt(t) < - ln  2. 
(ii) For every te [0 ,  1], P~-a.e. h ~ H has derivative 0 at t. 
For the proof of the theorem, we need the following two lemmas. 
5.21. LEMMA. Let # be an arbitrary probability measure on (0, 1). 
Moreover let ~ e (0, 1), n e N, and i ~ {0,..., 2 'z - 1 } be given. Let O. ~1"  ~ be 
the dyadic expansion of  i2 -~. Then 
P , ({heHIh( ( i+  1) 2 - ' ) -h ( i2 -~)  >~ }) 
=~ xe(0,1) n (~+(-1)~'x,)~>~ 
where #~ is the product of the I~'S on (0, 1)". 
Proof 
and 
We will prove the lemma by induction on n. For n = 1 we have 
P , ({heHlh(½) -h(O)>>-~})=-N{xe(O,  1)1 x>~})  
P, , ({heHIh(1) -h(½)>~oc})=I t ({x~(O,  1)11-x>~}) .  
Since the dyadic expansion of 0 is 0.0 and the dyadic expansion of ½ is 0.1, 
the result is proven in this case. Now suppose it has been proven for some 
n_ Let ie {0,..., 2 n+l - 1} be given and let 0 .e l ""  en+l be the dyadic expan- 
sion of i2 -(~+ 1). Then Theorem 3.70) implies that 
Pu( {h e HI h((i + 1) 2 -( '+ 1)) _ h(i2-(n + 1)) >~ c¢}) 
= f(o,1)P~'® P~({(f' g)eHx HI [-f, g]y(( i+ 1)2 -C"+1)) 
_ I f ,  g]y( i2-( ,+ 1)) >/0t}) d#(y). 
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I fe l=0,  wehave( i+ l )2  {"+*)~<½ and hence 
Pu ® Pu({(f, g) • Hx HI [f, g]y((i+ 1) 2 -("+ 1)) 
_ [f,  gL ( i2  (,+1))>~}) 
= P, (  { f  • HI y f ( ( i  + 1 ) 2 - " )  - yf( i2 -" )  >~ a }). 
Since the dyadic expansion of i2-"  is 0 .e2 ' "e .+ 1, it follows that 
=/.t" x e (0, 1 ) (e, + ( - 1 )°'x,)/> _ 
i=2  i~2 
Combining these results yields 
Pu({h•H[h( ( i+  l )2-~"+~))-h( i2  i.+1~)~>~}) 
i=2  i=2 
Since e l - -0 ,  this can be rewritten as 
(I t) #.+1 xe(0 ,1 )  "+1 I~[ (e i+( - -1 )  x i )>~ . i~ l  
The proof for a 1 = 1 is similar and will be omitted. 
The following lemma, which is closely related to ChernolTs theorem [-1 ], 
is probably well known. But since we were not able to find a reference in 
exactly the form in which we need it, include a proof. 
5.22. LEMMA. Let (Q, ag, v) be a probability space. Let (X.,o, Xn, a).~ 
be a sequence of uniformly bounded above, independent, identically dis- 
tributed, ~2-valued random variables with ~ X.,i dv < 0 (i = O, 1 ). Then there 
exists some b • (0, 1 ) such that, for every ~ • ~, there is a c~ • (0, oo ) with 
({ }) v w•Q j~lXj,~j(w)>~ <.c~b ~ 
for every n • N and every sequence ~ = (aj)j~ ~ • {0, 1 } ~ 
Proof We will only prove the case that -oo  < ~ X.,i dr. The general 
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case then follows by a truncation argument. Let a ~ (0, oo) be such that 
X,,i ~< a for all n e ~, i = 0, 1. Let a e {0, 1 } ~ be given. Let 
~= wE~ ~. Xj,~,(w)>~ .
j= l  
Forw~andt>~Owehave 
)) 1 ~< exp t j~l (~J'°f(w)) - ~ 
and, for all w e f~, t/> O, we obtain 
O<<-exp(t(Q~_lXj,~j(w))-e))<~exp(t(na-e)). 
Thus exp(t((Z~= 1 Jfj,~j) - e)) is integrable, 
v(t'2:) <~ faa exp ( t ( (j~= l XJ,~,) - ~) ) dv 
~< fa exp( -~, )  I~I exp(tXj,~,)dv. 
j= l  
Since (Xj,,,)j~ v is independent, his leads to 
n 
v(f2~) ~ exp( -  c~t)jH__l ja exp(tXj,~e ) dv for every t>~ O. (.) 
t~ 
Now consider the moment generating function Mi: t-, 5a exp(tX~,~)dv for 
X~,~. Since XI,~ is bounded above by a, this function is defined for all t e ~. 
Since we have 
1 exp(tXl,~)_l 1 ~,x,,, I -t =t  Jo e~ds <~lXlile~' 
for all t e (0, 1 ], the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies 
1 (Mi(t)- 1)= Ja [ lim } (exp(tX,,i)- 1) lim dv 
tl.o t tl.o 
= fa Xl,i dv 
<0. 
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Since the right-hand erivative of Mi at 0 is negative, there exists a to > 0 
with Mi(to)<M,(O)= 1 for i=0  and i= 1. Let b=max(M~(to), M2(to)), 
c~ =exp(-C~to). Since the X,.,, n ~ ~, are identically distributed, it follows 
from (,)  that 
v((2:) ~< exp(-C~to)[max(Ml(to), M2(to))]" 
= c~ b n. 
Proof of Theorem 5.20. ( i )~( i i )  Let tE [0, 1] be fixed. To show that 
Pu-a.e. h ~ H has derivative 0 at t, it is enough to show that P,-a.e. h ~ H 
has left-hand derivative 0 at t and P,-a.e. h ~ H has right-hand erivative 0
at t. We will only prove the second case, so that we may assume t < 1. The 
proof of the first case is similar. First we observe that 
h(t) 0 = h~H limoo 2-"  =0 . h s+t s - t  = 
Furthermore we have 
h(t+2-')-h(t) } 
A= lira_ 2-o =0 
{ ~H h(t+2-")-h(t) }  (3h 2-" 
c¢~ (0 ,1 )  n [~n>~no 
To show that Pu(A)= 1 it is, therefore, enough to prove 
c~  (0,1) n0 e i~ . ~> no 2--" ~>~ =0. 
To do this it suffices to show that, for every c~ > 0, 
Pu N U h 2-"  ~>a =0. 
no~ ~ n>~no 
By the Borel-Cantelli emma, this is achieved if we can show that, for every 
~>0,  
pu ( {he H h(t + 2-')-h(t)2_, 
n=l  
Now define [t],=sup{seD,[s~t}. Since 
2 -("-1) we get, if t +2- ( ' -1 )< 1, 
~>~})<~-  (*) 
[t],<~t<~t+2-'<~[t],+ 
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{heH h( [ t ] ,+  2-'"-1))-h([t]")>~e}2-" 
~ {heH h([t]"+ 2-("-~')-h([t]n+ 
u {he H h([t] ,+2-")-h([t] , )~>2}.2_,  
These two sets are both of the form 
{hell h((i + l ) 22_~!-h(i2 n)>~2t 
for some ie {0,..., 2 '~- 1}. To prove (,) it, therefore, suffices to show 
,,=1 P" he 2 -n ~.~ < o% (**) 
where i, e {0,..., 2" -1  } is arbitrary. By Lemma 5.21, we have, for every 
i~ {0,..., 2" -  1 }, 
=~n (xl ..... x . )e(0,  (~i+(-1)~'xi)>~5-~- r 
i= l  
for some (e,), ~ ~ e {0, 1 } ~. 
To get an estimate for this last quantity, we want to apply Lemma 5.22. 
Define ~=(0 ,  1) ~, v=g ~, X,,,o(x)=ln(2x,), and X,,l(x)=ln(2(1-x,,)). 
Then the Xn,~ obviously satisfy the assumption of Lemma 5.22. Hence there 
exist some b e (0, 1) and some c e (0, oo) with 
i= l  
for every n ~ N. But this immediately leads to 
~n Xe(0, 1) ~ 2~ i_~I1 (e,+ ( - -1) 'x , )>~ <~cb ~ 
and, hence, implies (**). 
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( i i )~( i )  It follows from Theorem 5.16 that for every probability 
measure/~, such that P,  satisfies (ii), we have ~(o, al In t dl~(t)< - In  2 and 
~(o,~) ln (1 -  t )d~( t )< - In  2 or that # is the Dirac measure ~/2 at 1. Since 
# = el/2 implies P,  = eid, we obtain (i). 
5.23. THEOREM. Let t e [0, 1 ] be given and let O.e ~ e2 e 3 .." be the dyadic 
~ 1 ~ =½. f f /~ ,~(0 ,  1) andl~¢el/2,  expansion of  t. Assume lim, ( /n )  5"~ l e~ 
then Pu({h[h ' ( t )=0})= 1. 
Proof We will only show that Pu-a.e.h has right-hand erivative 0 at t. 
The corresponding statement for the left-hand derivative is proved 
similarly. Let A be the set of all h e H which have right-hand erivative 0 at 
t. Then A = {hllim,_~  2"(h(t + 2 ") - h(t)) = 0}. 
H-A= U ~ ~ B=(m), 
0te(0 ,1 )n~Nm>~n 
where 
B~(m) = {hl2"(h(t  + 2-" )  - h(t)) >~ a}. 
In order to show that P~(A)= 1 it suffices to show that for every ~, 
5~ P,(B~(n)) < +oo. 
So, fix ~. We have B~(n)~_B~(n, 1)wB~(n, 2), where 
B~(n, 1)= {h[Z"(h( .e~-- .e,+2-"+l)-h(_a~ " -e ,+2-" ) )>~/2}  
and 
B~(n, 2)= { h l 2n( h(.al " " a, + 2 n) - h(.61 "'e,,))~>ct/2}. 
We will show that ~ P,(B~(n, i ))< +oo, for i= 1, 2. Now according to 
Lemma 5.21 
P~(B~(n, 2)) 
=~ xe(O, 1) ~ (2(~i+(-1)~,xi))>~/2 
=/~ xe(O, 1) ~ ln(2(ei + ( -  1)~ix~)) ~> ln(e/2) 
=/1 ~ xs(O, 1) ~ ~, l n2x j .+ ln2(1 -x t )  
i=1  
+ ~ ln(2(er,+(--1)~riXr))>~ln(~/2 ,
i=1  
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where k, is the minimum of ~7- t  gi and n -  ~7= 1 e~; Jl,.--, Jk. is a listing of 
the first k, indices of xeroes; ll,..-, lk. is a listing of the first k. indices of 
ones and the ri's list what is left over, if anything. Thus, 
Pu(B~(n, 2))=#~ xe(0 ,1 )  ~ ~ ln2xj,+ln2(1-x~,) 
i= l  
+ ~ In 2(e~, + ( -  1)~'x~) >~ ln(e/2) 
i=1  
>>,-(n-2k,) ln2+ln(o(2)}).  
Define X~,o = X,,1 = In 2xj, + In 2(1 - x~o), where j,(l,) is the nth term of 
~1, e2, ~3,..-, which is 0(1). Since ~ ¢ el/2 and In 4 (x -  x 2) < 0 if x ¢ ½, we 
have I X~,~ d# ~ = f[o,~] In 2x d#(x) + I[o,~] In 2(1 - x) dp(x) < 0. Now apply 
Lemma 5.22 and its proof. So there are numbers c e (0, + oe) and b e (0, 1) 
such that 
P~,(B=(n, 2)) ~< exp( - [ - (n - 2k,) In 2 + ln(~/2)] c) b k'. 
Since k,/n--+ ½, it follows from the root test that the series Y. Pu(B~(n, 1)) 
converges. Next, 
where 
({ ," }) Pu(B~(n, 1) )=# '~ xe(O, 1 (26,+(-1)a'x,)>a/2 
• ,q e-, " e,, + (~)" = .,51 • • • a,, 
='  'g l  ' ' "  gs .  100"".0 
n S n 
and n-s . -  1 is the number of final l's in . e l "e . .  So 
({  1)~ i~11n })  P,(B=(n, 1)) =,a '~ xe(O, 2(a~+(--1)a'x~)>ln(cz/2) 
({ ,,o s: 
=#~ x~(0, In 2(5i+ ( -  1)alxi) 
1 
+ ~ ln2(6i+(-1)a%)>~ln(e/2)}) . 
i=Sn+ I 
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Since ee = 6~ for i ~< s,, 
P~(B~(n, 1))=/l  ~ xe(0,  1) ~ ~ ln2(e~+(-1)~x~) 
i=1  
i~Sn+ 1 
Set Y~ = In 2(e~ + ( - 1 ) x~), then we obtain 
P~,(B~(n, 1)) 
=U ~ xs(0,  1) N E Xj,+ ~ X,,+ ~ ln2(ar,+(-1)"~'x,) 
i~ l  i=1  i=1 
i=*n+ I 
Thus, 
Pu(B=(n, 1)1~</~ ~ xe(O, 1) ~ Xy~+ ~, X,, 
i~ l  i=1  
x t0, a) E xi,+ Y x,, 
i - -1 i=1 
>~ - (s , -2k ,° ) ln2- (n -s , ) ln2  + ln(~/2)}). 
Again, applying Lemma 5.22 and its proof, we have 
or  
Pu(B~(n, 1)) ~< exp[(s. - 2k.+n -s,,) c In 2 - c ln(a/2)] bk'. 
Pu(B~(n, 1)) <~ exp[((n - 2k.°) c In 2 - c ln(e/2)] bk'., 
where c is a positive constant. 
Since 
-- Ei H- gi -"~'~, 
Yl i 1 i=sn+ l 
607/60/3-6 
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we have 
Since 
)1 1 e i+n- -G- -1  -+-. 
n ,, i=1 2 
- -  ~i ---+ 5 ,  
Sn i= l  
it follows that s, /n-~ 1. Thus, ks,/n--* 1. 
Z P~,(B~(n, 1)) converges by the root test. 
Therefore, the series 
5.24. THEOREM. Suppose t has the dyadic expansion .~iI221;3 ,.. and there 
is a sequence nl < n2 < n3 < " • such that Gj = 0 and 
(1/nj) ~ ei-~ q, 
i - - I  
where q¢1.  Then there is some 1~¢e~/2 such that P~({h lh ' ( t )=O})¢ l .  
Indeed, # may be taken to be ep where (1 - q) In p + q ln(1 - p) + In 2 > 0. 
Proof. We will take care of the case where q>½. The other case is 
similar. Let #=ep,  where p satisfies the inequalities and 0<p<½.  
According to Theorem 2.18, Pu is the Dirac measure concentrated on the 
homeomorphism h where 
h('•'6263 '" ")= ~, P Oi H (~J+ (-- lleJP), 
i--1 j< i  
where .~i16263---is the binary expansion of a number in [0, 1]. 
We intend to show that h does not have derivative zero at t. We have 
2"J(h(.ale2-Gj_llGs+~'")-h(.el~2""enj lO~nj+ l  ' ' " ) )  
= 2nJ(h(t + 2 -'s) - h(t)). 
Now the left hand side of the above equality is 
× I+Gj+I (1 - -P )+ "'" +a~s+~(1--P) l~ (Gj+t+(--1)%+~) + " )  
l=1 
- O+%+~p+ ""%+kp [I  (%+~+(-1Y°J+~°) + "" 
/=1 
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=2(i~< 2(gi+(--1)~tP))[P+G,j+lp(1--2P)+enj+2p(1--2P) 
x (%+1 + (-- 1)%+~P) + "" ]" 
Thus, we have 
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Now, 
2"f fh(t+2 "J)-h(t))>.2p ~ 2(ei+(-1)°7~) 
i<nj 
~> I~ 2(ei+ (-1)~'P) •
i=1  
in 2(e~ + ( - 1 )~T) 
i= l  
= Z In2p+ ~ ln2( l '2p) ,  
i~zj i~oj 
= aj In 2p + bj In 2(1 - p). 
(,) 
where Zj={i<~njlei=O}, Oj={i<~njp~,=l}, aj=cardZj, and b j= 
card Oj. Or 
~, In 2(~i+ ( -  1)~'p) 
i=1  
= (1 -q )  njln 2p + qnjln 2(1 - p) 
+ (a j -  (1 - q)nj) In 2p + (bj - qnj) In 2(1 - p) 
= nj[(1 - q) In p + q In(1 - p) + In 2 + cj In 2p + dj In 2( 1 - p)] ,  
where @=aJn j - (1 -q )  and dj=bj/nj-q_ Now, as j - *  +o% @, dj--*0. 
Thus, the right-hand side of (*) goes to + oo withj. Thus h does not have a 
finite derivative at t. 
5.25. THEOREM. For each probability measure # on (0, 1), let D u = 
{te 1-0, 1] IP~({hlh'(t)=O})= 1}. Then 
0 1)\{</2}} 
= { t e I-0, 1 ]" t is simply normal to the base 2 }. 
Proof Note that if t is not simply normal to base 2 and -e le2e3" i s  
binary expansion of t with infinitely many zeros, then there is a p 4 = ½ and a 
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sequence nl </72 "( " ' "  SO that (1/nj) Y,7~ 1 ei ~ p. Thus t q~ D, for some # by 
Theorem 5.24. (For t = 1, use Theorem 5.16(i).) But if t is simply normal, 
then t~Du for all #~(0 ,  1)\{el/2} by Theorem 5.23_ 
5.26. Remark. Consider the set D={(h ,x )eH×[O,  1][h'(x)=O}. 
Then D is a Borel subset of H× [0, 1] and by Theorem5.20, 
(P®2) (D)=I .  However, the set D does not contain any rectangle of 
positive measure. To see this suppose A x BaD with P(A)2(B)>0.  By 
Theorem4.16, for almost all h, 2(h(B))>0. But if hEA, then 
BcDh= {x[h'(x)=O} and 2(hDh) =0, for almost all h in A. This is a con- 
tradiction. 
5.27. Remark. With minor modifications in the proof of Theorem 5.20, 
e.g., replacing 2 " by 2 -~°, one can show that for each given x in [0, 1] 
and fl < 1/ln 2, P-a.e.h is o(t ~) at x: 
lim (h(x + t) - h(x)) t -~ = O. 
t~O 
6. FIXED POINTS OF RANDOM HOMEOMORPHISMS 
The fixed points of a homeomorphism are the abscissas of those points 
where its graph intersects the main diagonal of the unit square. To 
investigate the fixed point set of random homeomorphisms, it will turn out 
to be useful to consider the more general problem of determining the struc- 
ture of the set where the graph of the homeomorphism intersects a given 
line. In the last section we obtained some results in this direction. We 
showed that a P~-random homeomorphism does not stay above any line of 
positive slope through the origin (Theorem 5.8). For P-random 
homeomorphisms, the situation is different. We have the following theorem 
(since the techniques of proofs rely heavily on properties of Lebesgue 
measure, we will restrict our considerations to the measures P and P~). 
6,1. THEOREM. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(i) For every me (0, 1], 
P ({heHI3te(O,  1): h( t )=tnt ) )= 1. 
For every m ~ (0, 1 ], 
P ({he Hl~te(O, 1): h ( t )=mt  + l -m})= l. 
For every m e (1, oo), 
P({heHIVtE(O,  1): h ( t )<mt})>O.  
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(iv) For every me( l ,  oo), 
P({heHlVte(O, 1):h(t)>mt +l-m})>O. 
Proof We will only prove (i) and (iii). Parts (ii) and (iv) follow from 
these statements by the invariance of P under time reversal. 
Part (i) follows from the fact that P-a.e. h has derivative 0 at 0 and 1 
(Corollary 5.17). 
(iii) Assume there is an moe(1, oo) with 
P({heHIVte(O, 1):h(t)<mot})=O, 
It follows from Theorem 3.7(i) and Fubini's theorem that 
0=[  P®P({f, g)eH×HIVte(O, 1): [f, g]y(t)<mot})d2(y) 
0,i) 
=f(o , l ,P®P({( f 'g leHxg lVte(0 '½] :y f (2 t )<m°t  
and Vt e (½, 1): y+ (1 -  y) g(2t- 1)<mot})d2(y) 
= P feH[Vse(O, 1]:f(s)<-4---s 
0,1) 
({ "P geH[Vse(O, 1): g(s)< ] -2y dJ,(y). 
Hence we have 
P({feH,Vs~(O, 1]:f(s)<-~yS})=O 
or  
(I  moj:,,s+l, yt) 0 P gEHIVse(O, 1): g(s)< 1--y 
for 2-a.e. y e (0, 1). For y e (0, m0/2), the set 
{geH,Vse(O, 1): g(s)< (m°/2)(s+l)-l_y Y} 
is open and non-empty and, hence, has positive P-measure by Remark 2.15. 
We, therefore, deduce 
mo 
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for 2-a.e. y ~ (0, mo/2); hence 
P({U~H]VsE(O, 1]; f (s)<ms))=O 
for 2-a.e. mE( l ,  ~).  Since m-~P({f~H]VsE(O, 1]:f(s)<ms}) is a non- 
decreasing function, this implies 
P({f  EHIVs~(O, 1]: f (s)<ms))=O 
for every m ~(1, ~).  Thus, for P-a.e. h ~ H, we have 
Vm~ (1, or)3sE (0, 1]:h(s)>~ms. 
For n~ ~, choose s~e(0, 1] with h(s~)>~ (n+ 1)s,. Then l im,~ s~=0 
and lira, ~ ~(h(s,)/s~) = ~.  This contradicts Corollary 5.17. 
6.2. Remark. A careful analysis of the proof of the proof shows that, in 
the above theorem, one can replace P by any of the measures P~, such that 
# has full support and P,({h~Hlh'(O)=O and h ' (1 )=0})= 1.
Theorem 6.1 leaves the question unanswered whether, for m ~ (1, ~),  P- 
a.e. h E H hits a line through the origin with slope m infinitely many times. 
It is our aim to answer this question. The next proposition will provide the 
basic tool for the solution of the problem. 
6.3. PROPOSmON. For h ~ H and m > 0 
B= {bE Rlcard({t~ [-0, 1 ] lh ( t )=mt+b) )= ~} 
is an ~,6-set. If h is strictly singular, then )~(B)= O. 
Proof Let h ~ H be arbitrary. We have B = ~=~ B~, where 
B ,= {be Elcard({tE [0, 1 ] lh ( t )=mt+b))>~n}.  
For each n E ~, we have 
where 
Bn = 0 B,~p, 
p=l  
B,p= {b~13t~,..., the [0, 1] 
(W, j: i # j ~ ( ]ti- tjI >1 lip and h( ti) = mti + b)}. 
The sets Bnp are closed and B is, therefore, and ~dset .  
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Now, let h ~ H be strictly singular. To show 2(B)= 0, first observe that 
B c ( -m,  1). If we define 
A= {be( -m,  1)lVt~ (0, 1):h(t)=mt +b=*,h'(t)=Oor h'(t)=oc }, 
then our claim is shown if we can prove that Ac~B=I2~, A is 2- 
measurable, and 2(A)=l+m.  Now, Bc~A=~:  If bsA,  then by the 
derivative condition, the set F= { t e [0, 1] [ h(t) =mt + b } is closed and 
each point of F is an isolated point of F. Thus, b ~ B. 
Next we will show that A is 2-measurable and 2(A)= 1 +m. To this end, 
it suffices to prove that ( -m,  1)\A is a 2-nullset. By definition of A, the 
strict singularity of h implies that, for every b e ( -m,  1)\A, there exists a 
te (0, 1) with h(t) =mt+ b, such that h does not have a finite or an infinite 
derivative at t. If we set 
C = { t • (0, 1 ) I h does not have a finite 
or an infinite derivative at t }, 
then ( -m,  1)\A c {h( t ) -mt l t~C}.  It is, therefore, enough to show that 
the last set is a 2-nullset. Since h is increasing, C is a 2-nullset and, since 
h(C) is contained in {se [0, 1] [h -1 does not have a finite derivative at s}, 
h(C) is also a 2-nullset. Thus, for e>0,  there exists an open set Uc(0 ,  1) 
with Cc  U, 2(U) < e/2m, and 2(h(U)) < e/2. 
Let U= U (a~, b~), where (ai, b~) are the components of U. If we set 
g( t )=h( t ) -mt ,  we obtain 
~<~ 2(g((ai, b~))). 
i 
Now ai <~ t <~ h i implies h(ai) - mb~ ~ h( t) -mt  <~ h(b~) - mai and, therefore, 
2(g((a,, b;))) ~< h( b;) - h(a;) + re(b,-  a,), 
which yields 
2(g((ai, bi))) <~  (h(bi) - h(a~)) + m ~ (b , -  a,) 
i i i 
2(h(U)) + m2(U) < e. 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, this completes the proof_ 
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6.4. THEOREM. For every m • ~ and every b • R, 
P ({h•Hlcard({t•  [0, 1] Ih ( t )=mt+b})= oo})=0. 
and 
O=P({heHIsomewhere between 0 and 1, h touches the 
line rnt + b but does not cross the line at that point }). 
The proof will be split up in a series of lemmas. We need to consider 
m > 0 only. Define p: (0, oo ) x ~ --+ R by 
p(m, b)= P({h•HIcard({t•  [0, 1]: h(t) =rot+b})= m}). 
6.5. LEMMA. The function p is 22-measurable and 
p(m, b) = 0 
for 22-a.e. (m, b) • (0, oo) x N. Also, the P-probability that a homeomorphism 
touches the line rnt + b but never crosses it is zero. 
Proof An argument similar to the one used in the first part of the proof 
of Proposition6.3 shows that the map Hx(0 ,  oo)eN- - [0 ,+oo] ,  
(h, m, b) -ocard({t• [0, 1 ] :h ( t )=mt+b})  is Borel measurable. By 
Fubini's theorem p is, therefore, 22-measurable and satisfies 
f p(m, b) d).2(m, b) 
= f(0,oo)x ~ fH ]{(h,m,b)lcard{{te[O,1]lh(t)=mt+b})=oo} dP d~ 2 
=fHf( l{(h,m,b)leard({tEEO, 1]lh(t)=mt+b})=°o} dPd'~2" 
0, oo) x ~ 
Since P is concentrated on the set of strictly singular functions in H 
(Theorem 5.4), it follows from Proposition 6.3 that 
f l {(h,m,b)lcard({tE [O, 1]lh(t)=mt+b})= oo}( h, m, b) d2(b) = 0 
for every me R and P-a.e. he l l .  Thus we obtain p(m, b )=0 for 22-a.e. 
(m,b)e(O, oo) x ~. 
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To prove the second part of Lemma 6.5, we will only show that the P- 
probability that a homeomorphism touches the line mt+ b and stays below 
it is zero. The remaining case can be proved similarly. Fix m e (0, + o0 ) and 
define ~: H--* N by 
Since 
~(h)=max{h(x) -mx lxe  [0, 1]}. 
P({hl 9~(h)=b})=f  2({yl ~J([fo, fl]y)=b} dPQe( fo ,L )  
and for each pair (fo, f l )  there is at most one value y such that 
~g([fo, f~])y)= b, we have P({hl ~U(h)=b})=0. 
6.6. LEMMA. For every n e N and every i ~ { 1,..., 2 ~ - 1 }, let 
gt : H--* (0, 1) be defined by 
~e,,,(h) =h(i2-% 
Then P o 7t-. 1 is absolutely continuous with respect to 2. n,l 
Proof For n = 1, the only possible case is i = 1 and P o gtl, ~ = 2. Sup- 
pose the statement of the lemma has been proven for n. Let B e sS((0, 1)) be 
such that 2(B)= 0. Then, by Theorem 3.7(i), 
po I//;11,i(B) = f(0,1) P® P({(U, g) ~ H× HI ~+ 1,e([f, g]y) e B}) d2(y). 
(*) 
If i= 2 ", then the last expression equals 2(B); hence Po ~u~+~,~(B)= 0. If 
0 < i<2",  then the last expression in (,) equals 
f(0,1) P({ f  E HI yf(i2 -~) ~ B}) d)o(y) 
=f(o,1) P° ~- I  (~ B)  d)°(Y) 
Since 2(B)=0 implies 2((1/y)B)=O, 
hypothesis that P o~Z/((1/y)B)=O; 
arguments work for 2" < i < 2" + 1 
it follows from the induction 
hence P o ~ 1,i(B) = O. Similar 
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6.7. LEMMA. For every n ~ N, n >i 2, and every j e  {1,..., 2" -  2}, 
O,,j: H ~ (0, 1 ) x (0, 1 ) be defined by 
~b,o(h ) = (h(j2- ') ,  h((j+ 1) 2- ' ) ) .  
let 
Then P oO-~ is absolutely continuous with respect o 22_ n~j 
Proof We will prove the lemma by induction on n. For n = 2, j = 1, and 
Bc~((0 ,  l)~), we have 
e o _, f( ~.(B' ~ [o, t]) d,~(t), 
~,,,j (B) = o,i) t 
where B'= {s ~ (0, 1)1 (s, t)e B}_ Thus P o ~b,,) is absolutely continuous with 
respect o 22. In the case j - -2 ,  the argument is similar. Now suppose the 
statement of the lemma has been proven for n. Let Bs~( (0 ,  1) 2) be such 
that 22(B)= 0. It follows from Theorem 3.7(i) that 
po~n+l,j(B)~ f(0,1) P® P({(f, g)~HxHl(~+l , j ( [ f ,  g]y)~ B})d2(y). 
If j < 2", we have 
~b,+ 1,j([-f, g ]y)= (yf(j2-"), yf(( j+ 1) 2-")). 
For j + 1 = 2", this implies 
po -1 ({f]f(j2-.)e 1 ~'+ I'J(B) = f~o 1~ P ,  Y B~}) d;~(y)' 
where BY= {te(0, 1): (t, y ~B}. Since 22(B)=0 implies 2((1/y)BY)=O 
for 2-a.e. y ~ (0, 1), it follows from Lemma 6.6 that P o ~b.~!lj(B)= 0. For 
j + 1 < 2", the induction hypothesis implies 
P({ f  ~Hl (y f ( j2  "), y f ( j+ l )2 -n)~B})=O 
and hence Po -1 ~b,+l,j(B ) = 0. The case that j>~2 ~ can be proven similarly. 
6.8. L~MMA. For every n~ N, n >~2, every jE{1, . . . ,2" -2},  and every 
(m,b)6(O, oo)x~, 
P({h6H: card({t~ [ j2 - ' ,  ( j+  1)2-"3 Ih(t)=rnt+b})= oo})=0. 
Proof We have 
0 = ({ w = ({ q + ~m = (1)ql [ ~x 'rx] ~ 1})paea IH ~ tt)d aaVtl a~t '~ × (oo '0) 
~(q'ut) £aaaa puv ~x> ~x ttl!m (I '0) ~ex'tx £aaaa ao d v~iaa-I 69 
"8"9 emmoq jo luotuolels oql ol sp~o I sllnsaJ osoql ~u!u!qmo D -(e£ '~a-) "a~ 
-['~qbo d~oj anal s! s!ql leql sa!|dtu! L'9 ~mma'-I aaua H "(~£ '~a') "a'e-~y ~oj 
0=\~f-q q ~_gfm .-U u /d 
leql g'9 emmaq mo.tj SA~OiiO j 1! 'snqI "tus!qdaomoajj!p e st 
,{q paugap @×(~ '0) ol {z£> ~£ :~(l '0)~(ea - '~a-)} mo~j d~tu aqI 
= q + (;+,)o 
({c~ =( { q + m~=(.[-~u)f (r£-;£) + 
(~,< = (. z(t+f))q 
'~a'= (. ~f)q[ {oo=({q+ltu=0)/I [.-E(I +f)'~-zf] ~l})paea[Hgf})d 
leql SA~OlIOJ 
1! '(9"17 tua~ooq£) ~_ ~(I + f) put ~ ~f U00Aqaq me!aeAU! ~uwas s! d aau!s 
[{~ =({q+Jm=O)fl[.-E(I +f)'.-uf] ~l))pJe3 
{~ > r,<:z(i'O) ~ (~,f q,f) } 
In~ f})d I = 
({ ~ = ({q + ~w = O)fl [.-E (I + f)'.- Eft] 91})p~ea :H 9f})d 
[ ~ SINSIHR~IOIAIO~//~OH I~O(INVH 
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Proof LetnENbesuchthat2- '<xlandx2<l-2 " .Thenwehave 
P({h•Hlcard({tE [xl, x2] ]h(t)-mt+b})= oo}) 
(2"-2{h•HJcard({ 1) ) <~P\j~=I te[j2-",( j+ 2 ~]Jh(t)=mt+b})=oe} , 
which equals 0 according to Lemma 6.8. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. As noted earlier, the theorem is obviously true 
for (m, b) • ( -  0% 0] x R. Now let (m, b) • (0, oe) x ~ be arbitrary. Define 
A={heHI 
B={h~HI 
C={h~HI 
By Lemma 6.9, 
P(t4~C) = O. To 
~nef~'card({tE[ ! , l - -1   h(t)=mt+b})=oo}, 
card({t • [0, 13 [h(t)=mt+b})= oe}, 
h'(0) = 0 and h'(1) = 0}. 
we have P (A)=0 and by Corollary5.17, 
prove the theorem it, therefore, suffices to show 
we have 
B~C~A. 
Let h • B n C be arbitrary. 
If b¢0  and m+b¢l ,  then 
t~ [0, 1/n)w (1-1/n ,  1], we have 
there exists an n E N such that for 
h(t)4:mt+b, 
which implies h • A. 
If b=0 and m+b¢ 1, then there is still some k E ~ such that 
h(t)¢mt+b for t•(1-1/k, 1]. Since lim.~o(h(x)/x)=O, there exist a 
w ~ N with h(t)<mt for all t•  (0, l/w). As before this implies h eA. The 
remaining cases can be proved in the same manner. 
To prove the second part of Theorem6.4, notice that if a 
homeomorphism touches the line mt + b somewhere in (0, 1) but does not 
cross the line there, then with probability one there is a pair of adjacent 
dyadic rationals (i/2",(i+1)/2") suc,h that h touches the line mt+b 
between these numbers but does not cross the line in this dyadic interval. 
But, by scaling (Theorem 4.6), 
P( {h: h touches but not cross mt + b in (i/2", (i + 1 )/2") }) 
= f P({h I h touches and does not cross l(~,.x2~} ) dP 
o rc,.)-21, u + lv2°(Xo, xl ), 
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where lxl.x2 is the line qs¢i/~,x0),((~ + l)/2.Xl)(mt+b). But, by Lemma 6.5, the 
value of the integrand is zero. 
6.10. Remark. The methods employed to prove Theorem 6.4 use special 
properties of Lebesgue measure in several places_ The proofs still work for 
measures Pu in place of P, if p is absolutely continuous with respect o 2 
and Pu({h~H[h ' (0 )=0,  h ' (1 )=0})=l .  It is not clear whether 
Theorem 6.4 generalizes to more general measures P~. The same applies for 
the following theorem. 
First, we recall that a fixed point x of a map f of a space X into itself is 
called attractive provided there is a neighborhood U of x such that if y is in 
U, then the sequence of iterates y, f (y ) , f ( f (y ) ) , . . ,  converges to x, 
otherwise x is a nonattractive fixed point. 
6.11. THEOREM. P-a.e. h~H has a finite, odd number of fixed points 
which are alternately attractive and nonattractive with 0 and 1 being attrac- 
tive fixed points. 
Proof Interpreting Theorem 6.4 for m = 1 and b = 0, we see that for P- 
a.e. h ~ H, h has only finitely many fixed points, and wherever h touches the 
diagonal in (0, 1), it crosses the diagonal there. Further, by Corollary 5.17, 
h ' (0 )=0=h' (1 )  for P-a.e.h. 
Suppose h has the properties tated in the preceding paragraph. Let 
0=x l<x2<- . .  <x~=l  be a listing of its fixed points. Using 
Theorem 6.1(i) for m = 1, we know n i> 3. 
Claim 1. If X~(X2k, X2k+I), then h(x)>x.  If xe(x2k 1,X2k) then 
h(x) < x. Further n is odd. 
Using the Intermediate ValueTheorem, we have for any i<  n either all 
y ~ (xi, xi+ 1) satisfy h(y)> y or all y e (xi, xi+ 1) satisfy f (y )< y. Since h 
cannot touch the diagonal in (0, 1) without crossing, we have, if i ~ n -2 ,  
that "for all ye (x i ,  x i+ l ) ,h (y )>y"  if and only if "for all 
yE(x~+l ,x i+2) ,h(y)<y."  But h ' (0)=0 implies for all y~(x l ,  x2) ,
h (y )<y.  Using induction on the well ordering of {1 ..... n}, we have the 
first two statements. But h'(1)= 0 implies for all y ~ (x, 1, x,), h(y)> y. 
Thus n -  1 is even, implying n is odd. 
Claim 2. If for all x ~ (xi, x,. + 1), h(x) < x, then ]x i -  h(x)] < ]x,.- x] and 
Jx~+ 1 - h(x)l > [xi+ 1 - x], for x e (xi, x~+ 1)- Also, if for all x e (x~, x~+ 1), 
h(x)>x,  then ]x , . -h (x) ]>lx i -x ]  and [x~+l--h(x)]<]x,.+l--x] for 
xE(xi, xi+,). 
Consider the first hypothesis of the claim. Since h is increasing x~< x 
implies x~ = h(xi) < h(x). But x < h(x). Thus x~ < h(x) < x < xi+ 1, implying 
]xi -h(x) l  < ]x~-x[ and Ixi+ 1 -h (x) ]  > [xi+l -x] .  The proof of the second 
statement is similar. 
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Note that Claims 1 and 2 together imply n is odd and x~ is attractive if i 
is odd and x~ is nonattractive if it is even. 
6.12. THEOREM. For (m, b) • ~ x ~, we have 
P~({heUlcard({te [0, 1]: h(t)=rot+ b})= az }) 
=[0 ,  b¢O and rn+bv~l 
l 1, b=0 or m+b=l .  
Proof. Since for (m, b )e ( -oo ,  O] x R and every hel l  we have 
card( { t e [0, 1 ] [h(t) =mt  + b }) ~ 1, we need to consider only the case that 
(m,b)~(O, +oo)xR.  Definepa:(O, oo)xN~Nby 
p~(rn, b)= Pa( {he HIcard({t~ [0, 1] Ih(t)=mt + b } )= oo }). 
Repeating the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we see that 
p,(m,b)=O for 22-a,e. (m,b)~(0, oo)x ~. Now let (m,b)~(O, oo)xR be 
such that b vs0 and m + b ~ 1. It follows from Theorem 3.12 and Fubini's 
theorem that 
pa(m, b) 
=f(o.,)2 n~® P~({(f, g)e Hx HJcard({t~ [O, 1]: 
If, g]lx.y)( t)=mt + b } ) = ~})d22(x, y) 
=f(o,,,2 Pa® Pa ({(f, g)~ Hx H[ 
card ({t  e [0, x] yf ( t )=mt+b})=oo 
({ (,x) t) }) orcard tE[x,  1] y+(1-y )g  ~--x =mt+b =~ d)fl(x,y) 
<~ f,o,l,2P~({feH card({te  [O,x] yf(t)=mt+b})=oo})d22(x,y)  
+f(o,1)2Pa({g~Hcard({ t~[x, l]  y 
,_x t) }) 
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We have 
Pa({f~H card 
Similarly we obtain 
P~({geH card({ts [x ,  1] y+(1-  y)g(tl~Xx)=mt+b})=oo}) 
=P~\ 1----y 1--y ] 
The modulus of the functional determinant of the transformation 
(x, y) ~ (mx/y, bly) is mb/y 2, which is not equal to 0 since b # 0. Therefore, 
this transformation is a diffeomorphism and, hence, p~ = 0 22-a.e. implies 
pa(mx/y, b/y)= 0 for 22-a.e. (x, y )e  (0, l)2 The modulus of the functional 
determinant of the transformation 
(m(1 - x) rex+b-y) 
(x, \ i - - - ;  ' i - - - ;  
is (m/ (1 -  y3) ) (1 -  (m+ b)), which is not equal to 0 since m+b # 1_ As 
above, this implies 
(m(l__--x) rnx+b- y) 
1-y  ' =0  
for 22-a.e. (x, y) ~ (0, 1)2 Combining these facts yields pa(m, b) = 0 if b # 0 
and m+b#l. 
It remains to show p,(m, b)= 1 if b=0 or m +b= 1. Since, for h~H,  
limx ~ o(h(x)/x) = 0 and li--mx ~ o(h(x)/x) = ~ implies card { t ~ [0, 1 ] ] h(t) 
=mt} = o0, the result follows from Theorem 5_10 if b=0.  The case that 
m + b = 1 then follows from the time reversal invariance of P~. 
6.13. THEOREM. For all m E ff~\{ 1} and all u ~ (0, 1 ), 
Pa({hdHJcard({tE [u, 1] [h(t)=mt})= oo})=0 
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P~({heHLcard({te [0,u] Ih(t)=mt+ l -m})= oo})=0. 
Proof Again we need to consider only m s (0, oo). Define r/: (0, oo ) 
[0, 1] by 
tl(m)=Pa({he H[card({t e [u, 1] [h(t)=mt})= oo}). 
Then r/ is 22-measurable and it follows from Theorem 3.12 and Fubini's 
theorem that 
r/(rn) = I(o,1) 2Pa ® P,({(f, g) eHxHI  
card({t e [u, 131 If, g](x,y)(t)= mt})= oo }) d22(x, y) 
=f(o,1) 2Pa @ Pa({ ( f, g)eHxHI  
,x  } )})  
+(1- -y )g  ~ =mt =oo d22(x, y) 
-- Pa fe  card se u, 1 =- -s  =oo dxdy 
Y 
+f(o,1) 2Pa({g~H card ({s ~ [O, 1] g(s) 
- - -  s oo dff(x, y). 
1-y 1-y ~/ 
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By Theorem 6.12 we have 
Pa({g   ard({s Eo, 11 g ,s ,=- -  
if 
s ~ =0 
1-y 1-y )/ 
l ¢m(1-x )  mx-  y m-  y mx-  y 
- -  q - -  - - -  and 0 ~ - -  
1 -y  l -y  1-y  1 -y  
For m :~ 1 we have (m - y)/(1 - y) ¢ 1. Moreover, the set 
{(x, y) E (0, 1)2[ (mx--  y)/(1 -- y) = 0} is a 22-nullset. Thus we obtain, for 
m#l ,  
- d;(x,y). 
Since, for x < 1, 
this leads to 
}) 
for all me(0 ,~) \{1} .  Define ~o=sup{~/ (m)rm~l} .  Since { (x ,y ) lmx/  
y = 1 } is a 22-nullset we obtain, for every m ~ 1, 
O<~ q(m)<~ (1-U)7o, 
which implies ~/(m) = 0 for every m ¢ 1. 
The second part of the theorem then follows from the fact that Pa is time 
reversal invariant (Theorem 4.3). 
6.14. THEOREM. For Pa-a.e. h E H the fixed point set of h is countably 
infinite with 0 and 1 as its only accumulation points. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 5.10 that Pa-a.e. h has an infinite fixed 
point set with 0 and 1 as accumulation points_ To prove the theorem it, 
therefore, suffices to show that, for every u, v e (0, 1) with u < v, we have 
P~({heHlcard({tE [u, v] [h( t )= t} )= oo }) = O. 
607/60/3-7 
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It follows from Theorem 3.12 and Fubini's theorem that 
Pa({h ~ HI card({t e [u, v]lh(t) -- t}) = oo }) 
= f(o,~l 2 Pa® P~({(f, g)e Hx HIcard({tE [u, v]l 
[f, g]lx, y~(t)= t})= ~}) d22(x, y) 
+f(o.,)2Pa({gEHcard({te[u,v]n[x,l]ly 
+( l -y )  \ l ---~J t =co d22(x, y). 
Since we have 
we have 
card({t~[u,v]c~[O,x] yf(t)=t}) 
~< card ({t e [-u, 1] yf(t)=t}) 
({ ~})  ~<card s~ [u, 1] f(s)=-s , 
Y 
P,({f~H card({ts[u,v]c~[O,x] yf(t)=t})=oo}) 
<~P,({feH card({s~[u, 1] f(S)=yS})=oo}). 
By Theorem 6.13, the last expression is 0 if x/y ¢ 1. Since {(x, y): x = y} is 
a ,~2-nullset, this implies 
O= f(o,,~2Pa ({f e H card ({t~ [u, v] 
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Similarly, we can show that 
O=f(o,1)2P~({g~H card({t~[u,v]c~[x,t] y 
}) )) +( l -y ) f  ~ =t  =oo d,~2(x,y). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6.15. Remarks. (a) By the definition of Pa as P-average of the right- 
translates of P, it follows Theorem 6.14 that, for P-a.e. fe l l  and P-a.e. 
g ~ H, the set 
E(f, g )= {s~ [-0, 1-] I f ( s )= g(s)} 
is countably infinite with 0 and 1 as the only accumulation points_ 
Theorem 6.11 shows that, for a fixed g (for instance, g=id ,  E(f, g) need 
not be countably infinite for P-a_e. f E H. 
(b) For the left average of P, we obtain the following result. ,P-a.e. 
h e H has a countably infinite fixed point set Fix h with 0 and 1 as its only 
accumulation points. This can be seen as follows: 
Let A denote the set of all h ~ H with this last property. Then 
aP(A)=P®P({(f, g)~H×Hlf - log~A}).  
Now s~ F ix ( f - lo  g) i f  and only i f f ( s )= g(s). By (a), we know that this is 
true for P ® P-a.e. (f, g) e H × H. Hence we obtain a P(A) = 1. 
6.16- Remark_ There are continuumly many h such that Ph is not a 
measure of the form considered by Dubins and Freedman. For example, let 
h = lid, g -  1 ] 1/2, where g(x) = x In 2. Note that h -  J = [id, g.] 1/2. Now 
P(½) :=Ph({/ ]  O+f(½)=0}) 
=p({ f [D+( fo -1  1 h )(9=0}) 
Or, 
Ph({f[D+f(½)=O})=P f ,~o ~/,.2 
By applying Corollary 5.17 
Ph({flD+f(½)=O})=O. 
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Next, if x • [0, ½) w (½, 1), 
p(x) := Ph({flD +f(x) = 0 }) = P( {fl D + (f  o h-1)(x) = 0}) 
= e({ f l  D+f(h-l(x)) D+(h-1)(x) = 0}). 
Since 0~<x< 1 and x¢½, D+h(x)¢O, by Theorem 5.20 
p(x) = P ({ f l  D+f(h-l(x)) = 0}) = 1, 
or 
p = 1 (o,1/2)~ (1/2,1). (*) 
Now, suppose there is a probability measure/ i  on (0, 1) x (0, 1) such that 
the Dubins-Freedman measure P~ equals Ph. Then by Remark 3.13 
f~ Pz®Pz({( f '  g ) lD+([ f ,  g](zo,~))(x) = 0}) p(x)= o,1)× (o,~) 
× d~(~o, Zl) 
f( ({ (1 --ZI~ (X-- Z0~ 1 2;  }) = o,~]×to,~P;~ g \ l - -zo j (D+g) kT--~- J =0 d~(z°'zl) 
:f(0r]x(01 rfi({g O+g(X--z°~=O}) d~(ZO'Z1) 
, , ~ I \ l -~o J  
Y -- Z 0 
+ p dfi(Zo, zl). 
(x,1) x (0,1) 
For x = ½ this yields p(½)= 1 since the integrands are always 1 over the 
domains of integration (see (,)). But this contradicts the value p(½)=0 
already obtained. 
6.17. Remark. There are continuumly many g such that Pg is a measure 
of the Dubins-Freedman form. For each x • (0, 1), let # = e~ ® ), and let 
i~l j<i 
where . e~ ~2~3"" is the binary expansion t. Then hx • H and P ,  = P~2-1. 
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7. RANDOM CONTINUOUS MAPS AND RANDOM FLOWS 
Here we construct continuous maps from the unit interval into an 
abstract metric space at random. (To make our construction work, this 
metric space is required to satisfy a certain metric-betweenness condition 
for any two of its points.) Later on, this construction will be used to define 
continuous flows in the unit square at random. 
Until noted otherwise, (E, d) will denote a separable complete metric 
space with the following two properties: 
(i) 3~(0 ,  ~)Va, b~E:d(a,b)<~, 
(ii) qfl E (0, 1) Va, b E E: a # b 3c ~ E: max(d(a, c), d(c, b)) < rid(a, b). 
Without loss of generality, we assume ~ = 1. For (a, b)e E× E with a # b, 
define 
U(a, b)= {c ~ El max(d(a, c), d(c, b))< rid(a, b)}. 
Then U(a, b) is a non-empty open set in E. 
Let # be a probability measure on E with full support. Let (~,),,~ ~ be a 
sequence in [0, 1 ]. For a, b ~ E, define 
v~")(A; a, b) 
~a(A), if a=b 
(1-~n)#(Ac~U(a'b)) +c~n #(A\U(a'b)) if a#b. 
#(U(a, b)) #(E~U(a, b))' 
(We have /~(E~U(a, b ) )>0 since E~U(a, b) has non-empty interior.) The 
map (a, b )~ v~, ")(., a, b) is a transition kernel from E× E to E. To prove 
this statement, it suffices to show that for an arbitrary measure v on E, 
the map (a, b)~v(U(a,b)) is Borel measurable. Since the set 
U= {(a, b, c )~ExE×E:  riD(a, b)-max(d(a, c), d(c, b) )>0} is open in 
E × E x E, the map 
(a, b)~ v( { c ~ El (a, b, c)~ U})= v(U(a, b) ) 
is Borel measurable. 
For x ~ E D° with x= (Xo, x2 ....... xl), define a probability measure vu. xln~ on 
E °"+~\°~ by 
2 nL  1 
(n )_  (~ ~n) . v~,x- __ v~ (',xj2-,,,x~j+l,>,). 
j=0  
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Since x ~-* v(")(.; 12 xj2 n, X(j+ 1)2-") is a transition kernel from E z~" to E and 
since the map [~(E) ]  D"+~\D" ~ N(ED°+~\°°), 
s ~ Dn + 1\ Dn 
is continuous, it follows that x ~ v(~'~x) is a transition kernel from E °" to 
ED~+I \D~ 
Now let v0, Vl be two probability measures on E. Define a probability 
measure on E D° by 
p(o) _ 
#.vo,vl  - -  YO (~ ~1 " 
(n+l )  Suppose pl~)u,vo, u~ on E D" has already been defined. Then define P.,~0,~, on 
E D'+l by 
P("+I ) (B)=(  v(~)(B ]dP  (~) (x] 
u.vo,v I x - - i  JEDn /l,x\ x /  - - -  ]l,vO, V l \  i~ 
where B, = { y ~ E °°+ ~\°°l (x, y)E B }. Then Pu,~0,vL(n + l)is a probability measure 
on E °"+~ whose projection to E D" is P(~+ 1) By Kolmogorov's consistency ]/,v0,vl " 
theorem, there exists a unique probability measure Pu,~o,~, on E D such that, 
for every n ~ N u {0}, the projection of Pu vo v, onto E D" is p(,/ 
, . l l ,vo,v l • 
7.1. Remarks. (a) Above we have given the formal description of the 
following intuitive construction: 
Choose a point xo in E at random with respect o Vo and another 
point Xl in E at random with respect o v~. Then choose a point x~/2 in E 
at random according to the following mechanism. The probability that x~/2 
is in U(xo, Xl) is 1 -~1,  the probaNlity that xl/2 is not in U(xo, Xl) is cq 
and the choice in those sets is determined by the normalized restriction of/~ 
to U(xo, xl)  and E~U(xo, Xl), respectively. Then choose a point x~/4 in E 
at random with respect o the same mechanism with ~2 in the place of ~1 
and U(xo, x~/2) in the place of U(xo, x~). Then choose x3/4 by the same 
mechanism with U(Xl/2, Xl) in place of U(xo, Xl/2)- Continue this process. 
(b) I rE= I-0, 1] and dis the usual Euclidean metric on [0, 1] then, 
for a, b E [0, 1 ] with a < b, we have 
U(a, b)= (a+ (1 - f l ) (b  -a ) ,  b - (1 -/3)(b -a ) ) .  
This shows that the above construction is closely related to the construc- 
tion given in Section 2. 
7.2. THEOREM. Let /~, Vo, Vl be probability measures on E with full sup- 
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port. Let (~)~ ~ be a sequence in [0, 1] with 2~=1 2%t~ < oo. Then the 
measure Pu, vo,~. is concentrated on the set of  all uniformly continuous maps 
f rom D into E. 
The theorem will be implied by the following lemmas. For k e N, define 
Bk= {(J~E°lVn>>-kVie {0,..., 2" -  1}: 
~b((i+ 1) 2 ("+~))e U(~b(i2-"), ~b((i+ 1) 2 "))}. 
Then Bk is obviously a Borel set. 
7.3. LEMMA. For every ~ >0, there exists a k ~ ~ such that 
Pu,~o,~j(Bk) > 1 - ~. 
Proof  Let ksN be such that )Z,~k2~ct, < e. For n~N and 
i s {0,..., 2 n - 1 }, define 
X,,~ = {() ~ EOlO((2i + 1) 2-")  q~ U(q~(i2-"), ~b((i + 1) 2 "))} 
and 
yn,i= {zeEV.+l [z(2i+,)2-(.+'lq~ U(zi2. ,  z(i+,)2 ,,)}. 
Then Xn,i and y.,i are Borel sets and by the definition of P~,vo,v, we have 
p u.~o,vL ( Xn,i) _ pin + ,7( y~,q 
- -  ~ ,¢0 ,V  1 ~ , -  , .  
For x e E/9°, we have 
Since Pfn+l ) (Yn ' i~= I n yn,i (n) ~,~0,v~, , vu,~( ~ )dP~,~O,vl(x), this implies 
p(n+l ) tv  ~ . 
#,vo, vl I, An , i ]  ~ O~ n 
Since ED\Bk = ~J,>~k U2"-o ' X,,i we, therefore, deduce 
P.,~o,~(F~\B~) 
= rp,vo,  vl Xn ,  i ~ 2 Pkt, vo,vl(Xn, i )  
n k i=O n=k i=O 
~ 2"~. < e. 
n=k 
7.4. LEMMA. Let k e N be f i xed  Then the following hold: 
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(i) Vn>~kVCeBkVie{O,.. . ,2"- l} Vje{0,...,mk--1}: im-neEj2 k, 
( j+  1) Z -k) ~ d(¢(i2-"), ¢((i + 1) 2 ")) ~< fl'-kd(¢(jZ-k), ¢( ( j+  1) 2-k)). 
(ii) Vn>>,kVCeBkVi6{O,...,2"-i } Vje{0,. . . ,Zk-1}: im- 'e [ j2  k, 
k Cd 2 -k  (j+l)2-k)=~d(¢(im-"),¢(jZ-k))<~Y,(=ot~ (¢(j ) ,¢ ( ( j+1)2  k)). 
(iii) Let xk: ED ~E Ok be the canonical projection. Then, for every 
Borel set A c E Ok, 
P~,v0,~,(Xk l(A) c~ Bk) = Pu0,Vl(/~k I(A )) f i  (1 -- 0~,~) 2". 
n~k 
Proof. (i) We will prove (i) by induction on n. For n=k, it 
is obviously true. Suppose it has been proven for some n>~k. Let 
¢~Bk, i~ {0,..., 2"+1--1}, and je{0  ..... 2k -1}  be fixed. Suppose 
im-(n+2/e[j2 -k , ( j+ l )2  k). if i is even, we have 
d(¢(i2 (n+ 1)), ~((i~- l) 2--(n+ 1))) 
Since ¢ • Bk, this last expression is less than or equal to 
By the induction hypothesis 
Combining these facts yields 
d(¢(i2 ( ,+1)) ,¢(( i+1)2 ('+l))))<~'+L-kd(¢(jm-k),¢((j+l)2-k)). 
For i odd, the proof is similar. 
Part (ii) follows immediately from (i)_ 
(iii) For m>~k define 
B~'= {qJ e ~z~-~(A): fn =k, k+ 1,..., m Vj~ {0 ..... 2" -  1}: 
~((mj+ 1) 2 ~"+l))e U0k(j2 "), ~( ( j+  1) 2-"))}. 
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Then (Br~)me ~ is a decreasing sequence of Borel sets 
gkl(A) O Bk= Om)k  Br~ , By induction on m, we will show that 
Pu.,,o,v~(B'~O = P~,v0,~L(7"c;I(A)) f i  (1 - -  0~n) 2". 
n~k 
with 
(,) 
Once this has been established, the proof of (iii) is complete. 
For m = k, it follows from the definition of P~,~0,~ that 
2 k -  1 
P~,~o.~,(B'~')=f,~ [ l  v~)(U(O(J 2 k) ,0 ( ( J+ l )2 -k ) ) ;  
k ~(A) j=0  
~k(j2-k), ~k(j+ 1) 2 -k) dP~,.~o,~(O) 
= P~,~o,v~(~z; (A ))(1 - c~k) 2~. 
Suppose (,) has been proven for some m/> k. We have 
B~ +r= {0 sB~IV j= {0,..., 2 m+~- 1}: 
O((2j + 1) 2 -('+2)) s U(~b(j2-(m+~3), Ip((j+ 1) 2 -(m+ 13))}. 
Hence it follows as above that 
,u,vo,vlk~k 
By the induction hypothesis, the last expression equals 
m+l  
Pu,~o,v,(~;i(A)) H (1 -~- )  2"- 
n=k 
7.5. LEMMA. For ~ > 0 define 
B ~ = {q} s EDIV(5 > 0 3s, t s D: ]s -- tl < 3 and d(~)(s), (~(t)) > or}. 
Then P~.vo,~,(B ~) = O. 
Proof Let c~ > 0 be given_ We will show that B k c~ B~= ~ for every 
ks  N. Since, by Lemma 7.3, P,,vo, vj(Bk) can be,chosen arbitrary close to 1, 
this implies P~,vo,v~(B ~)= O_ 
Let ks  N be fixed. Choose mE ~ such that ~2=m fin<~/4 and set 
6 = 2 -Ik+"~. We will have proved that Bkc~ B~= Z if we can show that, 
for all ~bsBk and s, ted  with I s - t l  <b, we have d(~(s), qi(t)) <7. Given 
s, teD with [ s - t l<d ,  there exists an is {0,. . . ,2k+"-2} with 
s, t s [ i2 - (m+k) , ( i+2)  2 (re+g)). Without loss of generality, we may 
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assume s<t and that s=j~2 ~ and t=j22 -~ with n>~m+k. If 
s e [/2-m + k), (i + 1) 2 -  ~" + k)), then Lemma 7.3(ii) implies 
n- - (m+k)  
Y', fl°d(O(i2-°~+~)), O((i+ 1) 2--(m+k))). 
p=0 
It follows from Lemma 7.4(i) and the fact that the metric d is bounded by 1 
that 
d(~b(i2 I'~+k)),~b((i+l)2 (~+k)))~</~m<~; 
hence, 
n- -k  O{ d(O(s), ~b(i2-(m+k)))~ /30<~. 
p=rn  
If s t  [ ( i+ 1)2 -( '+k), ( i+ 2)2 -Ira+k)) we deduce in the same way that 
n k 
d(~(s)'~((i+ l)2-(~+kl))<~ tiP<4" 
p=rn  
Similarly we get 
n- -k  
p=m 
where j - -  i or j=  i + 1. Combining these results yields 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. 
we have 
cl(O(s), O(t)) < ~_ 
Let B -- {f  e E D I f uniformly continuous }. Then 
nE~ 
and the theorem, therefore, follows immediately from Lemma 7.5. 
7.6. Remark. Let cg([0, 1], E) denote the space of continuous functions 
from [0, 1 ] into E. Let d~o denote the supremum metric on cg([0, 1 ], E). In 
what follows, ~g ([0, 1 ], E) will always be considered as equipped with the 
topology of uniform convergence induced by do. Since E is a complete 
metric space, the restriction map :g([0, 1],E)--*E v, f~f lD  is a Borel 
isomorphism from cg([0, 1 ], E) onto the subspace B of all uniformly con- 
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tinuous functions in E D. From now on, we will identify B and ~g([0, 1 ], E). 
The measure derived from Pu,,,0,,~ by this identification will again be 
denoted by Pu,~o,~- 
7.7. THEOREM. Let #, Vo, vl and (~)~ ~ be as in Theorem 7.2. Assume, 
moreover, that 0<c%< 1 for all ne N. Then Pu,~o,~t(U)>O for every non- 
empty open subset U of cg( [0, 1 ], E). 
Proof To prove the theorem, it obviously suffices to show that, for 
~b E off( [0, 1 ], E) and e > 0 arbitrary, we have 
Pp,~0.~({0 e cg([0, 1], E)Jd~o(O, ~b) ~< E}) > 0. 
Let ~be~(]-0, 1], E) and ~>0 be fixed. Let 6=g(1- f l ) / (2 (1 - f l )+3) .  For 
n=0,1 ,2  .... define 
A, = {O eg([0 ,  1], E)lVie {0,_.., 2~} • d0p(i2 ~), ~b(i2-")) < 3}. 
Then A. is open. By induction, we will show that, for every n, 
P~,~0,~I(A.) > 0. For n = 0 we have 
P,.vo,~(A~)=Vo®V,({a, b )eExE ld (a ,  b) < 6}), 
which is positive according to our assumptions on v 0 and v~. Assume 
Pu,~O,~l(A.) > 0 has been proven for some n. By the definition of Pu, u0,~ we 
have 
Pu,v0,vi (A. + 1 ) 
fE (n) ~p(n) x = v~,x((~r,+l(A,+l)), )d u,vo,~,( )
Dn 
2 n -  1 
=f~ I] ~'(")t{zeEld(z,O((2i+l, 
n(An+l)  i=0 
xa-~, x .+ 1)2-~) d c~) P,,uo,~,(x), 
02-(n+'))) < 6}; 
where ~. + 1(An +1) and xn(A . +1) denote the projections of An +1 onto E D"+~ 
and E D°, respectively. Since 0 < e. < 1 and since #(V)> 0 for every non- 
empty open subset V of E, we obtain 
v(~m({z~Eld(z, ¢((2i+ 1)2-(n+ 1))))<fi})>0 
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for all i~ {0,__., 2" -  1 }. Since ~,(A, +~)= ~,~(A,~) and since, by the induction 
hypothesis, 
P~",~o,~L(x.(A.) ) = P~,~o,,,z(A~) > O, 
this implies 
Pl~.voo, l (An + 1 ) > O, 
Now choose a k e % such that d((~(t), ~b(t')) ~< b for all t, t' ~ [-0, 1 ] with 
i t  - t'[ ~< 2-  ~. Define 
Ck = A ~ c~ Bk, 
where Bk is defined after the statement of Theorem 7.2. It follows from 
Lemma 7.4(iii) that 
P;,v~,,,~(Ck) = P.,,,0,,,~(Ak) f i  (1 - 0{n) 2n, 
n k 
Since ~.~ 2'%, < c~ and since P.,,0,~(Ak)> 0, this implies 
P~,,vo.~,(Ck) > O. 
Next we will prove that, for all tp e Ck and every t e [-0, 1 ], 
d(~,(t), ¢(t) ~< ~. 
Once this is achieved, the proof of the theorem is completed. Let 
$ e Ck = Bk ~ Ag and t e D be arbitrary. If t e D~, then the definitions of Ak 
and 3 imply d(~(t),(~(t))<~e. If t¢D~, then there exist a n>k and an 
iE{0, . . . ,2~- l} with t=(2 i+1)2  -n. Let je{0 , . . . ,U - l}  be such that 
t~ [j2 k, ( j+  1)2-k). Then we obtain 
d(~,(t), ~(t)) 
<~ d($(t), $(j2-~)) + d($(j2 K), ~(j2-k)) + d(q~(j2-k), q~(t)). 
It follows from Lemma 7.4(ii) that 
n--k 
d(~(t), ~(j2-k))~< ~ flPd(~(j2-k), ~(( j+  1)2-k)). 
6--0 
Thus we deduce 
n k 
d(~(t), ~(t))<~ ~ flPd($(j2-k), $( ( j+  1) 2 -k) + d($(j2-k),  ~(j2 k)) 
p=o 
+ d(4(j2 k), q~(t)). (*) 
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We have 
and 
. - k  1 
~=o 1 - /3  
d(~9(J2-k), 0( ( J+ 1)2 k) 
<d($( j2 k), (~(j2-k))+d(¢(j2-k), ¢(( j+ 1) 2-k)) 
+d(¢((j+ l)2-k),t~((j+ l)2 k)). 
Since t~Ak we have d($(j2-k),¢(j2 k))<3 and d(¢((j+l)2-k), 
$((j  + 1 ) 2-k)) < 6. The choice of k implies d(~b(j2 -k), ¢((j + 1) 2-k)) ~< 3 
and d(¢(j2 k), ¢(t)) ~< 6. If we take all these inequalities into consideration, 
(,) yields 
d(t)(t), ¢(t)) ~<7-~1  (33) + 6 + 6 = e. 
1 -# 
This proves d(O(t),¢(t))~<E for all teD. By continuity, we get the 
inequality for all t ~ [0, 1 ]_ 
7.8. Remark. Since every Banach space satisfies the metric betweenness 
condition, the above construction can be used to define random continuous 
maps from [0, 1] into an arbitrary separable Banach space. 
In the rest of this section, we establish the connection between the con- 
struction described above and the definition of random flows on [0, 1] 
over a period of unit time. We proceed as follows: First we show that there 
exists a metric on H which satisfies the betweenness condition. Starting 
with any probability measure on H (which is positive on non-empty open 
sets), we then define a probability measure on cg([0, 1], H). In particular, 
we can start with the measures on H considered in the first part of the 
present paper. The space qf([0, 1 ], H), in turn, can be identified with each 
of the following spaces: 
(i) The space H, of all homeomorphisms h of the square S into itself 
which keep each vertical fiber mvariant (i.e., Vx~[O, 1]:h({x}x 
[0, 13)= {x} x [0, 13) and map [0, 1] x {0} onto itself. 
(ii) The space Ilk of all homeomorphisms h of the square S into itself 
which keep each horizontal fiber invariant (i.e., Yye[0, 1]: h([0, 1]x 
{y})= [0, 1] x {y}) and map {0} x [0, 1] onto itself. 
A result of Eggleston (4) says that the group H (2~ of all 
homeomorphisms of S which keep each point of the boundary of S fixed 
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has the group generated by (H(2)~H~,)w (H(2)nHk) as a dense subset 
with respect o the topology of uniform convergence. Thus, one might be 
able to extend our construction and define arbitrary homeomorphisms of
the square at random (see Section 0). 
7.9. THEOREM. Define d :H×H~ ~ by d(f, g)= I I f -g l ]  + 
Hf * - g ~11, where 11 II denotes the supremum norm. Then (H, d) is a com- 
plete metric space whose topology is the topology of the uniform convergence. 
Moreover, 
(i) Vf, g~H:d( f  g)~<2, 
(ii) 3fi E (0, 1) Vf g ~ H: f # g3h ~ H: max(d(f  h), d(h, g)) < rid(f, g). 
Proof. Part (i) is obviously true, since ]lf-glJ ~< 1 for all f, g~H. 
(ii) Fix fie (3, 1). Let f, g~H with f¢ :  g be arbitrary. Define 
)~+(f+_ g), if [If- gll ~> ]If - t -  g-i l l  
h=([½(f  t+g-t) ] -~,  if q l f -g l l< lq f - t -g -~ l l  . 
Then we have h e H. We will show that h satisfies our requirements under 
the assumption that ]] f -gl]  >~ IL f - l -g - l l ]  - The argument in the other 
case is similar. We obtain 
d(h, g)= lll(f + g ) -  gJl + ]l[½(f + g)] - i  g-ill 
=½1I f -  g]l + liE1(/+ g) ] - l -  g-tll ' 
We have 1([½(f+ g) ] -~-  g-'l[ = [[id- g - to (½( f+ g))ll- For t~ [0, 1], set 
s= ½(f+ g)(t). Since s lies between f( t )  and g(t), we know that g- l (s)  lies 
between g-t ( f ( t ) )and t, hence 
j t -g  l(½(f +g)( t ) ) l<~lt -g- l ( f ( t ) ) l<~l l id -g-Lof l l= l l f  1-g-111 
for every t e [0, 1 ]. This implies 
11(½(f+ g)) 1 _ g 'hi ~< I l l  -1 -  g-ill. 
Thus we obtain 
d(h, g)--,< ½l l f -  glq + qlf -1 -  g-lhl =d(f ,  g) (1 
U-  g(I) 
- d(;, )5 /  
Since I I f -  glk >/IIf -~ - g-tl[, we have d(f, g) ~< 2 I I f -  gll and, therefore, 
IIf - gll/d(f, g) >~ ½. Hence we deduce 
d(h, g) ~< ~-d(f, g) < ~d(y, g). 
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8. FLOWS FROM RANDOM FLOW LINES 
Here we describe an alternative approach for the construction of a 
probability measure on the space H, of all homeomorphisms of 
[0, 1 ] × [0, 1 ] which keep each vertical fiber in [0, 1 ] × [0, 1 ] invariant. 
The construction relies on the fact that every homeomorphism in H, is 
determined by its flow lines; i.e., ifpz: [0, 1-1 × [-0, 1] --* [-0, 1] is the projec- 
tion onto the second factor and if h e H,,  then the family (p2h(', y))y~ [o,~1 
of continuous maps from [0, 1] into itself completely determines h. In 
more detail, we have the following: Let ~ be the subspace of cd([0, 1 ], 
cg([0, 1])) which consists of all continuous functions ¢: [0, 1] ~ c~([0, 1]) 
satisfying 
(i) ¢(0)=0, ¢(1)= i; 
(ii) Vye(0, 1) Vxe [0, 1]: [¢(),)](x)~(0, 1); 
(iii) Vy, y 'e  [-0, 1]: y< y '~YxE [0, 1]: [¢ (y ) ] (x )< [¢(y')](x)_ 
Let f f  be equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. Then the 
map H~ ~ ~,  h ~ (y ~ h(., y))~y~ E0,1j) is a homeomorphism from H~ onto 
~-. (Recall that Hv also carries the topology of uniform convergence.) We 
will now define a probability measure on i f ,  which, by the above iden- 
tification, is also a probability measure in H~. To do that we will proceed 
as follows: 
Let cg =cg([0, 1], (0, 1)). First we will construct a probability measure 
on cgD which, then, will be shown to be concentrated on {¢[D I~be~}- 
This last space can be naturally identified with ~.  
We start out with an arbitrary probability measure p on cg. Let 
/3=D\{0 ,1}  and let /~9 denote the product measure on ~z~. Let 
C= cg([0, 1], [0, 1]). Define a scaling map ¢: c~_o CD by recursion: 
(i) [o(¢)](o)=o, [o(¢)](1)=l. 
(ii) Assume O(¢)]D. has already been defined_ Then set 
[0(¢)]((2j+ 1) 2 -("+ 1)) 
= [-0(¢)]( j2-")+ ([-0(¢)](( j+ l) 2-") 
- [0 (¢ ) ] ( j2 - " ) )  ¢( j2  + 1) 2-~"+ ~) 
for every je  {0,..., 2" -  1}. 
8.1. LEMMA. The map 0 is one-to-one continuous and O(Cg ~) consists of 
all functions ¢ E ~D with the following properties: 
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(i) ~b(0)=-0, ~b(1)= 1; 
(ii) VseD Vxe[O, 1]:[q~(s)](x)e(O, 1); 
(iii) ¥s, teD: s< t~Vxe [0, 1]: [~b(s)](x) < [~b(t)](x). 
Proof The proof is straightforward and will, therefore, be omitted. 
Define Q~ =/~ZSo 0-~. Let I111 stand for the supremum norm on c~. 
8.2. LEMMA. Let 
A= {~ ec~)[Va>0 ~n e N Vje {0 ..... 2" -1} :  
II~(j2-')- ~b((j+ 1) 2 ")ll < e}. 
17len A is a G6-set and Q~(A) = 1. 
Proof That A is a G6-set follows immediately from the definition. Since 
# is a measure on ~ =~g([0, 1], (0, 1)), there exist a ~e (0, ½) such that 
#({ fe~l ] l f -½/ ]<~c})>½.  
For n = 0, 1 .... and m = 0, 1,..., define 
A~= {~be~b I Vie {0,..., 2" -1} :  
]1 [0(~b) J ( j2- ' )  - [O(q~)]((j+ 1) 2 ")][ < (1 + ~c)~}. 
A m of It follows from Lemma 8.1(iii) that, for fixed m, the sequence ( ,, )n, 
open sets in ~g~ is non-decreasing. We define A m= U n~ ~ Am. Then A m is 
open and we have 0 I(A) = ~m~ ~ Am. 
To prove the lemma it, therefore, suffices to show #ZS(A'~) = 1 for every 
m e ~. We will do this by induction on m. For  m = 0, we have Am~ A °. 
Since A ° = ~gD, we obviously obtain #D(A°)= 1. Suppose we have proven 
/~Zs(Am)= 1 for some m. To show #~5(A~+~)--1, it is enough to prove 
#D(Am\Am+ L)= O. Since A m is non-decreasing with U,~ ~ A m = An, this 
reduces to showing b m ~+ # (A , \A  )=0 for every ne  N. F rom now on, let 
no e % be fixed. We will prove #~(A~\A m+ 1) = 0. Since (A,r~ + ~),~ ~ is non- 
decreasing with A " + ~ = U,  ~ ~ A~ + ~, it suffices to show 
lim #~(A~\A~'+ t) = 0. 
Thus the proof of the lemma is completed if we can prove the following 
claim: 
#O(A,~,o\A~ + 1) ~ 2"(1 -- ~)" "0 (1) 
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for every n>>-no and ~=#({f~l  Hf -½lr<~c))>½. For n>~no and 
j E { 0,..., 2" - 1 }, define 
n,mj= {~b e cgz~ I Ill-o(~b)l(j2 " ) -  [o(@) l ( ( j+ 1)2-")]1 >~ (½÷~c)~}. 
Then we have 
1__ 1 " Am + ., + m A.o \ . - B..j ~ A.o. (2) 
J 
We claim that, for every n > no, every e • {0, 1 }, and every jE  {0,..., 2" -  1}, 
we have 
A mo~Bm+l .7 n+ l.2j+.c AnoA Bn m+ l
c~ {~b•cgz~ I II~b((Zj+l)2 ('+a))-½ll >~K}. (3) 
We will only prove the case that ~ = 0. For z = 1, the proof is similar. If 
Rm+m then 
II [O(~)](j2-n)-- [0 (¢) ] ( (2 j+ 1) 2 ("+1))11 /> (½+ ~),,+ 1. 
Since, by definition of O, 
[-O(~b)]((2j+ 1) 2 ( " -~) ) -  [O(())](j2-') 
= ([O(~b)J((j+ 1) 2 " ) -  [O(~)]( j2- '))  ~b((2j+ 1) 2 ("+1)), 
we obtain 
II [ -0(~) l ( ( j+ 1) 2 ") - [0(~) l ( j2 - ' ) l l  Ilq~((2j + 1) 2-("+1))11/> (½ ÷ ~c) m+ 1. 
Since {Iq~((2j+ l) 2-t'+1)){I ~< 1, this implies ¢)•B,"I+1. Since ¢)eA~oCA' ~ 
and, hence, 
II [-0(~b)](J2-') - [-0(~b)]((j+ 1) 2-")11 < (½+ K)', 
we also deduce 
II~b((2j + 1) 2-(" + 1))11 > ½ + ~, 
hence 
11~((2j+112 ( '+ l ) ) -~ J l~ l l~( (2 j+ l )2  ('+1))1] -1> ~. 
This proves (3). It follows from (3) that, for every n ~> no, every z e {0, 1 }, 
and every j e { 0,..., 2" - 1 }, 
607/60/3-8 
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/~ m m+l  # (A~onB.+~,2j+~) 
<<.#~(A'~omB=mf'm {@~(#~ I Ikb((2j+ 1)2 ~"+'))-½11 ~>x} 
= #~(A'ffo ~ B'ff, f ~) #( { f  ~cg l ]lf - ½11 >~K}) 
(1 ~) ~ " m+ ~-  - -  # (Ano C'~ On, j 1), 
where ~ = #( {f ~ c~ I II f -  ½11 < ~ })- Using induction on n ~> n o we, therefore, 
obtain 
B m+l  "1 n - -no  £) m #Z~(A~0c~ n+l,2j+~,~<(1-~) # (A,0). 
Now it follows from (2) and the preceding inequality that 
Q 2 n 1 
j=O 
2 a 1 
nB, , j  ) 
/ = 0 
~<2,(1 ~ n no /~ m - ) # (A.0) -  
/) m Since # (A~0) ~< 1, this proves our claim (1). 
8.3. LEMMA. Let .~ be the subspace of (8([0, 1], c#([0, 1])) defined in 
the beginning of this section. Then the map o~--*(~ D, O--*OID is a 
homeomorphism from g onto A c~ O((KD), where A is defined in Lemma 8.2. 
Moreover, A n O(Cg b) is a Ga-set_ 
Proof It follows from Lemma 8.1 that 0((8 ~) is a Ga-set. Together with 
Lemma 8.2, this yields that A c~ 0((g ~) is a Ga-set. 
To prove that {~blz)[ q~o~ } =A c~ 0((g°), it suffices to show that every 
~A c~ 0(c# z~) is uniformly continuous. Let e>0 be given. Since ~O~A, 
there exists an n ~ N such that 
Vj~ {0 ..... 2" -  1} II~(j2 " ) - f f ( ( j+  1) 2 n)ll <~. 
Let 6=1/2  ~. If s , t~D,  s<t  and I t - s [<6,  
j e  {0 ..... 2" -2}  with 
j2-n<<.s< t< ( j+2)  2-". 
then there exists a 
It follows from Lemma 8.1(iii) that, for every x E [0, 1 ], 
[~b(j2-")](x) ~< [~(s)](x) < [-~(t)](x) < [-~((j + 2) 2-")](x).  
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Hence we obtain 
II ~( t ) -  ~O(s) II 
II~((J+ 2) 2 " ) -  if(j2 ")l[ 
< IIg'((j+ 2) 2 - " ) -  ~(( J+ 1) 2-~11 + 114-'((J + 1)2-")  - ~O(j2-~)ll 
</3. 
The restriction map ~b ~ ~bID from ~- onto A ~ 0(cg ~) is obviously a one-to- 
one continuous map. Thus, it remains to be show that this map is open. 
But this can be seen by a straightforward estimate. 
8.4. THEOREM. The measure Qu is concentrated on ~D = {~b]D'~b } .  
Proof The theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3. 
8.5. Remarks. (a) Intuitively the above construction describes the 
following process: First choose a continuous map fv2 ~ c~([ 0, 1], (0, 1)) at 
random with respect to #. This becomes the flow line of the 
homeomorphism of the square at 1. Then choose a continuous map 
fl/4 • (~([-0, 1], (0, 1)) at random with respect o #, The map 
x ~ fl/2(x) f l /4(x) 
is the flow line of the homeomorphism at ~-. Then choose 
f3/4 • of( [0, 1 ], (0, 1 )) at random. The map x ~ fl/z(X)+ (1 -fl/2(x))f3/4(x) 
is the flow line of the homeomorphism at 3. Continue this process. 
(b) In the following we will identify {~b[D:~b•~-} and ~ and, 
moreover, ~- and H v. 
8.6. THEOREM. Let # be a probability measure on cg([0, 1], (0, 1)) such 
that #(V) > 0 for every non-empty open subset. Then Q,(U) > 0 for every 
non-empty open subset U of ~ .  
Proof By Remark8.5(b) and Lemma8.3, we can identify H~ and 
A c~O(Cg ~) as topological spaces. Let UcAc~O(Cg ~) be open and non- 
empty. Then there exists an open set W in ~z~ with Wc~ A c~ 0(cg zS) = U. 
Since 0 is continuous (Lemma 8.1), O-I(W) is open and not equal to a 
nullset. It follows from the assumptions on # that #zs(0 I(W))> 0, hence 
Q,(W) > 0. Since Q,(A n 0(cgzs)) = 1 by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2, it follows that 
Q,(U) > 0. 
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8.7. DEFINITION. For ~b, ~k~ E°'13 and f~c~([0, 1], (0, 1)), 
amalgamation of ~b and #/at f is defined to be the function 
[,~, 4,]j: [o, 13 - ,¢  
by 
[~, 4OAt)= 
f .  4(2t)o t < ½ 
f, t=k 
f +(1-f)~h(2t-1), t>½. 
8.8. Remark. 
(b) 
tinuous. 
(c) 
the map 
(a) If~b, qeF ,  then we have [~b, 6 ] f~.  
the 
The map (~b,~b,f)~E~b, 6] I from ~x~-x<g to ~ is con- 
For any probability measure # on ~ and every Borel set B c ~-, 
is Borel measurable_ 
(~b, ~)~ #(f~cg I [~b, ¢]j-eB}) 
8.9. DEFINITION. Define T~: ~(~)  ~(Y)  by 
8_10. THEOREM. T, is continuous and has the following properties: 
(i) Q~ is a fixed point o fT  u. 
(ii) Let nE~ and let 7z,:~o ~g7 D" denote the canonical projection. 
Then, for every Q ~ ~(J~) and every Borel set B in ~oo, 
[T~u(Q)](TGI(B)) = Qu(~;l(B)). 
Therefore Qu is the unique fixed point of Tu. 
Proof The proof is basically the same as that of Theorem 3.7 and will, 
therefore, be omitted. 
8.11. Remark. The construction i  Section 7 and the one in the present 
section seem to be closely related. It remains to be determined which 
measures on H~ can be obtained by both constructions and what the 
relationship between the starting measures on H and <g([0, 1], (0, 1)) is. 
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9. PROBLEMS 
1. (See Remarks5.18(a), (b).) Is it true that for every g~H either 
P ± Pg or P,,~ Pc? In particular, what is the situation for g consisting of 
two linear pieces joined at ½? 
2. (See Theorem 6.11.) What is the expected value with respect o P of 
the first fixed point in (0, 1)? 
3. (See Theorem 6.11.) What is the P-probability of having exactly 
one fixed point between 0 and 1? 
4. (See Theorem 6.11.) What is the expected number with respect o P 
of fixed points? Is it finite? 
5. (See Remarks 5.18.) A function geH is said to be an 
amalgamation transform if and only if there is an amalgamation form 
which is taken to another amalgamation form by right composition with g 
(Remark 5.18(b)). If g is an amalgamation transform, then P ~ Pg. Is there 
any other type of g e H such that P ~ P~? 
6. (See Theorem4.22.) Note that if there is some B such that 
2(h-l(B)) = 0 and 2(B)> 0, then Ph _1_ P. This follows from Ph({ g]2(g(B)) 
=O})=P({gl2(gh-l(B))=O})=l whereas P({gl2(g(B))=O})=O. n
the other hand, the homeomorphism h given in Remark 6.16 has the 
property that 2(h(B)) = 0 if and only if 2(B) = 0 and yet Ph ± P. Determine 
the homeomorphisms h uch that Ph _1_ P. 
7. (See Remark 5.27, Theorem 5.15, and Corollary 5.17.) Is it true that 
for each given x in [0, 1 ], P-a.e.h. has the property that 
lim (h(x + t ) -  h(t)) t I1/ ln2)= ~_~ 
t,LO 
and 
lim (h(x+ t)-h(t)) t-(1/ln2l =0? 
t l0  
8. (See Remark4_15(b).) If Q~(H)  is independent at every t in 
[0, 1], is it true that Q has compact support? 
9. (See Lemma 4.13.) Is there a non-trivial probability measure Q on 
H such that 
fI4 q)(h(st)) dQ(h)= fi4 IH qs(f(s) g(t)) dQ(f) dQ(g) 
for all s, t~ [0, 1] and all Borel-measurable maps ~b: E0, 1] ~ ~? 
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10. Is it true that no non-trivial eft-translate of P is in the class of 
measures considered by Dubins and Freedman? 
11. What is the derivative structure of Pv-random homeomorphisms if v 
is an arbitrary uniformly centered transition kernel? 
12. What is the structure of the fixed point set of random 
homeomorphisms corresponding to an arbitrary Dubins-Freedman 
measure? Can it be almost surely a Cantor set? 
13. If h is a homeomorphism of [0, 1], then l im,~ ~ h~(x) exists for 
every x E [0, 1 ] and is a fixed point of h. What is the expected value of this 
limit with respect o P, Pa, etc.? 
14. Is it true that P~ is not independent at ½? 
15. What is the distribution with respect to P or  Pa  of the point 
evaluations on H? 
16. What is the value of P({hEH]Vte [0, 1](h(t)<~mt)})? 
17. What is the structure of the fixed point set of random 
homeomorphisms constructed in Sections 7 and 8? 
18. (See Theorem7.9.) Do the higher-dimensional homeomorphism 
groups possess the metric betweenness property described in Theorem 7.9? 
19. (See General Remarks). Does an analogue of Eggleston's result 
hold in higher dimensions? 
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